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SKEWERED

HOOKED UP

Baseball heads into a wee.kend
series with second-ranked LSU.
-SEE SPORTS, 81

The results are in,---- find out who was the
lucky winner of a date with the indie editor.
-SEE the indie, il

As campus cuts continue, literary.magazine fendsfor itself
MORGAN MOELLER
Staff Writer

!

As budget woes continue, a
longtime UCF institution has
nearly disappeared, and many
people never knew it existed.
The Florida Review, UCF's
32-year-old national literary
journal, has subscribers across
. the country and aro.und the

globe, with distribution to many Sciences, but it also relies on
university and public libraries. subscription money and sales to
But this year its entire budget supplement its publication.
This year there have been
was cut. Editors and interns
have scrambled to raise money budget cuts in many areas at
to pay for the fall issue, which UCF, but the College of Arts and
was ready to go to the printers Sciences was hit the hardest.
when word came that the fund- The college previously provided
roughly $10,000 a year to The
ing had been eliminated.
The journal is primarily sup- Florida Review for its operaported by the College of Arj;s and tional costs. This year it was

Health Center
.begins Online
hou ,\~calls ·
first noticed.
Adoption of this new, easier
to use secure system is the last
step in a 14-month process of
fully enabling the system,
Wheeler said.
Only students can access the
24/7
WebMed. Teachers and
NASEEM SOWTI
staff are prohibited from using
Senior StaffWriter
the service as part of an agreeA new online program prom- ment with DSHI.
ises to make, UCF the first col- ,
The system provides securilege in the nation to help stu- ty for student visitors, preventdents treat their own medical ing data sent during a diagnoailments at any time.
sis-session from being used by
~)
This program, titled 24/7 pe()ple other than the Student
WebMed, will let students enter Health Center's staff.
·
th~ir symptoms and receive
UCF has a three-year con·~
automated advice -on self-care tract with DSHI ' Systems.
24. hours a day, seven days a Through this partnership, UCF
week, instead of visiting the and DSHI hope to offer
. Student Health Center or dur- improved access to , Student
ing times when the center is Health Services enhanced educlosed.
cation about n~erous medical
"It's for students who are at conditions, reduced ·medical
home Qf restricted by hours 'costs and early identification of
from visiting the Healt\1 Center certain diseases.
• on. campus," said Terry W.
Dr. Michael Deichen, assisWheeler, technology supervisor tant director for clinical servicfor Student Health Services. es at the Student ij:ealth
"It's a natural extension of Services, highlighted the importance of this system in following .
existing health services. '1
DSHI disease trends among UCF stuRockledge-based
Systems, which created the soft- dents. ''.Automated triage will
ware, partnered with UCF to also be a means of disease surlaunch 24/7 WebMed on cam- veillance, and it can establish
pus. "UCF's .large student body, public health trends,'.' s.aid
comprehensive Student Health Deichen.
Services,
research-oriented
The UCF Health Center also
school of nursing and proximity hopes to start collaborating
• ·tl1
to DSHI's headquarters makes with the School of Nursing ill
it an ideal partner in this ven- the near future. Anonymous,
ture," Dr. Scott Gettings, med- de-identified symptom data will
ical director of DSHI Systems, be used by the School of
said.
Nursing for grants and research
Student~ can access 24/7. on topics such ·as population
WebMed . by logging on to the health surveillance.
Health Center's Web site at
Once the students log on to
1'$'
http://www.shs.ucf.edu. UCF the system, they will have to
st~dents ?an !WCess the system an8wer a .series of questions.
us1:11g their PID.
.
For minor conditions that do not
A new syi;;t~m put into place require medical care, the sys1•
Wednesday will allow student$ tern will provide students with a
who are -off campus to access self-care recommendation and
the system securely without any information. Students with concr addi!ional steps. A tffi1J.porary ditions appropriate for care are
solution for students was in use advised to make an appointsince December when a problem with off-campus access was
PLEASE SEE WEB ON A3

community. They "nickel-and- been involved in the fund-raising
dimed" to finance both the fall efforts. Despite the obvious neg2003 and spring 2004 issues, ative effects of the budget cut,
which cost about $13,000 com- · Cowe-Spigai believes that it has
bined, Leiby said. After the pub- actually been of some benefit to
lication of the spring issue, both she and the other intern
which is due out by mid-April, working for the Review.
the funds will be nearly gone.
"It :qas given us a more realKereth Cowe-Spigai, the life idea of what it's like to run a
Review's managing editor for
the past four semesters, has
PLEASE SEE JOURNAL ON A6

forced to end that subsidy.
Associate professor Jeanne
LeibY, editor of the Review, said
there was "'no blame to be·
placed," adding, "it is not a frill;
it is essential --' however, not as
essential as offering classes."
With the journal lacking
UCF;s financial backing, Leiby
aJ1d student interns set out to
obtain contributions from the

UCF ·nonplussed
Candidates weigh .in on
classroom grading scale

SGA presidential slates
. Candidates discuss plus-minus system

Aduloj·u & Buchanan

24/7WebM~

HEIDI A. DE VRIES

Plus-minus system:

helps ·ucF students
heal themselves

Senior.Staff Writer

Plan a referendum to see
what students would
change

With the approach
of
the
Student
Government
Association presidential election, . contronecessarily deserve
versy over the plusa whole · letterminus grading scale
grade bump.
has jumped back
Pavan Talakala,
into the limelight.
another
presidenin a series
Student . leaders
tial hopeful, said
have debated the :;,ystem ·since the system is a better mirror of
it was implemented in the fall the. effort students put forth,
of 2001. Originally proposed by and ·that the better accuracy
the Faculty Senate in 1999, the available is worth the few probsystem was stalled for two lems.
years as administrators conAll three candidates agreed
sidered the issue.
that adding an A-plus to the
The system was intended to scale would solve many of the
give instructors a more precise problems associated with the
way of grading. Instead, it is system.
the heartache of some students
Talakala said that most of
and teachers alike. Fbr some the more prestigious schools in
Gordon Rule classes, it could the country use the plus-minus
mean the difference between scale. "If the majoi:ity of these
passing a class or failing it schools are using it, then it
these classes need a grade of C would be more beneficial to
or better to pass.
students to keep it."
"It's a double-edged sword,"
Said Peters: "The plus-only
presidential candidate Kevin system is something that I'm
Peters said.
goi,ng to be working for."
Another candidate, Olu Perhaps Peters is recalling a
Aduloju, said those who are at survey by SGA taken in the
the top of the scale are hurt if spring of 2002 that showed 80
. they get an A in a class, percent of the 3,061 students
because there is no A-plus for who voted preferred a plusthem to strive for.
However, for average stuPLEASE SEE CANDIDATES ON A4

Adding A-plus:
·Favor it

Plus-only system:
Say it's unlikely
Buchanan & Aduloju

Peters & Bentley
Plus-minus system:
Good for B and C
students. Will support
whatever students dictate

Adding A-plus:
Favor it

.Plus-only system:
Plan to push for it

Talakala & Sigal
Plus-minus system:
An accurate system,

" but it hurts A students

Adding A-plus:
Favor it

Plus-only system:
Say it's unlikely

.
•
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Candidate forum planned for ·noon today at Union
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Senior Staff Writer

Students can question the
candidates in the Student
Government Association pres- ·
idential election in a forum at
noon today at the Student
Union stage.
With the three-day voting
period starting on_ Monday,

the forum represents the first
and last formal joint appearance of the three candidate
slates. Each will respond to
questions posed by members
of the .SGA Elections
Commission, students and the
media.
Candidate Pavan Talakala
. hopes students will recognize
that money is one of the most

important issues in this election. He wants to stress his
commitment to lobbying the
state for more dollars to UCF.
Candidate · Olu Aduloju
hopes to embody the slogan of
his campaign. "I want to be
the representative for all students, not just one group," he
said:
·
Kevin Peters, the third can-

didate, said, "We are committed to progress, and we plan
to continue to support governmental affairs, student advocacy and sports marketing.
We have an open door policy
and want students to be able
to come to us:"
Online voting will start at 8
a.m. Monday and continue
until 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Provost toms publisher

Hearts afar this Valentine's Day

Hickey debuts a newsletter to debunk 'myths'
. ALEX BABCOCK
· Managing Editor

1

JAMES CLARK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior Leanne Weinbrot, left, and sophomore Kristin'Hauch sign Valentine's Day cards outside the Student Union to send to American
troops in Iraq. The group Rebuilding on a Conservative Komerstone organized the effort, which continues outside the Union today.

The . rumors and outright
falsehoods were bothering
Provost Terry Hickey, and at an.
9pen forum Feb. 4 he unveiled his
combat strategy- a parchmentlike pamphlet c.alled "Myths and
Realities."
The single-sheet document
deals with a slew of questions
Hickey said he's dealt with
repeatedly, including fall's
tuition increase and plans for a
golf course on campus.
·
"Many of the questions [in the
pamphlet] I'm asked on a regular
basis," Hickey said. 'Tm. looking
at more and more ways to get
these answers out there."

·Hickey said that as the school
has continued to grow, it's
become more difficult for the
administration to com..niwlicate
with students and staff. Since he
says communication will' only be
tougher as enrollment swells,
new ways of reaching the community are essential.
A stack of about 100 of the
"Myths and Realities" pamphlets
.accompanied Hickey to the
forum, where students· brought
some concerns coincidentally
addressed in the pages of the
pamphlet.
One student, Skip Moedinger,
asked administrators at the
forum if UCF planned to bulldoze .
the Arboretum, an area of pro.tected forest on the east side of

campus, to build a golf course.
He said he'd heard about it from
friends.
After laughter from the
administrators and audience
members died down, President
John Hitt told Moedinger that
there was no such plan, and any
golf course mentioned in UCF's
Master Plan was only a proposal,
not a definite plan.
"I was glad to hear it wasn't
the case," Moedinger said,
adding that he read the ~'Myths
and Realities" pamphlet Hickey
referenced during the meeting.
"It's a good idea to combat misconceptions."
One of the last ()f 11 questions

')·"'-----~~---------~.__.~--------- - - - - - - - - - - ~---~-'------------~---------~~-

PLEASE SEE

ONLINE ON A2

Around Campus
Lights out in garage today
Electricity to the North,
Parking Garage will be cut off
starting af · 10 a.m. today for
about half an houf., UCF Police
said The outrage is related to
work done by Progress Energy.

Help when it hurts
Students in need of solace
following the death of someone
close to theni are invited to a
group-counseling session at 11
a.m. today in Student Resource
Center, Room 203. The session
will be lead by Jessica Carlson,
a student-counseling specialist.
Call Carlson at 407-823-2811 or
e-mail councntr@mail.ucf.edu
for more information.

Chat about the world
International students will
host other students, faculty and
staff from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. today
in the Barbara Ymg Center to
talk about the United States
and world cultures. '
Call Lucja Wasowska at 407823-5515 for more.

Justice and democracy forum
"The Role of the Judiciary in
Promoting a Free and Open
Society" is the topic of-a free
forum from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. today at the Student Union.
_Tackling the issue will be
Florida Supreme Court Justice
Charles T. Wells, former Gov.
Buddy McKay, U.S. Chief
District Judge Patricia C.
Fa.wsett and University of
WIBconsin law and political_science professor Herbert Kritzer.
Call 407-823-0688 for more.

·Ease into your career
Find out how to make the
transition from student to
employee at a ·workshop from
.2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. today in
Student Resource Center Room
185. The workshop promises
insight into the importance of
managing the
transition
_through topics such as learning
the culture, managing a good
impression and becoming a ,
savvy subordinate. Call 407-8232361 for more information.

DiversiTeas
"Gay Rights: Special Rights
·or Human Rights?" is the topic .
of a forum from noon to 1 p.m.
Monday in Modular Building
629, behind the Classroom. I
B1,1ilding. Sponsored by the
Office of Diversity Initiatives;
the discussion is part of an open
· house from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., to
familiarize guests with the
office's new location and to
launch the DiversiTeas series.
Registration is not required, but
:Call 407-823-6479 to ensure
seating.
- Visit http://wWw.diversity.ucf.
· edu for more information.

UCF lands national award
Fbr its work' to ease a local
.teaching shortage in partnership with Valencia Community
.College, UCF received the Best
.Practice
Award
·for
Collaboration with Community ·
Colleges on Tuesday in Chicago.
The award was presented by
the American Association of
-Colleges for Teacher Eklucation.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If yo'u have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to edi- ,
tor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition~

Online version of rumor retort to come
FROM

ing priority.
The controversy comes from
a set of deals · between
November and December that
·cost the school's athletic program over $3 million. UCF took
on $2.6 million in charges to
change athletic conferences,
something that will happen in
2005. This money comes -from
the athleti~s budget - which
the document says is independent of acad~mic money. UCF
expects to make $1 million a
year from shared television and
bowl revenue, which the document says makes the change in
conferences worth it.
"People were not educated
on where the different pots of
money were coming from," said
Gert Garman, director of the
Office of Sports Marketing and
Promotions. ''.A lot of the things
we're doing are coming from
booster money, not taking away
from classes."
Part of that confusion comes
from the source of the athletic department's
funding.

A1

covered in the document reads:
"Does UCF Plan to build a golf
course?" The answer says if
UCF does go through with the
proposal, the course will be on
non-sensitive land.
Environmental groups have ·
complained that the placement
of the course isn't environmentally sensitive, as it will be near
wetlands and tributaries of the
Econlockhatchee River. That
proximity, the groups contend, ·
will allow runoff from course
maintenance chemicals to spoil
the surrounding environment.
The course design doesn't
place it near the Arboretum,
though. Administrators made it
known at the forum that not
only is the Arboretum safe, but
it's actually going to be expanded iri size.
Rumors like the eminent
Arboretum threat are
what sparked the
pamphlet project,
Hickey said.
"In the absence
of regular communication, false
information
starts
to
spread
rumors get listened
to,"
Hickey said.
The "Myths .
and Realities"
project started less than a
month before
the
final
product
emerged,
Hickey said.
Work
on
writing was
divided
between
him and
Rick Schell
of·
the
·office of
Academic
Affairs. .
Among the issues
tackled was the athletic department's budget
- something that drew
fire from students at a
campus rally in Novemb<;ir.
Students angered by the
school's handling of a lean
budget accused administrators of putting athletics
ahead of academics in fund-

Though it receives some money
through athletic boosters and
donations, most of its funding
comes from the $11.09 per credit. hour.athletic fee students pay,
third-highest in the ·s tate:
''.At this point we have a higher athletic fee than a fot of
schools, but we don't charge
admission for students at our
games," Garman said. "W~
want students to come.~·
Garman said the University
of Florida, which has a comparatively low $1.90 per credit hour
athletic fee, recoups some of the
money by charging· students
that go to its sporting events. ·
She praised Hickey's effort
to clarify how UCF funds athletics, something she says she suffered criticism for in the fall.
''.Any time you can get the correct info out there, it's always a
good thing," Garman said.
"Rumors will run rampant."
Hickey said he expe'cts new
issues -of the pamphlet will
come out about once a month,
as new questions get asked and
are identified as important
campus issues.
The department of news and
information
helped Hickey
put together
the

· New rules for allocating ·
donor kidneys will result in
6.4 percent more blacks
getting transplants. Blacks
have long 'been disadvantaged on transplant waiting lists, in part because
the scoring system gave
' priority to compatibility
between a recipient and
the donor. Although blacks
donate organs as often as
whites, the protein makers
on the outside of their cells
makes it more difficult to.
find a match. Under rules
to .be implemented in May
by the United Ne~ork for
Organ Sharing, priority
will no longer be given to a
certain match known as
HLA-B.

Study: Eating disorders
increase pregnancy risks
The odds of having a
low-weight baby are high
among women who were
hospitalized for . an eating
disorder before they ·
became
pregnant,
researchers at Aarhus
Univer:sity Hospital in
Denmark have found. A
st udy showed the risks of
having a preterm delivery
or low birth-weight baby
aniong mothers with eating disorders were 70 per.cent- and 80 percent higher,
respectively. Researchers
conceded that weight-controlling behavior and an
impaired supply of nutrients in the mother's blood
to the fetus may be a factor.
I

.

Inner beauty will be on display at the Women of Excellence
Pageant at 7 p.m. Sunday in the
Student Union's Pegasus
Ballroom.
In this contest sponsored by
the John T. Washington Honor
Society, entrants will be judged
on leadership skills, involvement in the UCF community
and an interview. The winner
will receive a $400 scholarship
and prizes.
"This is a pageant marketed
for girls who probably wouldn't
compete in one· before," said
Sandra Miles, vice ,president of
the society and executive director of the pageant. ·"It focuses
niore on !heir personal attrib-

New kidney-transplant
rules to benefit blacks

,.

I

.

Somaiya Claitt, a sophO- the glory of a UCF trophy.
utes rather than their looks."
"It's not fair to compare the
Competition was open to all more, and Shekeva Thomas, a
UCF students. Following a graduate student, are also com- two pageants because they're in
two different leagues," she said.
search for contestants ending peting.
The pageant still. includes "The Women of Excellence
Oct. 15, organizers found nine
contestants - four have made standard competition cate- Pageant is not. a preliminary
it to the pageant, with the rest gories such as evening wear, pageant to any other titles. The
dropping out for personal rea- casual. wear and an on-stage girls who are competing are sinquestion. In addition, the cere and genuinely want this
sons.
Of the women competing for women are required to write an title."
Judges
include Nancy
the title, only one has had prior 'essay based on the theme,
pageant experience. Antoinette "What is a Woman of Marshall, the assistant chief of
Theodore is the current Miss Excellence?" This essay was staff for President John Hitt,
_Tele-Kreyol.
part of the application process and Willie Bentley, the judicial
adviser for the · Student
"This is my first major last fall.
involvement in anything at
The interview portion of the Government Association.
A $3 donation is requested
UCF," said D'Juana Miller, a contest will be held tomorrow.
UCF already offers another for admission at the door. There
sophomore competing in the
pageant. "But I feel I could han- women's scholarship pageant, will be entertainment and door
the responsibility of being Miss UCF. Miles said the pur- priZes.
the first Miss' Woman of poses of the two pageants differ
Go to http://wWw.geocities
Excellence because of what she - with one just a step along a .com/jtwhs_ucf ' for more inforstands for."
pageantry path) the other for mation on the honor society.

Staff Writer

SeniorStaff Writer

questions in the pamphlet, identifying common questions and
misconceptions.
"Spme things he'd read had
been wrong," said Linda Gray,
director
of
News
and
Information for the office of
University Relations. "Dr.
Hickey asked my office to put
together a list of some things
that had been misinformation."
Also involved in the process
was the team responsible for
designing and printing the pamphlet. Jeanne I;Iartig, director ·
the Office of University
Marketing, said the process
from getting the information to .
producing the first copies took
less. than 24 hours. Her office
will continue to work with the
provost for future editions.
An online edition of "Myths
and Realities" is also planned,
and should be up and running
some time this.week.
A broader distribution to
facylty throughout campus
should take place this week as
well.
·
"I thirlk it'll be an ongoing
thing," Hickey said. "The ability
to communicate really goes
down when you get this many
students, faculty and staff. This
is just another mode of communication out there."

'Wonien of Excellence' pageant Puts brains before beauty
JESSICA E. HAMILTON

NASEEM sown

The first edition of "Myths and Realties" had a
wide-ranging list of questions and
answers with topics from a
golf course to tuition.

t

The war between low-carb
'and high-carb diets

Defenders of the carbohydrate are fighting back
against the surging popularity of the Atkins diet and
other · high-protein, lowcarb diets. Potato and citrus-growers have launched
multimillion-dollar marketing ca.lnpaigns after studies snowed demand . for
their products on a steady
decline. The pasta industry
also is raising money to
advertise the nutritional
benefits of its foods. Carb
defendJrs believe that
althoug!l avoidi,ng certain
carbs may reduce weight
· gain, it also may be a
health,risk. They note that
Dr. Robert Atkins himself
weighed 258 pounds and
suffered from health problems before he died in
April of 2003.

1

dle

Bird-flu.strain is discovered
in chicken flock in Delaware

~

.- A flock of 12,000 chickens ih Delaware was
destroyed in a bi<J. to pre- ,,_.,
vent the spread of avian flu
after two of the birds tested positive for the H7 virus
on Fri<:lay. Agriculture officials said the virus differs
from the one that has killed
18 peeple in Thailand and
Vietnam and forced the
slaugbter of millions of
birds. Officials in Delaware
are '"fairly confident" the ~
virus_has not spread, but
were testing other flocks
withi.Ii a two-mile radius of
·
the iufectM farm.

I
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Back to School SpeciaU!!

e
specializing n:

High and Low Lights • ,Perms
Straightening • Color • Color Correction
Men and Women's Haircutting

1 0°/o DISCOUNT 'FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY
Visit our nt?w website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com

Full Line of Quality Products.from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL

'A.y}'.ointments 'A.cceyted' • Wa{f-1ns We{come

[. ·-· ~= WE ACCE~T VISA & MASTERCARD

"""""""""-~

Week in Health

~

12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD.• ORLANDO, FL 32817 • 407-658-2121
MOH 12pm • 8pm TUES·THURS 9am'• 8pm FRI 9am - Spm SAT 9am • 4pm SUH closed

Hand & Foot Spa • Waxing • Facials
HOURS• Mon. - Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
~')CUr:.,,._
• Sunday closed

--

~~

• We Use All Brand· Name Ptoducts...
You name It, We've got It
• Clean an Sanitized Equipment
' • Upscale Environment
•All Work is'Guaranteed
• Our Pleasure... Your Complete Satisfaction

[. . . . -

~ '"~

.

°a}J ~.,_

-~;'/. .A!. ~ '
u

U1

1221 l lNl\'tmsrrv IU,\'O.• OIU.AN l>O. ·•07-l Xl -766';
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White
Set

1
11

I
I
I
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(l.<>11 1"1

$

3 o·

+ up

Reg. $3 S + up

·---------~-I~------------·
Full Set I
1

i
II
I
I

\ l.11.11.1

-

XI

11 11l' r, 111 .
-
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:spa pedicure I
I

20

!,

$

I
I
I

Reg. $22 + up

\It 1>1111.ild , )

I

I 1
1
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GtA-

I CertyJ/,~ates
Availabl.e

I

+ up I I
I I
I I
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!Clear Crystal I ·------------·
Manicure &
Set
Ispa Pedicare I
1

_1 1

1

1

$17 ! ! $23 ! ! $28 !
+ u p 11
I.I
I I
I I

R e g. $20 + up

+ up I
I II.
. + up
I I
Reg. $30
I I

Reg. $28 + up

II
I
I
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FOR SALE OR LEASE
RESEARCH PARK
• OFFICE/LIGHT
MANUFACTURING
BUILDING
• 17,200 SQ. FT.
•MAY DIVIDE
EMERALD REALTY
OF CENTRAL FL, INC.

CALL ANNE

407-647-4333

...

The Gift Of Commercial Loan Solutions
Throughout The Year.

American obesity on the rise

''.As a first-timt: business owner, I
was intimidated about
approaching a bank for
financing. john Ackley at The
Citizens Bank of Oviedo took
the ti'fTU! to educate me about the
process and kept me informed
every step ofthe way. Thank
you, Citizens Bank of Oviedo,
for helping my Bmster's dreams
come true. "

Andy Gibson, owner
Brusrer's Real lee Cream

Think Of It As C,orporate Christ.mas.
JJ .

Dietitians·say pass on fast
food, pick up healthy habits
RACHEL BECK
Staff Writer

It's dinner time and you are a
college student. You have books
to read, papers to write, tests to
study for, meetings to go to, par*1 ties to attend, and on top of all
. that, you are hUI1gry. )'ou have
two options:
A Boil up a chicken breast
., 1,
and steam yourself some fresh
vegetables.
B. Run to the nearest fast1~
food restaurant and grab your' self a quick meal on the go.
Which do you pick? '
For many college students,
~,
the busy schedule and lifestyle
that comes with university life
does not leave much time to
""" cook healthy meals. A busy
schedule can easily put diet low
on the list of priorities.
Students who shrug off poor
eating habits as part of college
life, a phase that will pass once
they en,ter the. world of work,
could be setting themselves up
'' for a life of unhealthy eating.
Obesity is a growing trend· in
America. Sixty~one percent of

adults in America are overweight or obese, according to a
study done by the Surgeon
General in 1999.
Preeti Wilkhu, a dietitian at
the Campus Wellness Center,
said'that often the eating habits.
students have in college continue after they graduate.
When students lived at home
with their ffilnilies, they tended
to have more consistent, nutritious meals. However, when they
leave home for the first time,
they often get their meals from
meal plans, sorority houses or
restaurants, Wilkhu said. Since·
students are not preparing their
own meals, they are not aware
of exactly what they are taking
in.
"Whenever you go out to eat,
it doesn't matter where, you are
getting hidden calories," Wilkhu
. said.
Also, the increased beer con- ·
sumption that so often comes
along with being in college will
cause students to gain weight
because of the high amounts of
carbohydrates beer contains.
Dr. Michael Deichen, the

associate director for clinical
services at the Student Health
Center, agrees that college-eating habits can lead to weight
problems in students.
"Beer and pizza may be fun
and easy, but [they] are highly
caloric foodstuffs that need to be
consumed sparingly," Deichen
said.
Wilkhu said the' No. 1 reason
why Ainerica has a growing
problem with obesity is portion
sizes.
"Everything is big," she said,
"Everything is jumbo."
According
to
Wilkhu,
aj.though genetics can play a
role in being overweight,
lifestyle and environment play a
larger role in obesity than genetics does.
Deichen recommends that
anyone struggling with obesity
get both a medical assessment
and consult a registered dietitian. ·
''.A medical consultation will
rule out any such pre-disposition [to obesity] while simultaPLEASE SEE

HELP ON A4

,. Web diagnosis meant to save money
,,
~

1.4,

,·1

ER physician, initially came up
with the idea of automated
ment at the Health Center, triage 14 years ago. Using
which can be done on the Web. extensive algorithms and calcuTheir questionnaire is then for- lations, he and a team of physiwarded to the clinic, and will be cians created the software.
available to the staff to help DSHl's triage software has been
schedule an appointment and used by the U.S. government
will also ser\re as .part of the and many health-care systems
medical record. Students with around the world during milserious conditions are directed lions of triage enCOlJilters for
.
to seek immediate meaical care. the past 14 years.
Dr. Gettings, who is also an
Although 24/7 WebMed is a
FROM
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reliable source of medical information and advice, students are
encouraged to read and understand the limitations of the system. Dr. Gettings emphasized .
that students should realize
that WebMed is not a replacement for a personal visit with a
qualified health-care provider.
He added, "If someone feels an
emergency is present, they
should seek immediate medical
care.".

• Most decisiot.ls·
within one·week
• Most. loan closin~ ..
. within twi:»WeekS '*;
~ Personalized service 1a;ri.d a
full army of commercial. loan
options

Christmas may come but once a. year,
but the spirit of giving and receiving
lives·all year long a't The Citizens Bank
of Oviedo. For our business customers,
we offer a full menu of commercial
loans and lines of credit; each tailored
to meet the unique needs you face and
the opportunities you enjoy.

10 Alafuya Woods Blvd.
407-365-2212

156 Geneva Dr.
..107-365-6611

8.305 &rl.BugI..akeRd.
407-366-4868

Marketplace Mall
407-365-6611

@

tvu.11iJ.cho1Jiel'lo.crn11
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12000 Collegiate Wav

11651 UniVersitv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

• 99 Fully Equipped Su.ites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service .

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Daily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting _Rooms for.
up to 40 People

• Pet Friendly

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

All 3 locations within l /2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!

"Your Marriott Awaits"

Waterford lakes Dental
II H1~ \

<a $200 value>

00150
00210
01110
03961

Oral Exam
All""ecessary X~ray's
Cleaning {prophylaxis) ·
BtEACHING IS':f REE!
~

.
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Dr. Charles Arias, D.D.S •.
316 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 701

401-382-6122
www.hotsmilesnow.com
FREE SMllE IRllYSIS w1THIS AD _
. . FREE PIZZA FOR 1ST 20 PATIENTS
(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, 'New patients only.}
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C~didates:

A-plus should be added to scale

All three candidates agree that
regardless of which grading system
only system. Peters does not think the university is using, it needs to be
that a plus-only scale would be a dis- implemented across the board.
advantage to students when trans- Currently; instructors can choose to
ferring or applying to graduate reward a student with a plus or
schools.
minus grade, or stick with the
"What· is possible?" asked straight A, B, C, etc. "There should
Talakala. "The plus-only [spale] is be a standard that faculty throughnot."
out the university uses," Aduloju
Aduloju added, "The chances of said. Even so, if the administration
the plus-only system being imple- decided to fully implement the plusmented are not very good; it's just minus system -with or without an
additional A-plus - it cannot make
not very feasible."
Talakala supports adding a plus the system mandatory as professors
to the scale to better assist students still could choose to just not report
who earn !{s.
plus or minus .grades.
Both Peters and Talakala agree
Aduloju agreed. "[The administration] should ·reward students who with Aduloju's idea of putting the
take the extra initiative." However, issue up for referendum - both said
Aduloju also said that SGA hasn't that they would. follow what the
put enough thought into the issue. majority of stw;lents wanted..
Talakala said, "If the majority of
"This needs to be a student issue."
Aduloju says one of the first students want the conventional
things he would do as SGA presideQt school scale, then that's what we'll
is put the issue up for referendum, push for."
Peters agreed. "I want to feel out
meaning students could vote on the
issue directly via Polaris and better students again, because that's who
I'm playing for."
direct the campus administration.

FROM A1

Plus-minus
grading scale
A
A-

B+
B
8(+
(

c-·
D+
D
DF

SAVE SAVE
Sblllem
11111111

ALL!

4.'00 GPA
3.75
3.25
3.00
2.75
2.25
2.00
1.75
1.25
1.00
0.75
0.00
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Located in front of the
Wal mart
Neighborhood Market
on Alafaya Trail
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Help with diet and exercise abounds at UCF
FROM A3

neously screening for medical
complications of obesity,"
Deichen said. "A registered dietitian can give safe dietary
advice."
Obesity is more than simply
a cosmetic problem. According
to the U.S. Surgeon General, .
300,000 deaths each year in the
United States are associated
with obesity. Excessive body
weight is associated with heart
disease, certain types of cancer,
type-two diabetes, strokes,
arthritis and breathing problems.
Along with the many physical problems connected with
being overweight, it can also
cause psychological problems.
Overweight people are more
likely to be stressed or
depressed. Wilkhu said many of
her referrals for patients come
from counseling centers or psychiatrists. Patients sometimes
suffer from depression, anxiety
disorders, attention deficits or
compulsive behaviors.
For students who become
stressed or depressed because
of thelr weight problem, there
are several resources they can
take advantage of on campus.
Student Health Services distributes informational handouts
and offers consultations with
certified wellness peer consultants, workshops, and consultations with nutritionists, like
Wllkhu, who are registered ~d
licensed dietitians.
To see a dietitian on campus,
students must fifst have a referral from a docto - either their
family doctor or a doctor from
Health Services - or a counselor.
Finding a spiritual route to
weight control may be the
answer for some students.

Nationally known Overeaters
Anonymous provides people
who recognize they cannot control their diets alone with a support group environment based
on spiritual faith. The group
focuses on the cause of the
overeating rather than on dieting, giving participants the
opportunity to solve both the
problem and its symptoms.
Meetings are held throughout the Orlando area, including
a rare men's group in
Altamonte Springs. More information is
available
at
http://www.oa.org.
Students who want to begin
a new weight-loss program
should make sure they have the
right information about what
are healthy and effective ways
to lose weight. Sometimes students will try things to lose
weight that are actually detrimental to the process.
One of the common problems
Wllkhu says she sees is students drinking sodas when
they're too busy to eat.
Sodas contain high amounts
of sugars and carbohydrates,
and the body stores carbohydrates as fat. When students
realize they have a problem,
they will switch to diet soda or
juices, without realizing that
juices contain just as many carbohydrates and sugars, and
that diet sodas are worse for
your body than regular sodas.
Another mistake students
who want to lose weight will
also make, according to Wilkhu,
is cutting out all of the fat in
their diet.
"You should include fat, but
good fat," Wilkhu said, "like
olive oil or nuts, verses fried
foods or foods with skins or too
much butter."
Wllkhu said that whatever
you eat, it .should be ·done in

moderation.
"It's all aboqt portion size,"
she said.
Wilkhu said ·tlie two main
things to stay away from are
saturated fat and refined carbohydrates.
When it comes to weight loss,
healthy diet and exercise go
hand-in-hand. Overeating and
eating unhealthy foods are only
half of the obesity problem. The
other is inactivity.
The Surgeon General recommends that adults participate in
30 minutes of moderate physical
activity most days of the week.
Less than one-third of American
adults engage in the recommended amount of physical
activity.
·
Students who want to engage
in physical activity have access
to the Recreation and Wellness
Center. The center provides a
wide array of facilities and exercise equipment including a cardiovascular floor complete with
bikes, treadmills, ellipticals,
steppers and Nordic Tracks; a
weight floor with selectable
weights and free weights; a jogging track, a climbing wall, a
climbing tower, a pool, and basketball and volleyball courts.
In addition to the wide variety of workout options, students
can also become involved in one
of the group-oriented exercise
options. There are intramural
sports or sports clubs with a I
large selection of sports from
basketball to wrestling. There
are also several aerobics classes taught by experienced
instructors with everything ·
· from yoga to dance.
Students can schedule fitness orientation appointments.
This is a program that provides
comprehensive workout plans
for students, whether they are
beginners or advanced.
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Use a Walmart shopping card at the pump
OR
Just pump your fuel and show your UCF
ID when paying at the Window.
Must have ID, Cannot pay at the pump, cannot be used with any other discount lncludlng Shopping Card
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$3 OFF
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Not volid with ony other offer, Offer expires S/31/04.
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50% OFF
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Not volid with ony other offer. Offer expires S/31/04.

Smallpox·
Vaccine
Study
The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Testing An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.
To participate in this research study the following must apply:
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders.
,
o No contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation is paid for time and travel
Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878.
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
.._________________________________________________________
_
www.ocrc.net
•J
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• 100% satisfaction guaranteed
• Over 100 regional Shopping Center
locations across Canada, USA and Mexico
• 1000 locations scheduled to open in the
U.S. by December 2005
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lection Dates: Feb. 16th-18th
un~off Dates: Feb. 23rd-25th
Visit the SGA office at room 214
in the StUdent Union o·r on the web at
www.sga.uc£edu f9r more information.
Funde)j by Activity and Servic Fee through the Student Government Association. ,

Journal fights fOr life after budget cut
unclear whether The Florida
Review will receive money next
small .press organization," she year, but this time Leiby said
·
said.
they will be prepared if they do
This small press has earned not receive the money. Leiby has
some serious respect from its already begun work on grant
applications and has plans to
contemporaries.
The Review has been listed increase the subscription base
in Writer's Digest's "Fiction ai;; well. Without UCF's regular
subscriptions
Fifty" as one of the top 50 publi- contribution,
cations for writers to place their were responsible for paying the
works. Work published in the entire cost of the fall and spring
magazine has .been given spe- issues, Leiby said. Donations
cial mention ill the prestigious will help to pay for future issues.
Spigai is deterlij.ined that
Pushcart Prizes. Internationally
renowned writers Margaret they can ·keep the publication
Atwood, William Trowbridge afloat.
''We're going to make sure
and Stephen Dixon have graced
the magazine makes it until
Florida Review's pages.
Interest in the fall issue was next year and the following
so great that the publication year," Spigai said. ''We're not
paid for an unusually high run going to go
of 1,000 copies. That issue sub- anywhere
sequently sold out, leaving just
Leiby with a unique problem she had fo scavenge copies to
keep for the journal's archive.
"It's proving to be quite a problem, but it's a problem we're
proud of," she said.
It is still
FROM
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because,of a few budget cuts."
Each year the Review sponsors a national contest, which
helps to increase and maintain
readership. The contest attracts
submissions from emerging and
established writers nationwide
in fiction, non-fiction and poetry.
An award of $1,000 is given to
.winners from each genre, and
each winning piece is scheduled
to be published in the fall eclition.
Entry· fees are $15. A oneyear subscription to the Review
will be al\tomatically awarded
to contestants upon entry. For
more details go to www.flreview.com.
The Florida Review, a UCF literary journal
that had its funding cut, has published
each fall and spring for three decades.
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Yes. We changed the rules.
When you're consistently ranked #l in Florida*,
you can do things like that.
FLORIDA'S MOST. PRESTIGIOUS MBA

The Rollins MBA Advantage:
•International study trip included
• Notebook computer included
• Mentor program
• Consulting projects
Jump-start your career by applying for admission in the Early Advantage MBA
program at the Crummer Graduate School of Business, Rollins College in
Orlando, Florida. In less than two years, you can earn an MBA and could be
making twice·that of those without an MBA. Work experience NOT required.

OPEN HOUSE PREVIEWWEEKEND
February 20 & 21, 2004 ·
Meet our professors! Meet other students! View sample
classes! Hear about exciting career opportunities and
financial aid options. Meals and housing are
included through the weekend. The event starts
Friday at 5 p.m. and continues all day Saturday. Call
1-800-866-2405 or 407-646-1547 for more
information and to register! Be sure to visit
us on the Web at:
www.crummer.rollins.edu
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Qualifying.you to .serve
in healthcare
Is it your goal to practice as a
qualified, competent allied health
professional? Barry University
offers a number of programs in .
the health sciences designed to
graduate qualified healthcare
professionals. With an associate's
or bachelor's degree you can
enroll in bachelor degree
programs in biology (histotechnolo-

programs incorporate
academic as well as clinical
training so on completion you
are eligible for certification. ·
·· Find out more about the
health professions and Barry
University programs. Visit us at
www.barry.edu/snhs or e-mail
healthsciences@mail.barry.edu.
Qualify to play a valuable role
in healthcare.

gy or medical laboratory science)
and cardiovascular perfusion.
Concerned about eligibility
for certification in your field?
· · Our histotechnology and
cardiovascular perfu,sion

•;,.)

where you belong

B

UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF NATURAL AND HEALTH SCIENCES

1300 N.E. Second Avenue
Miami Shores, Florida 33161-6695
305-899-3541 or 800-756-6000 ext. 3541
healthsciences@mail.barry.edu .
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Plus-minus system
Should
add
A-plus
A
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Student Government
Association election hasn't
,
gone by in two years without
,the plus-minus grading system
<ioming up for discussion. This
year is no exception. SGA presi:ctential candidates say it's not
Jair, and they've offered some
;>olutions. ·
: The grading scale adopted by
UCF in the fall of 2001 added Aptinus, B-plus, B-minus, C-plus
·and C-minus, adjusting GPA calculations to fit the new system.
Unfortunately; this system
works against the best students,
and that's what bothers this
year's crop of candidates. All
have said that those who earn .PJ..s
are hurt by the scale, because
they don't get any benefit from
working harder.
Their reasoning is this: B and
C students who score near the
top of those scales can earn a Bplus, which carries a 3.25 GPA
credit, or a C-plus, worth a 2.25
GPA credit. Conversely; if those
students barely make a B or C
grade, they'll end up with a 2.75
pr 1.75 GPA credit, respectively.
Those who merit an A can't
:earn anything greater than a 4.0
GPA credit. If they score lower
than a 95 percent, however,
they'll get an A-minus. They can
never balance that with an Aplus, because that grade· doesn't

~xist.

, Further complicating the issue
1(-

js the fact that the plus-minus
~cale

is not mandated. Each

instructor can adopt his or her
own scale. They can chose to
adopt the plus-minus scale or
stick with a straight-grade system that awards only .PJ..s, B's,
etc., with no opportunity for a
plus or minus.
None of the candidates think
this is fair. All support a universal
grading scale, whatever scale
that might be, to be applied evenly across the academic landscape.
In particular, the candidates
all seemed to prefer adding an Aplus to the scale. Candidate Kevin
Peters took that pledge one step
further, saying he wants to implement a plus-only grading system,
which would reward students
who score near the top of each
letter grade's range, but npt punish students who don't do as well.
This suggestion has been a
common one in previous SGA
Senate and presidential elections,
because students can't argue
with it. It removes an element of
punishment, but retains the
reward. Human nature alone
makes this idea appealing.
·It's a weak solution, though,
and as candidates Olu Aduloju
and Pavan Talakala said, it's not
likely the school will ever switch
to a plus-only scale.
UCF adopted the current grading scale because the vast majority of accredited universities in the
United States have done the
same thing. It's a more accurate
grading scale, and there should-

n't be anything wrong with accuracy.
But not including an A-plus is
,a mistake. Students won't feel a
need to work hard enough to
score higher than a 95 percent if
they don't see any benefit from it.
Perfection, or the pursuit of it,
should be rewarded. If this means
some students will end up with
higher than a 4.0 average, so be
it.
Because UCF adopted the current scale to align itself with
schools across the country, this
same logic may be preventing
UCF from offering an A-plus. If
UCF did so, it might make the
school look like it's sanctioning
extra-credit to its students.
When a graduate school sees
a student with a 4.25 GPA, they'll
want to know why- and they
might come to the conclusion that
UCF is soft on grades, or otherwise giving its students an unfair
advantage. Extra credit at the
individual class level is fine.
Taking it to the university level is
one handout too many.
It's a practical solution to push
for the A-plus. UCF should
reward A students if it's willing to
punish them with A-minuses. But
don't take it further.
Students don't need a referendum on this issue, because the
result is easily predictable. The
grading system isn't going to
change radically; but it could ·
change just erumgh to make it
fair for our top students.
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-·nrug ~~mpany ~eed
hUrts effort on flu
W

hen the flu outbreak that
cessful, vaccines must be cheap.
vaccination supplies available
started in last fall scared
The combination of low prices for without having a national
reserve.
millions of mothers into
the drugs and the one-time
getting inoculations for their chil- dosage minimizes profits for the
If the drug industry continues
PJ'en, U.S. reserves of flu vaccine companies that produce the vac- its trend away from research and
production of vaccines, then we
, ' went nearly dry. The reason:
cines.
Drug companies don't make an
They make much more money could find ourselves in real trouble when a big outbreak happens.
acceptable profit preventing or
treating long-term illnesses like
curing disea_,ses like the flu.
·diabetes, high-blood pressure or
Unfortunately, that outbreak
, What's scary about those vac- heart disease than curing a lifemay already be happening. The
avian flu that's spreading across
cine shortages is that this flu sea- threatening, one-time illness.
Southeast Asia has taken many
son, according to the Centers for
So drug companies are con.,i Disease Control and Prevention,
centrating on more lucrative pre- influenza experts by surprise.
doesn't seem more severe than
scriptions, like blood lipid control Though the research on vaccines
for the new virus ha.S been initiatnormal. However, it started early, medication and heartburn pills.
ed on a world scale, with less
and predictions of a more severe They're doing so because those
11
i season sent families to the docdrugs offer long-term profits, and than optimal help from the enormous U.S. drug industry, internators in droves. Though the
due to the less urgent need for
amount of deaths caused by this
the drugs, they can be sold more tional drug companies are playing catch-up. Fears that the "bird
~ putbreak isn't above normal, we
expensively than vac~ines.
flu" is capable of infecting
still managed to take down the
What Bush's privatization
humans have already been realvaccine reserves, partly because
plan would essentially do to the
drug companies don't see enough U.S. pharmaceutical landscape is ized, as deaths.from the virus
<:/ profit to make more.
put our unenviable drug depend- have occurred in Vietnam and
President George W. Bush is
ency more in the hands of comThailand. What scientists fear
pushing to reform Medicare to
panies whose sole interests are
now is that the virus may soon
help shift its power from the gov- profits. That almost definitely
mutate to more easily infect
humans. If that happens, efforts
•' ~rnment and into the hands of
will result in a drop in vaccine
private corporations.
availability nationwide.
to contain it will be too late.
: Few, if any; drug companies
Though, in a fair market, vacIf the avian flu is eventually
are arguing, because under his
cination availability should logibrought under control, if drug
plan, they stand to make a lot of, cally be dictated by demand for
companies aren't forced to promoney. Because of this desire for the vaccines, the need for those
duce more vaccines, we'll still be
profits, drug companies, and.now vaccines is only roughly preill-prepared for what will come
.i the U.S. Medicare system, may
- dictable. Patterns in flu virus out- next. When the next virus does ,
~e putting Americans' lives in
breaks, though traditionally sea- come around, you'll be wishing
jeopardy.
sonal, can be random, varying in that drug companies weren't just
Drug companies have for
time of outbreak and severity of
in it for the money. If your child
years been pulling themselves
the season. Since, by the time we · gets the flu after Medicare gets
out of the vaccine market due to
turned over to drug companies,
know how much vaccine we
simple economics: In order for a
need, flu season is already upon
Bush's plan won't seem so fanus, it's difficult to have adequate . tastic anymore.
vaccination campaign to be sue~'
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Christianity has scientific support

As a Christian who is well aware of the evolution-versus-creation debate, I was appalled
by the bias in your recent editorial
['"Evolution' debate needs compromise," Feb.
2].

You insinuate that Christianity and science
have nothing in common and that the conservative side is "attempting to slow the march of
science." I find this. ironic because over 90 percent of all the technological breakthroughs that
have benefited humans came from the 30 percent of people who claim some belief in
Cbristianity. I've listed just a few for your benefit: Sir Isaac Newton, for physics, calculus,
mathematics, astronomy, gravity; Johannes
Kepler, founder of astronomy; and Blaise
Pascal, theory of probability, hydrostatics and
differential calculus.
The example sighting the Catholic church's
persecution of Gaiileo was a poor example of
religion "forcibly blindfolding'' society. The
Catholics were not the only ones who opposed
his theory. At the time, his theory was an
affront to the popular "scientific" opinion by
Aristotle and Ftolemy, the theory that the .
Earth is the center of the universe and that
everything revolves around it. The Catholics
had misinterpreted the Scriptures. Nowhere in
the Bible does it say the Earth is flat or the
center of the universe. In fact it says the opposite in Isaiah 40:22: "he who sits above the circle of the earth." The word "circle" here comes
from the Hebrew word chuwg, which literally
means roundness or sphere-like. There are
plenty of examples of science catching up with
the Bible, not vice versa.
Evolutionary theory is full of errors, and if
people would actually look at the "evidence,"
they will see that. Check out
httpJ/www.answersingenesis.org'creation/v19/i
4/g'8.lileo.asp or
httpJ/www.apologeticspress.org'examinetheevidence/index.html and .see for yourself.

No. 3: Isn't pop culture about doing big
things in big ways? Are we upset that Jackson
had the guts to do it during the Super Bowl? If
she had done the same thing on "Sex and the
City," it would be no problem. The media is
throwing in the effect she has on children, yet
no one is being critical of all the negative influences seen by children every day on television,
where people are being told they are too fat,
too ugiy or too stupid to be anything of value.
No. 4: Did she not do a great job of shifting
the attention off of her brother Michael? Has
anyone spoken about Mike since that Sunday?
I guess in times of trouble, Janet to the rescue.
Finally; let's get real here. The first half of
the Super Bowl was pretty boring anyway, and
maybe Jackson added some enthusiasm to
both teams, seeing that the second half was
vvhat a Super Bowl is supposed to be'. She truly
became the talk of the world, lifting herself out
of whatever drought her career might have
been facing. With Britney Spears, Madonna
and Christina Aguilera exploiting any and
everything on television for a piece of celebrity
status, Jackson soared past the crowd in front
of the biggest audience on television.
Furthermore, regardless of how you may'
choose to look at it, Jackson stepped on and off
stage with one purpose in mind that she clearly fulfilled - "control."
In all, America .was simply given a dose of
the poison given millions of citizens each day
through the same venue in which they choose
to deliver it. Isn't there an old saying, "You
reap what you sow?"
- DARIEL"D.T."HENRY

This just in

I was surprised to read in Tiffany Repecki's
story on veganism [''Viva las vegan: life of
greens, grains," Oct. 21, 2002] that vegans have
a limited diet.
I have been vegan for years, and have simply not found that to be true..What is true is
- MICHELLE WALKER that there are limited options in "family restaurants" which typically provide few or no vegan
dishes. But that is not the same as a limited
Janet Jackson, control and love
diet overall. Meat and dairy comprise only a
In response to the recent media frenzy of
few
foodstuffs, with grains, vegetables,
Janet Jackson's Super Bowl halftime performlegumes,
nuts, seeds and fruit numbering in
ance, I would like to submit my opinion.
the
thousands.
Though many opposed Jackson's performI regularly eat Chinese, Indian, Thai,
ance,during the Super Bowl, I view the perBalinese, Indonesian, Greek, Middle Eastern,
formance from a different angie, and must
admit that I oppose those who oppose Jackson. African, Italian, French and other cuisines.
There are hundreds of vegan cookbooks and
She clearly did what pop stars have been
doing for years - shock the world. I admit my probably thousands of Web sites devoted to
vegan cooking.
mouth dropped just as wide as did some of
Once a person - vegan or otherwise - has
yours when I first viewed the performance, but
gotten
over the limiting idea of "meat and two
there were some key points of interest for me.
veg''
cooking,
they will find an abundance of
No. 1:.Jackson was on stage with Nelly, P.
choices.
Diddy, Kid Rock, Jessica Simpson and Justin
Though I don't like to brag, my omnivorous
Timberlake. While all those stars are great, ·
friends
thoroughly enjoy the foods I provide,
Jackson clearly stole the show.
and
I
can
honestly say that I have never
No. 2: What Jackson did was no more disreenjoyed
my
food as much as I do nowadays.
spectful than Shaquille O'Neal sounding off
- KAREN ABBOTT
profanity about NBA refs after their loss the
MONMOUTH JUNCTION, NJ.
other night. No disrespect to Shaq intended.

indie@UCF11ews.com

Sales Desk
saks@UCFnews.com
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The Future encourages comments from readers, Letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 words and must Include
full name and phone number. We may edit tor length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to edltor@UCFnews.com,
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WHO?
HOW?
WHEN?
WHY?

3,000 UCF freshmen and seniors randomly selected by NSSE to participate

Online. Check your email for the subject line: UCF wants your feedback
Now!
•So that you can tell us what activities are important to you, what
is working at UCF and what you think needs improvement
•Have a voice in spending your tuition dollars
•Join students at 725 colleges and universities who are helping
their schools improve undergraduate teaching and learning

~University
Central
of

Florida

Sponsored by: Office of the Provost, Academic Affairs

-Fully Furnished Units
-Free Ethernet Access
-All Inclusive Utilities an.d Appliances*
-Fun Size washer & Dryer
-R omma.te Matching
-24 hr.. Emergeney Maintenance
-24 hr. cusfo~er Se(rvice
- ·24 hr. Fitness centers
-24 hr. Computer Labs.
~24 hr. Clubhouses and Game Rooms
'
-Pqol & Hot TubS*'
-Basketball~ Tennis~ & Sand: VoJleyball Courts
-Full Calendar of Community Activi1ties
-Free Shuttle to UCF
-Florida Pre-Paid Accepted

BxdU8tv-att .~~ ~

UCF Residential Life and Services on site
UCF Academic Advising & Counseling. on site

JBX<Cnav.anvenv a

Jpta~~ ~mtte

College Park Lifeworks Programming and Staff
*Some restrictions apply. Amenities may vary by community.

'9tucF·
Affiliated Housing

.

EQUAi. llOU$1N4
OPPORl\INITY

Pegasus Landing

Pegasus Pointe

12440 Golden Knight Circle
Orlando, FL 328 I 7 ·
407. 380.5807

2635 College Knight Court
Orlando , FL 32826
407.384.6800

VV\N\N. collegepark. org/ucf
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Senior Rhett Rosen defeated Stetson's Mario Alberto Cayo
6-3 and 6-2 yesterday at the UCF Tennis Complex.

12

Points by which
UCF's men's
basketball team beat
Jacksonville last
month.

Men's tennis
snaps fourgame skid

34
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Jacksonville's
field-goal percentage
shooting against UCF
last month.

NATHAN CURTIS
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Staff Writer

32 - Baseball
takes on
secondBriefs
ranked L5U in

Stetson's
field-goal percentage
shooting against UCF
last month.

UCF baseball
starting pitcher
Taylor Cobb has been
sidelined for the
entire season.
Currently a junior,
Cobb was set ta be
one ofthe three
pitchers in this year's
starting rotation.
La'st season, Cobb
recorded a 4-3
record as a starter,
pitching more than
53 innings and
piling up 55
strikeouts.
Texas Christian
University has
. accepted an
invitation to join the
Mountain West
Conference in 2005 .
Conference USA is
now stuck with only
11 teams and it is
rumored that
Texas-El Paso and
Toledo are among
the candidates to
replace TCU. With 12
teams, C-USA could
have two divisions
and a conference
championship
game.

Upcoming
Men's basketball
returns home to
host Jacksonville at
the UCF Arena at
7:30 tonight and
Stetson at 4 p.m. on
Saturday ...
Women's tennis ·
hosts USF at 1 p.m.
today at the UCF
Tennis Complex ...
Baseball hosts the
ngers of LSU at 6
p.m.Friday, 1 p.m.
Saturday and 1 p.m.
Sunday ... Men's
tennis travels to
University Park, Pa.,
tomorrow to take
on Penn State ...
Women's track and
field heads to
Blacksburg, W. Va.,
Saturday for the
Virginia Tech
Invitational ...
Women's basketball
heads to Troy State
Saturday ... Men's
tennis will play at
West Point against
Army on Sunday.

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

home opener

Center fielder Clay Timpner looks to spark
the Knights' offense against LSU Friday.

. l

FRANK KOSHEL
Staff Writer

LouiSiana State University won the NCAA
football national championship this year, but
that's not what the Tigers ar!3 most notorious
for.
~
During the past 20 years, LSU has been a
college baseban powerhouse, and this weekend the Tigers come to Jay Bergman Field.
The second-ranked team in the nation heads
to UCF for a three-game series starting
Friday.
"They've won five national titles in the
nineties; they've got good players," UCF base·
ball Coach Jay Bergman said.
UCF's pitching staff dominated FIU, but
the challenge will be greater to shut down the
potent bats of LSU. Led by Coach Ray
"Smoke" Laval, LSU features two SEC first-

teamers in outfielder Ryan Patterson and first
baseman Clay Harris. Second-teamers Jon
Zeringue and middle infielder Blake Gill augment a lineup that led the SEC in home runs
last season. Center fielder J.C. Holt came on
strong late last season, with ;Holt earning
"Most Outstanding Player" honors in the 2003
NCAA Regional. So did infielder Ivan
Naccarata, who bit .533 in the 2003 NCAA
regional. .
LSU's pitchers are among the best in the
SEC. LSU starter Justin Meier was a freshman All-American last year, and he most likely will start against UCF this weekend.
· LSU is 9-2 against UCF. The Tigers won
the last meeting 4-1 back in 2000.
'We have a lot of confidence; we can beat
them," UCF pitcher Matt Fbx said.
· UCF enters the LSU series having
received stellar performances by a number of

PLEASE SEE

BONO ON B2

N:fen's basketball heads into the A-Sun stretch, starting with two home games
FRITZ LORISTON
Staff Writer

"There is no
loophole in our
lineup."
- UCF SOFTBALL
RIGHT FIELDER
RACHELLE SCHMIDT
ON THE KNIGHTS'
POTENT OFFENSE

"We worked hard all
fall and carried it
over to the spring. I
think we busted our
butts and now we're
ready to go. It's time
to play."
- UCF BASEBALL
CATCHER AND
FIRST BASEMAN
RYAN BONO ON
THIS YEAR'S
IMPROVEMENTS

their pitchers. Fbx will start this weekend
against LSU. The junior is coming off a dominating performance against Florida
International University this past weekend,
striking out ten batters in five innings while
walking none.
"No walks is amazing, and [also] his composwe," Bergman said.
·
"I was in control of my pitches, threw
strikes and got my breaking ball over," Fbx
said of his first win of the season. "I'm glad I
didn't walk anybody, I made some good pitches in full count."
·
The coaches were very pleased with UCF's
performance in the FIU series.
"There were a lot of pluses over the weekend. It was a team victory," Bergman said.
"So many guys contributed, I would hate to

Lyons and Co. look to fans .for help

Quotables

"'

The UCF men's tennis team avoided
falling into a slump yesterday as they
knocked off Stetson 6-1 at the UCF Tennis
Complex.
Catalin Bradu, Antonio Sierra and Rhett
Rosen were three of the·six Knights to win
their singles matches and help UCF
improve to a 3-4 record this season. With
the loss, Stetson drops to 1-3 in 2004.
Prior to yesterday's Atlantic Sun
· Conference matchup, the Knights lost their
fourth consecutive match, a 5-2 decision
·
against Texas Tech.
It was the first time the Golden Knights
have ever played Texas Tech in a tennis
match, but UCF held home court advantage
as the match was played at the UCF tennis
complex on Monday.
The doubles matches were surprisingly
the strong point of the Golden Knights in
this matchup as UCF took their first point of
the season in this area. In the No. 1 spot
UCF's Bradu and Sierra defeated Bojan
Szumanski and · Esat Tanik 9-8. Simon
Jaeger and Joel Allen also beat their opponents Jakob Paulsen and Dinlm Halachev 97 in the second slot.
Singles play was another story, however.
UCF was almost swept in this category had
it not been for Allen's successful battle with
Michael Innerebner who Ca.me from behind
to defeat him 1-6, 7-5, and 6-4. It was a
good day for Allen who was victorious in
both of his matches against the Red
Raiders. Although they lost a couple of
Knights in particular did not go down without a fight.
Sierra lost to his man, Tanik, 6-7, 6-0 and
6-2 in the third slot. Jaeger put up even
more of a battle for bis man, Halachev, but
still lost in the end 7-5, 6-7 and 7-5.

Points by which
UCF's men's
basketball team beat
Stetson last month.

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior guard Dexter Lyons scored 22 points against Stetson last month in Deland.

The road to the Atlantic
Sun Conference regular-season title is getting crowded
as UCF, Troy State and
Belmont are all within a
game from the top spot in the
league-standings heading
down the final stretch.
The Knights have split
their meetings · with both
Troy State and Belmont and
look to take hold of their own
destiny starting at home this
weekend,
hosting
Jacksonville and Stetson at
the UCF Arena
'We are coming down the
home· stretch. Our guys will
be focused on making this
run," said Coach Kirk
Speraw; who lirges UCF's
student body to provide his
team with a hostile homecourt environment down the
pivotal stretch. "The guys ,
now understand that everyone is going to play their best
game against us. But, we
can't worry about other
teams, we can only worry
about what we do.
"Right now we are
focused on Jacksonville."
The Knights (17-4, 12-2)
have defeated every team in
the conference at least once.
AB it stands, if both the
Knights and Troy State run

the table they'll end up in a
tie. But before that can materialize, the Knights must
hold
down
a
hot
Jacksonville, winner of five
of its last six games, at 7:30
p.m. in the Arena.
Paced by Dexter Lyons,
who
enters
tonight's
matChup fourth in the A-Sun
with 16.9 points per game,
the Knights will attempt to
reestablish themselves as
the team to beat in the conference once again.
"It just happens that I got
into early foul troubles when
we went up there. That kind
of led to me not to get into
the game like I wanted to,"
Lyons said, who called his
team together for a playersonly meeting after their
·recent two-game skid.
"Others stepped up. Just like
if they're having a bad game,
I'll step up for them. I'm looking forward to setting the
tone this time around and
taking it to them. I know my
teammates are also looking
to play in front of the home
crowd."
The Dolphins (11-11, 6-9)
did not get Lyons' best punch
last time the schools met. He
tallied only six points,
matching a season low, on 2of-10 shooting from the field.
However,
Roberto
Morentin and Marcus Avant

Men's

A-Sun
standings
Overall
Team
Troy State
UCF
Belmont
Georgia State
Stetson
Mercer
Jacksonville
Florida Atlantic
Lipscomb
Gardner-Webb
Campbell

W L

13 2
12 2
11 3
8 6
8 7
7 7
6

9

5

9

4

10

3

11

2

13

17 s
17 4
16 5
13 8

10 11
10 13
11 11
8 13
7 15
6 17
2 20

picked up the offensive slack
as they were the only players
to reach double figures in
scoring, finishing with 18
and 12 points respectively,
leading the Knights to a 6351 victory.
The Knights, who went
nearly two months without a
setback while piling up a 14game winning streak in the
process, have split their last
four games. They need to
end strong if they are to win
their first conference regular
season title, which will
assure them a No. 1 seed in
the conference tournament
championship.
The Knights still boast
the No. 1-ranked defense in
the conference, limiting
opponents to just 62.3 points
per game. Although they surrendered 76_5 points during

their two-game skid against
Troy State, who .currently
holds the top spot in the conference, and Belmont, the
Knights bounced back to
hold Lipscomb to 57 points in
a win Saturday.
'We got away from our
defense intensity the last
couple games," junior pointguar.d Gary .Johnson said.
'We came out and set the
tone with defense last game,
though. But we can't be having spurts where guys aren't
helping or filling the lanes.
That's just not going to get it
done and we have discussed
that amongst ourselves and
we look forward to getting
back to our style of play."
The Knights also hostStetson (10-11, 8-7), which
ranks fifth in the A-sun:
standings, on Saturday.
Led By Lyons' 22 points:
and three other players scoring in double figures, the
Knights cruised to a 71-58
victory against the Hatters
in their first meeting.
The Hatters, who over-:
came an 0-4 conference start·
to cl.inch their first A-Sun.
tournament berth since
2001, are led by E.J. Gordon:
and Anthony Register, who:
account for 16.9 and 14.6
points a game · respectively..
PLEASE SEE

MEN ON B~
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Women hit the road to take on Trojans
TSU leads UCF
~y half a game
MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

Fbr the first time this season
the UCFwomen's basketball team
is coming off losses on the road in
Atlantic Sun conference play. On
Saturday afternoon the Knights
will finish the final leg of a threegame road trip at Troy State.
In both games in Nashville,
against Lipscomb and Belmont,
the Knights carried identical 28-24
leads into the intermission only to
see them both slip away in the sooond half.
It was the interior defense that
doomed the Women of Pegasus (812, 7-6 A-Sun) against the Bisons
on Saturday at Allen Arena. LU
was able to outscore UCF 22-4 in
the paint.
On Monday versus the Bruins
it was the perimeter shooting of
the home team that did in UCF.
Belmont lmocked down five threeballs in the final stanza.
Recently UCF has struggted at
the froo.throw line. The Knights
limped to a 7-of-19 performance
on Monday at the Curb Event
Center, and are shooting 60.4 percent from the charity stripe this
season.
Guard Celeste Hudson continues to lead UCF with 12.8 points
per game, while forward 'Tukira
Allen is clipping at her heels with
an 11.8-point average.
UCF returns to the friendly
confines of the UCF Arena next
Thursday against Campbell at 7
p.m.

Scouting Troy State
After losing to Georgia State
and Mercer the first time around
,the Trojans were able to turn it
around in a hurry. TSU mended its
ways when it beat the Peach State
squads last weekend. With two
straight wins, TSU is beginning to

room for error. Here is how the
standings are shaping up going
Women's
into this weekend's match-ups.
A-Sun
Georgia State (13-6, 10-2 A-Sun)
~ standings
has maintained its three-game
• @
cushion over Belmont (10-10, 8-5
Conf.
Overall
A-Sun) and Stetson (10-10, 8-5 A. Team
W L
W L·
Georgia State
10 2
13 6
Sun) for the No. 1 seed in the ALipscomb
9 4
12 9
Sun tournament, which is coming
8 5
10 10
Belmont
up in just over a month. Mercer (98 s
10 10
Stetson
10, 7-5 A-Sun) and Troy State (8Mercer
7 s
9 10
Troy State
7 5
8 11
11, 7-5 A-Sun) are tied for the
7 6
8 12
UCF
number four spot while UCF (8-12,
Campbell
6 7
8 12
7-6 A-Sun) is all-alone in sixth
5 8
6 14
Florida Atlantic
'place.
Campbell (8-12, 6-7 A-Sun)
Gardner-Webb
3 10
4 16
0 13
2 18
Jacksonville
and Florida Atlantic (6-14, 5-8 ASun) hold the final two spots in the
inch its way up the conference race to Dothan.
standings.

Guard Laura Lee Holman
paces the Women of Troy, averaging 11.4 points percontest, but has
really turned it on as of late.
Holman has posted 21 points per
game in her last two contests.
In the paint, forward Alecia
Jones swipes 7.3 rebounds in
addition to scoring close to double
figures with 9.3 points.
Troy State was able to win the
first meeting between the two
teams 57-50 in overtime earlier
this season at the UCF Arena.
Guard Kim McGriff joined Jones
in recording double-doubles.
Guard Celeste Hudson w'as the
only Knight to get into double fi!f
, ures with 12 points. The interior
defense of TSU held forward
'Tukira Allen to 7 points on ·1-of-7
from the floor.
UCF has a slight 7-6 edge in
the overall series, but Troy State
has won the last four meetings.
This season TSU is 3-3 at Trojan
Arena in A-Sun action while UCF
is 5-2 away from home.

Around the Atlantic Sun
The more games that are
played.in the A-Sun, the more confusing it ·gets. No victory is guaranteed. Even Jacksonville, (2-18,
0-13 A-Sun) which hasn't won a
.game since Dec. 7, puts up a fight
to the finish every night. Each loss
is magnified as tournament time
approaches. There is simply no

Surprise of the earty week
Troy State aver Mercer 75-45

It's not the fact that Troy State
was able to win this game; it was
by how much the Trojans were
able to do it by. After taking a 2821 lead into the locker room TSU
expiocted for 48 second-half points
and had four players score in double digits. Guard Laura Lee
Holman posted a game-high 24
points, canning five three-point
baskets while forward Alecia
Jones tallied a double-double with
12 points and 12 rebounds.
"The difference between these
last two games and the rest of the
season is our ability to make
shots," said TSU Coach Michael
Murphy. "Our defense has been
great all year, and I feel like our
offense is starting to come
around."
The Women of Troy were able
to avenge a 43-40 defeat to Mer~r
earlier this season, and have now
won two straight.

•
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'Co-Players of the Week'
Fbr the first time this season the
Atlantic Sun named two players as "Player
of the week." Georgia State's Patechia
Hartman and Lipscomb's Katie Beth Pate
both had impressive showings over the top
half of the conference. ·
Hartman scored 50 percent of her team
points in both games last weekend against
Mercer and Troy State. Against the
Trojans the junior guard busted out for a
career-high 36 points on 14-of-27 shooting.
Pate had arguably one of the best performances this season in the A-Sun, scor- ·
ing 28 points and grabbing 20 rebounds in
a 6'2-51 win over UCF. Both were season
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
highs and set Lipscomb records since the Senior forward Adrienne Billings had five points and five rebounds off the bench in an
school moved to Division I.
overtime loss to TSU last montti. UCF shot 29.8 percent from the floor against tfle Trojans.
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Team to watCh this weekend
Last week the question was
whether or not the Hatters could
protect the Edmunds Center floor.
Stetson proceeded to go 3-0 with
key victories over Jacksonville
(62-57), Gardner-Webb (68-54)
and Campbell (58-55). Stetson is
now tied for the No. 2 seed with
Belmont since Lipscomb (12-9, 9-4

Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
Weeks Plaza
4650 N. Alafaya Trail
407-249-2499
Across fror:n UCF
www.planetbeach.com

3 FREE
SESSIONS
Must present coupon. First-time guest.
One per customer. Local residents only.

---------------------

•
•·

••

State-of-the-Art ETS 10, 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
Sunless Express Spa • Facial/Shoulder Tanners
Free Skin JVpe Analvsis • All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
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singie anybody out."
Fbx, Jamie Dougias and Kyle
Bono will get the starts this weekend against LSU. UCF will need
all of these pitchers to continue to
perform well, as it recently
learned that junior pitcher Taylor
Cobb will miss the entire season
with an arm injury. Cobb was not
only expected to be one of the
weekend starters for the Knights,
but the anchor of the pitching
staff this season as well. Cobb
was third in innings pitched on
the staff in 2003.
UCF has managed timely hitting so far this year, com,iilg back
in Sunday's grune against FlU
from a 6-2 deficit. Many UCF hitters have come through with big
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
hits this year, Drew Butera had a Junior pitcher Jamie Douglas will start 1 p.m. Saturday in a game against second-ranked LSU.
whale of a game Sunday, going 3''We got a little more freedom,"
for-5 with the gam&winning RBI, practiced situations with guys on
and senior outfielder I designated first and second and first and Brown said ''We know what we
hitter David Mann and center third," outfielder Dee Brown said. have to do [at the plate]. We're
Brown, also last season's going to take it one pitch at a
fielder Clay Timpner have also
starting fullback for the football time."
gotten off to great starts.
The Knights open their first
"This springwe focused more team, leads the team in plate
on situational hitting, trying to get appearances and is a fixture in home series 6 p.m. Friday at Jay
Bergman Field.
the big hits when we need 'em, left field.

FROM THE SPORTS DESK
Women~ golf finishes ninth

Georgia State walked away
with their first ever UCF
Invitational title this weekend, as
the Panthers shot a team-total of
607. The score was the fifth-best in
GSU history.
Jacksonville University and
Florida Southern rounded out the
top three. Pamela Feeg'Rlls on
Florida Southern led all golfers
with a two-round 143. UCF finished ninth overall ahead of
Stetson and Wmthrop University.

Wrestling victorious in Tampa
This past Saturday the
Wrestling Knights traveled to
Tampa to battle in a three-way
match against Santa Fe
Community College and the host,
University of South Florida. UCF
began action on the day with a 533 victory over Santa Fe, with
action being higblighted by Bryan
Guider's :26 pin over Trevor·
Trudelle in the 157-pound class.
UCF then dominated USF by a
score of 62--0, proving its dominance in the Florida college ranks.
. Jason Balma destroyed his oppo-

1,

•

Stet.son

.Bono enters starting role as Cobb
will miss season with arm injury
FROM

A-Sun) will not be eligible for the conference tournament. This weekend the
Hatters will attempt to take the show on the
road to Georgia State and Meroor. GSU has
been susceptible to losses at the Sports
Arena this season. Troy State upset the
Panthers 60-57 on Saturday night. On the
other hand, Mercer has not lost at home
since opening the new University Center.

•

nent in the 149-pound matcl,l,
gaining a 15-point lead before
securingvictorywith a pin at 2:22.
Jeff Ruberg (165), Todd Hauser
(197), and Tum Lawlor (235) also
contiilued their impressive seasons while leading the Knights to
victory. UCF travels to Easton, PA
this weekend to compete in the
Ron Morrow Invitational before
heading to the NCWAregional and
national tournaments in March.

Men's rugby off to great start

great kicking game throughout
and the forwards ran hard to support their team. As repeat Florida
Cup Champions, they are looking
to set a clean sweep of the regular
season competition once again en
route to another appearance in
Myrtle Beach at the South
Championships I National Sweet
16. Their next match is at
University of Miami on Saturday.

Women's soccer nabs nine recruits

The UCF women's soccer
The men's rugby club is off to team signed nine new recruits
yet another impressive start to the Tuesday to fill key needs from last
spring season. After a decisive years defending . Atlantic Sun
victory at home last week versus champion squad. This years
FlU, they traveled to a much- recruiting class includes five playimproved Florida Atlantic ers who have won state and
University. A tough official made national titles in their previous
play difficult for the Golden regional and collegiate tournaKnights at times but they pers& ments. UCF women's soccer
vered to a 19-12 win. Newcomer Coach Amanda Cromwell will look
James Watzek scored his first two for these new recruits to help the
tries of his UCF career and senior Knights make their fourth consecbacks' captain Zach "Cosmo" utive A-Sun championship run
Haeussner added another late in and third consecutive NCAA
the match. Fbrwards' captain Tuurnament appearance.
Shaun Gyger added two successfui ~nversions. The backs had a - COMPILED FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPOf•I S
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Thursday, February f Zth - 7:60 p.m.
- Men's Basketball v. Jacksonville in the UCF
Arena! Your team is now 1 7-4 ••• come out
and cheer them on during the home stretch of "
these conference games! Admission is FREE for all
students with a valid UCF l.D. All others call 407UCF-GOLD.
Friday, February f 6th - 6 p.m. - Baseball Home Opener v. LSU at Jay Bergman
Field (behind the UCF Arena). Admission is
FREE for all students with a valid UCF l.D. All
others call 407-UCF-GOLD~
Saturday,, February f 4th - f p.m. - Baseball continues its series v. LSU at Jay
Bergman Field (behind the UCF AfenaJ. And
remember••• the best diamond you can give on
Valentine's Day is a baseball diamond!! Admission
is FREE for all students with a valid UCF l.D. All
others call 407-UCF-GOLD.
Saturday, February f 4th - 4 p.m. , - Men's Basketball v. Stetson on Tele~ision ••• live , 1
from the UCF Arena! Wear your ugliest hat so · ,
we can give the Stetson Hatters a run for their \
money! A prize will be given for the ugliest hat!
Also, attend both the baseball game ~t 1 p.m. and the
basketball game at 4 p.m. and you can enter a contest
to win
$1 00 gift certificate for Applebee's!
Admission is FREE for all students with a valid UCF l.D.
All others call 407-UCF-GOLD.

a

Tuesday, February f 7th - f p.m. - Softball Home Opener at the UCF Softball
Stadium (behind the UCF Arena). Admission is
FREE for everyone, so bring your chair or blanket
and come on out for some sun and fun!!

.
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Opposing editors sound off on basketball rivalry
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Does anyone remember when the
UCF I Stetson
basketball
rivalry used to
be
good? ,.
Anyone?
What happened to Hatters basketball?
Perhaps you've all just
focused your attention on
baseball. Maybe you've decided to give up until the UCF
juggernaut rolls out of the
Atlantic Sun Conference next
season.
Either way;_ it's not the_
same.
Take oµr first matchup of
the season a month ago. I've
never seen a Stetson team
just bend over in its own
arena for the Knights. The
Hatter faithful didn't just let
UCF win the game, they surrendered their precious
Edmunds Center as well.
I know that you're going to
try to claim that you were still
on Christmas vacation, but
we here at UCF know the real
truth. You heard the big, bad
Knights were coming to
DeLand and everyone went
running for their private
school spider holes, .
Please tell me that the first

game was a joke. Please tell
me that I'm in for a big "Ha
ha, we got you!" otherwise I
don't think I can take any
future matchups seriously.
How am I supposed to respect
your overrated baseball team
if no more than 10 Hatter fans
will even show up to a game?
Here's what I expect for
Saturday's rematch: 1. I want
a good traveling crowd from
Stetson. Granted we'll probably save you just five seats in
the nosebleed rafters with a
view of the men's restroom,
but I want to see you there. 2.
I want good facial expressions from all ot> you. as
Dexter Lyons and Josh
Bodden pick your boys apart.
Call me masochistic, but I
love watching opposing-fan
agony. 3. After UCF embarrasses E.J. Gordon yet again,
I want you all to take a year
off.
I think Hatter fans and
student-athletes alike should
take i year off a.pd reflect on
how good of a rivalry we used
to have. Think about the days
when Stetson actually hung
in there with the KnightS.
· After you think you've got
a good grip on that, start
building for the post-UCF
future. And please, whatever
you do, don't look back. You'll
only make it harder on yourselves.

JORGE ANDRES MONDACA

we have just as many star players
as you do (and we don't even need
a lying football coach to recruit ath''.A tale, 'Thld by
letes to our school).
an idiot, Full of
No, my main problem is that
sound and fury,
your fans are fickle beyond belief.
Signifying nothBefore you won 15 straight
ing."
games, poor little Stetson drew bigMacbeth, 5.5.
gt)r crowds than you - not bad for
Every time I
us hiding in our private school spiwatch a gaine
der holes. But magically, as your
involving U Can't Finish, I keep team's win record started g-etting
think back to this Shakespearean better against weak opposition,
quote. While some of you in "life long" fans started appearing
Orlando may never have heard of from the woodwork. But hey, that's
Shakespeare, your actions certain- what I expect from a school whose
ly reflect the intentions of the quote. only claim to fame is a quarterback
Take, for example, our last who won't ever guide his team to
game, one month ago. You brought the Super Bowl.
your fans, all 300 of them, and celeSo while you big school students
brated like drunks jumping up and think that Saturday will be a St.
down on the court when your team Valentine's Day massacre, here's
beat Stetson at home.
what's really going to happen:
Watching the replay of your Stetson will show up, Borislav
antics, I thought your team had just Djordjicwill score at least 20 points,
won the NCAA Championship, not and E.J. Gordon will drop in anotha simple Atlantic Sun match-up.
er 20 to guide Stetson to victory.
And that brings me to the main- After our win, however, we won't be
difference between my school and jumping up and down on top of
yours: your school has fans that your court like you clowns did, we
jump on whoever's bandwagon is will save that for when we peat you
best while my school's fans blOOd in the Atlantic Sun Championships
green and white from the day they in Nashville, Tennessee.
sign their letter of intent to the last
And while "the big UCF juggerday of their lives.
naut rolls out of the A-Sun next .seaI won't refute the fact that your son" they will leave without a basteam has skilled athletes. But hey, if ketball, softball, or baseball cham- our school had more than 40,000 pionship to take with them.
students, we would expect to have
Man, oh man, am I happy that I
more than three good players like threw away my UCF acceptance
you have. Heck, we have 2,000 and letter when I received it.
Former Sports Editor, Stetson University Reporter

Men trail Troy State by half a game for first in A-Sun
FROM

"Player of the Week''

Bl

Around the Atlantic Sun

•
•

'

•

Troy State grahs lead
Troy State held. off a late rally from
Mercer on Sunday, holding on for an 81-77
win to gain the top spot in the conference.
The senior trio of Rob Lewin, Greg
Davis and Kendrick Johnson all chipped in
with double figures in scoring, but junior
Ryan Heck led the Trojans with a career.high 16-point performance on the strength
of 4-for-8 shooting from long rang-e.
The Trojans (17-5, 13-2 A-Sun) will not
1>iay again until faeingthird-pace Belmont,
winner of its last seven games, in a key
matchup in Nashville next Sunday.

Belmont's senior center Adam Mark
earned A-Sun "Player of the Week" honors after leading the Bruins (16-5, 11-3) to
three wins on the week, including a double-digit victory over UCF. This is Mark's
third A-Sun "Player of the Week" honor
of the season and the seventh of his
career, second-most in A-Sun history.
Mark scored 21 ·points along with
eight r£founds in a win at Campbell and
followed that with 14 points, five
rebounds and four assists against UCF.
He completed his stellar week with 21
points and 12 relJ9unds in a double-overtime win against Florida Atlantic, as he
also added five assists and three steals.

~!!lf,!ll~~-::J'l

Senior center
Roberto
Morentin led
the Knights
with 18
points and
six rebounds
in UCF's last
meeting
with
Jacksonville.

THE BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

M-F 9-5:30 I SAT 9-4:30 ISUN CLOSED

407-681-671

10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO

and Race Book

MONDAY, FEBRAUARY 16TH
PRESIDENTS' DAY HOLIDAY
LIVE JAl·ALAI • NOON
(DOORS OPEN 11 :00 A.M.J
FREE ADMISSION!
SOc HOT DOGS, 50( SOFT DRINKS &50' BEER!
(PROMOTIONS GOOD ALL DAY}
College Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

l~t[~=
L~-~,,
___,_,______________ _______]

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HWY 17·92 ·& 436 Call (407) 339·6221

CONTEST: DRAVVING IN SG,A OFFICE
CONTEST REGISTRATION: .
MPNDA~ FEB. 9th - FRIDAY, FEB. 13th

•

TO GEORGIA STAT
•

UCF v.s. GEORGIA STATE

GAME:

SATURDA~ FEB. 21 st,2pm·

See WWW.sga.ud.edu for more iriformation
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the Aet:lvli:y- and Se.-.vlce· Fee Lhruuati 't"I e
Stuclen:t· C"'-o ernrnent A. 5oeJa:tlon

CLASSIFICATIONS

100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
150 HelpWanted:ParHime
175 HelpWanted:Full-Time
200 For Rent Homes
225 For Rent Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: GerieraI
325 For Sale:.Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

Services
Retail
Events:Campus
Events:Greeklife
Events: Off-Campus
Trawl
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
999 lost &Found
400
450
500
525
550
600
700
800
900

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

AD RATES

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue
PAYMENT METHODS

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

HELP WANI'ED

woo.

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):

$15/wk
$14/wk
$13/Wk

$10/wk

$8/wk

m!DENI
$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk

Bolding:
Large Headline:

$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

Charg'es listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/Wk for each additional line.

•

rf.Ti1 HELP '!'fANTED:
lW:..
Part-time

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects·the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today
407-823-5163 .

WANTED:
Students To Take
·Online Surveys For ~oney
Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate In Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Internet Connection

For More Info, Please Visit:

· www.SurveysforStudents.com

I

$9/wk

WE ARE SELltCTtNG 20
ST\IDElllT& FROM UCF
TOB CHA

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potantlal.
Good for outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800·985-6520 ext 107.

SURF COSTA RICA FREE!
Set up 3 Surf trips • Get 1 Free
www.CartoFerrarlSurfResort.com
Cold Beer, Great Waves, Good Times
As seen on "Wild On" TV Show
Call Nowl USA (408) 422-9933
Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes Frr, Prr
$10.50·$12.50/hr +bonuses. Come work
for Sharks and Minnows and change the
quality of a child's life. Call 407-699-1992.
www.sharksandmlnnows.net
AMAZING SUMMER ,at premier PA coed
children's ovarnlght camp. Energetic,
enthusiastic men and women wanted for
all activities and counselor positions.
Good Salary. Great Experl@nce.
Internships Available. Visit our web site,
www.campnockamlxon.com to schedule
an on campus Interview for March 2.

Actresses I Models
Attractive females wanted for video.
18+ Call 407-384·9313.
Aak for Ban;

Telephone Pros Needed In our New
State of the Art Call Center. 4th largest
Direct TV Dealer looking for FT/PT
candidates w/ great comm. skills in an
Inbound/outbound environment. Hourly
wages + huge comm. Benefits Incl.
medical, dental, & vision, direct deposit,
weekly pay, & PAID TRAINING. Please
contact 407-331-3934 or email
eddle@directactivatlon.com.
Swim Instructors
Seal Swim school now hiring energetic,
professional, responsible, lndlv. FT/PT.
No exp.twill train. Competitive pay.
Tampa: 813·932·5455. Lutz:
813-948-7134. Tarpon Springs.:
727·943·8782. WSI CERTIFICATION
AVAIL. IN FEB.

VACATION PHONE SALES
Office 3 blocks from UCF Main Campus
OR work from home positions
Earn $80/Sale +WEEKLY BONUSES
MUST BE MONEY MOTIVATED
Call 24 hours (407) 658-8285 x20

TUTOR needed for FIN 3414a,
Intermediate Corporate Finance.
Flaxlbla schedule, pay negotiable.
Call 407·359-2816. Ask for Janan.

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 • $125 and more per survey!
www.paldonllnesurveys.com.
Babysitter/Nanny wanted for two small
children In Winter Park/Maitland area.
Must be responsible, love children,
have valid drivers license & car
Insurance. Responsibilities Incl.: planning
play actlvltlas, preparing meals, reading
books, baths, etc, Flex. ached. &
compensation neg. Please send
letter/resume to basflorlda@aol.com.
Bartenders Needed. Make $150 to $250
a Day. No Experience Necessary. Will
Train. Call Now 1·800·704·9775.
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Glrla Poland,
Maine. Noted for picturesque lakefront
locations and exceptional faollltlee.
Mld·June thru mld·August. Over 100
counselor poliltlons In tennis, baseball,
baskatball, soccer. lacrosse, golf, flag
football, roller hockey, field hockey,
swimming, sailing, waterekllng,
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, sliver
jewelry, copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theatre, costumer,
piano accompanist, music
Instrumentalist, backpacking, rook
ollmblng, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo at
800·250·8252. Call Tripp Lake
800·997·4347. Or'apply onllne C www.takajo.com or www.trlpplakeoamp.com.

Summer Sales Reps Needed
Make $20,000 to $75,000 In 4 months
no·sales exparlenoe needed. Corporate
housing provided In Atlanta, Georgia.
Relocate and have a summer
experience to remember. Make enough
to pay for school and don't worry about
monay for the rest of the year.
Call us at 1·B88-333·6ravo
leave a message If Interested.
Loan Originators
Nation's leading lending co, No exp. or
lie. required. Earn full time pay with part
time work. Set your own work schedule.
Call Nick 407-667·0154.

Don't get a Job, get a Life! Work for
yourself and make $600 to $1,000
weekly from home, just part·tlmel
Listen to this: 1·800-366-1376
x7808.

Summer Jobs
• Seven Weeks
• $2100

• Room & Board Included
• Co-Ed Camp

Get Paid to Playl
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(f EYC) needs male and
female Summer Camp
Counselors ages 18 and up.
FEYC is an overnight camp
located off of Highway 450 in
Umatilla, Florida. The camp
runs June 7 - July 24. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 250
or 352-669-9443 ext. 250.
Part·tlme Help: Several Income
opportunities, no fee or hidden costs.
Contact: ggllmor@Joeyscompany.com
for more Information.

Administrative Assistant
Otneral Office Work
9·1 M·Th $8/hr.
Winter Park Area
Call 407-879-5710 1xt. 4011.

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971·9131.

Nurse Practitioner
Full-time with excellent salary and
benefits for a busy cardiology practice
located In Orlando. Nurse practitioner will
round at local hospitals with physicians.
407·351 ·5384 x 3809 or fax
407-843·2109.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 le 4 bedroom home•
and apta. for rent. $8915 to $1298.
Call 407·829-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
Rm/BA avail. In 2bd/2ba Christian home.
Clean. Nice neighborhood w/ bus line.
Spacious. Fridge, TV, W/D, hot tub, etc.
No drugs/smoking/pets. $485/mo. Incl.
utll. UCF AREA. 407·282·4009.

2 clean, qu.let and NS roommatea
wanted. ~/2 home In UCF/Suncreat
area. Unfurn. bda. $5215/mo. Incl.
utll., W/D, cable, phone, and acrnd
porch. HS Internet aeparate. Avail. ,
NOWlll ·email: kleln1L42@yahoo.com
with name and number.
1 room avail. In 3/2 house behind UCF.
1Omin from UCF. M/F. $450/mth.
All utll. Incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772·528·6347. '
Waterford Chase. 3/2 with 2· car garage.
Like new house. 1700 sq, ft. heated.
Gated community and Sec. sys.
Upgraded appliances Included. Close to
UCF. $1295/mo. 407-306·0564.

PfT Dogpy Daycare Poaltlon.
Muat Love Doge.
Vat/Kennel Exp. a plu11
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net..•
Call 407-828·3844.
Phone Sales.
M • F 11:30 ·10;30 p.m. (25 hrs.) easily
make $6·11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for Interview or
leave msg. 407·677·4560.
ESL teachers needed ilt school near
UCF. Required BA or BS degree In
related field, experience teaching ESL,
native English speakers only.
Fax resume to 407·823·3101.

Sol y Luna Tanning on Unlv1r1lty.
Front deak/11111 11•oclatt.
Sal11 1xp1rl1nc1 required.
Hourly + comm. Fl1xlbl1 houra.
Call 407·277·8989.
Bartandlng Training Provided.
1·800·293·3985 ext. 602

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take -Co·Slgnersl
C>

Cardlo Klckboxlng Instructor

407-657-0011

•

~
urruftll-IY

Part Time Office Help •
Part Time. 10·20 hrs./wk. Flex. hrs. Near ·
UCF. $10·$12/hr. Now hlrlngll
Apply In person: Oonato's Pizzeria
12240 Lake Underhill Rd/Alafaya.

••

FREE RENT

Heather Glen
Apartments

Oentral office exp. required:
comput1r, phone, fax, copying,
filing, etc. MWF 1111m - 5:30 pm and
T·TH 1:00 pm - 5:30 pm.
Fax RHum• to 407·207-4402.

••

•

Earn Terrific Money From Every Spam
You Receive. This program works like a
money machine. Turn each Spam you ·
receive Into CASHI Complete details by
return E·mall alene_roberts@yahoo.com
or call 407·977·0437.
Energetic, motivational c1rdlo
.klckboxlng ln1tructor1. Muat be
group certified. For mor• Info call
407-342-8191.

$250 a day potential
Local (SW Orlando) couple looking
for techno wlz to bring them Into
currant century on music playback,
Integrated video and sound systems
and also some computer help.
Contact David C 407·909·0651.

'
BROKE?

150

EASY COMMUTE. Close to UCFI
Huge 1 BR w/ Study. Luxury 2BR & 3BR
FREE Alarm, Water, W/D.
ONE MONTH FREE.
Leasing Now/Fall 407·977·4848.

c

The Wellstone Action
Organizing and Campaign
Training Center

....._

-

1111111111
AMERICA ~OMING TOGETHER

Do you have plans for

Spring Break1
Work; play. make money & gain work experience!
Posldons available at locations in US, Mexico & the Caribbean.

Now Hiring!
America Coming Together (ACT) - an organization
founded in 2003 to educate, register, and
mobilize voters - is running a massive effort in
Florida to activate hundreds of thousands of new
voters in this election. Don't miss this exciting ·
opportunity to join their efforts!
Wellstone
Action's Organizing and Campaign Training Center
in cooperation with America Coming Together
(ACT) will be conducting the Camp Wellstone
training program in Tampa, Florida February 20·
22, 2004. Sign up for Camp Wellstone and learn
the
fundamentals
of
political
campaign
management and be considered for a paid position
with ACT.
For more information, contact
GoodwJn
at
202.546.6752,
or
Amber
amber@grassrootssolutions.com.
Jump-start your career in progressive politics!

Now Hiring

CHILD ACTIVITIES

Coordinators

Quallflcatlons Include:
Minimum 21 years of age, CPR &
First Aid Certified, Minimum 2 years
experience with pre-school or
organized childcare or degree in
related field.
Employment terms include:
Transportation, Room, Meals,
Healthcare Coverage & Use
of Resort Amenities.

t>t

Do you like•••
(•

• A work location near UCF?
•A casual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
•Great pay?

O:•~

Then Trader Publishing
is for you!

L <l

Now hiring agents to set
photographer appointments
•

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

11:" .

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

or apply at
3451 Technological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817.
l
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Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month
+ sec. dep. & 6 mo. min. lease.
Call Linda 407-366-2650.

LOOK AT THIS PRICE!
(I)

$395/mo. ($100 off!) All Util. Incl. Village
@ Science Dr. Sublease a clean room
w/prlv. bath. Lots of amenities! Avail.
Immediately! Cail 407-721-4550.
www.collegerentals.com
UCF's best apartment search
for college students!

1Bd/1 Ba in 2Bd/2Ba condo $440/mo.
Utils. incl. cable, roadrunner, gym, pool,
and parking. NS. 15 mins from UCF.
321-945-1201 or email
realestate_sedenu@yahoo.com.
Private room and bath, 2nd floor w/loft, in
4/4 at ail new Jefferson Lofts!!! $560/mo.
incl. all util., high speed internet, and all
amenities. Call 321-754-2000 ask for
leasing agent and specify apt.#627.
Stunning 2/2 apt. Wood floors, new
appliances, W/D, vaulted ceilings,
pool, and tennis. Hunter's Reserve
$795/mo. Must seel
Csll 305-775-2063.
UCF AREA CONDO FOR RENT
2/2 condo In Hunter's Reserve
Close to UCF. $780/mo. Trash, water
and sewer Incl., W/D, scrn porch and
Jake view. Call 407-310-6583

One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in
special incl. covered parking, free 20"
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player and
Down Comforter. Just $515/mo. F only.
Call Tessa @ 352-551-6728.

Room avail in 4/2 house close
to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub,
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless Internet &
storage Incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 utll. .
Call for Info. 321-230-0658.
Room for Rent. $350/mo. ail inclusive.
Behind UCF. 10 min. drive. Plenty of
parking. 1/4 acre of land. Call Steve at
407-281-4345.

TRY ME!
Roommates needed for 4/3 house
with pool. $500-$550/month. Fully
furn. Incl. all utlls. Call Laura at
561-628-6940.
Room avail. In Winter Park. Share a
4/3 w/ 1 M, 2F on a lake. Amenities
Incl. W/D, hi-speed Internet, dig.
cable, big screen TV, hot tub, boat
dock, boat and large y·ard. Must be
clean, responsible, and dog·
friendly. $390/mo. plus utll.
Call 407-230·8747 or e-mail
mgrabowskl@cfl.rr.com.
F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. 1o min.
from UCF. Alafaya Woods area.
$460/mo. util. Incl .. ethernet, W/D, cable
& phone. Furn. if needed. Call
407-824-7883 daytime or 407- 298-1263
after 6 p.m.

4/2 Home In quiet neighborhood.
Min. from UCF. Family room, Kitchen
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime,
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382.

1/1 for rent in Waterford Lakes house.
M/F N/S. Room either furn or unfurn.
House completely furn, w/ phone,
satellite TV, W!D, internet. Avail now
$450 + utils. Call 407-277-0419.

2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Cail
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.

Female roommate needed-4bdrm house
15 min from UCF. House furnished,
bdrm not. Flexible lease, $200 deposit
$475/month incl. utils, cable, phone, dsl
intrnt, lawn ser. Avail Feb 1st. NO PETS!
Call Jennifer 407-677-4782 or
407-492-6541.

3/2 Roommate needed for large master
bed/bath. $265/mo. + 1/3 utilities.
New carpet. Mins. from UCF.
Call Brian at 407-595-6752.
M looking for a M/F roommate. Furn. BD.
,
$380/mo. No deposit. lncls.
EVERYTHING. Just remodeled every
room in house. Access to pool.
Call Tony at 407-467-4177.

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female pref.
$450 I ino. Incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.

i-lov-iT at· Tivoli

Live in one of the area's newest apartment communities No towing
Live across the street from UCF and ride the shuttle
Enjoy the sparkling ·pool, home theaJer, fitness center
Huge floorplans with walk In closets & private bathrooms
FREE Ethernet, cable, alarm system and much more!
Management that cares

TIVOU APARTMENTS

Find out why everyone says, "I LOV ITI"

1 BEDROOM APT
748 SQ. FT.

$750

2 BEDROOM APT
1,057 SQ. FT

3 BEDROOM APT
1,315 SQ. FT

$970

$11,4

.
~

A BEDROOM APT
1,581 SQ. FT.

$1f40
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• fullr Furnished 1,2,3&4

Be ro m1Panments
-lnd·v1dua1 leases
.. PrlVate Balhs *

• R sen s1v1a Pool & Spa
-Cov red Bas etball Pavilion
&Full Size Court ·

-Cover dParllinu_Avallabte *
•Movie Theatre & conference Room

•Ulllltles Included In Rent *
•Free Ethernet
Ask about
·'
•24 Hour Com uter lab,,_-~ our great
Fitness C nter
• Free Tannl aBed .
·Tennis I uns

•Sand Vollav all Court
• BBQ/ Picnic Pavilion

____m==o.ve in specials!.

I

• Free cable /3 HBO's

on Commons Cir.
Orlan , FL. 32826

407 382-4114
•Some Restrictions Apply

fOVAl HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

www.colle eparkweb._
com

February 12, 2004 • tentrctl ;Jfociba !'future
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• VALENTINE'S GREETINGS • "
Pumkln,
I wlll alway1 be there tor you,
I love you.
Monster

The ladle• of Alpha XI Delta
would llke to wish all thalr guy1 a
Happy Valentines Day.
We heart youl
Marie,
I Just wanted to thank you tor being my
girl and making me happier than I've
ever been. I love you baby.
Be my Valentina? Lula
Happy Valantlna'a Day, Laura Buckley.
From a secret someone.
Love might make llfe worth llvlng.•.
but chocolate make• It dellcloual
With adoration tor all fellow
chocolate club members..•you are
the aweetestl
My Dearest Akshu, love you so so
much. This Valentlne's Day I want
you to know that you mean the world
to me. My heart beats tor youl Happy
Valentine's. Yours Forever, Babu.

For 4 life-saving
Plasma Donations

Hun- Thanks tor b11lng my beat friend
We've had a rough year, but
our love la strong. I love you &
thank you for loving me. ·
Lovingly, Turnip. (( kiss! ))

STUDENTS
NEW DONORS:

"Kellle D. Malton, what a beautlful
meas I'm lnl Happy Valentine's Day.
I love you. -Punkln"
Happy Valentine's Day Sunshine.
Love, Omar

Bring this ad for an
EXTRA 55 on your 2°d"
&41h donation!

To rny mllllona of tamale tans,
thank you tor making ma the
number one 1port1 columnist In thl•
newspaper. There's enough Ashley
for all of you. Love, your endearing
1port11 editor.
Jimmy: You do sooo much more than
I deserve, thank you, l~va youl
Kristen: I love you even though you
screw up the dishes! Jiii: I MISS YOUI
Maren
Bryan Ben, Happy Valantlna's Day
Cupcake! I love u MOREi Your
Valentlna, Kristy. : ) xoxo P.S. Much
love Randee, Critter, David, Barry,
Andy, Courtney, Chris, Michele & Erin!
Jen,
I love you more than chocolate chip
cookies. Thanks tor making everyday
special.
-Al
To my.Little Nicola,.
I'm so proud of you. You are the best
little ever and I don't know what I
would do without you.
Happy Valentine's daylll
XI Love, Jllllen
P.S. I love you Haatharll
Another Valentina's Day. 32 years
and going. We are blaased to have
our beautiful famlly. Wiii you be my
Valentine ag11ln? All my love, Raya.

To: Jen,
I love you with my whole heart. You
are everything to me. It has been a
great year together and I look
forward to the years to come.
Happy Valentines! Love, SMR

Miia,
Work Just wouldn't be the aama
w/out you. Thanks for coffee dates &
good conversation. Happy Heart Dayl
Allcla

To Ben,
You'ra my perfect Valentlna.
·CM

Patrick Kally
You're the world,
I love youl

My dear Seamus, ollve youll Orange
you glad we met? Despite thuact
that we cantaloupe, my hel!rt·only
beeta tor you, We make the perfect
pear.

Happy Valentines Day Jason Quick.
This has been the beat
year and a halt avtJrl
I love you very much, Jllllan.

Jarrod-a message:
Sand more noodz, plz.
KTNX, UR 1337 HO

Walk-Ins Welcome!

I LOVE YOU MORE
Tamara Salge,
I love you so much more everyday .
and I don't know what I would do
without you. Happy Valentina'• Dayl
Love, Your Baby Boy

DCI BIOLOGICALS

What's up Sunshine (Liii)?
I Just wanted to say happy soon to be
Valentine's Day. You are my first &
my last & I love you more than you
know, Love MISaln (Joe).

Reid, I love you more than thlsl
Thank you tor taking care of me,
Sarah.

•

Laura,
We have spent a lot of t1m11
together In the last four montha. You
are my life, you are my world and I
want us to be closer, I love youl
Love Always, Joe

•

Dearest Bebu,
My love for you keeps growing with
each pa11lng moment, getting more
colorful and maanlngful with every
step we take, hand In hand. Happy
Valentine's Day, Sweetheart!
Forever Yours, Akshu

•

•

Luka, thank you tor loving me the
way you do. You are my best friend
and true lnaplratlon. 1'11 loila you
forever, Abbey.
To all the lovely ladles of
Stoneybrook, Happy Valentine's Dayl
Lova,Dan
TKE Boys:
I love you all so much!
Wiii You All Be My Valentina?
Love, Your TKE Sweetheart
Happy Valentina's Day Ftyan.
Thank you for being here,
I'll love you always.
Brooke
Dave, I don't know how you do what
you do, I'm so In love with you and It
Just keeps getting better. I want to
spend the rest of my Ufa with you by
my aide, Forever & Ever.
Happy Valentine's Dayl Love, Kally
Happy Valentines Day to the love of
my Ufa. In 1998 we mat. Since then
we have enjoyed walks on ·the be11ch,
great partle•, family gatherings, time
with Kall and special times alone. I
enjoy my Ufa ao much more now that
you're In It. Thank you for loving me
the way that I love you.
Love Always Jiii
Dear Casey,
Thank you for your beauty, trust and
appreciation. Happy Valentine's Day.
Alex

~I

To all the beautiful women at
Dragol'I Room. Happy Villentlne's Day!
See you all on Saturday!
Your favorite photographer, Brett.

Happy Valentine's Day Allele.
Even though you're 'taken', I'm STILL
wanting you. Love, you know who.

Dear Jessa, You make my life
complete. Thank .you for
making me smile everyday.
· 11011e you, Lisa.
Happy Valentlna'a Day.

Jon,
I ahlova ya soooooo much!
Happy Valentine's Day, sweetslll
Love, Tai

Happy V11!entlna'a Day Ma. NC. You're
the most beautiful woman I know.
Love, your man In Orlando.

•

1900 Alafaya Trail,' Suite 500

~~where it

•

·II

(321) 235-9.100

•

Pays'to Care"

Remodeled furnished room for rent. all
utilities incl. 15 mins from UCF. 5 mins
from easVwest. $425/mo. pr.vale house,
access to kiln, laundry No Pots, NS. Call
Lynn or Grecia 407-381-2140.

5bd/3ba, 2-story house in Oviedo.
10 min. from UCF. W/D, lawn service,
cable, wireless Internet, 2 car gar. 2,750
sq. ft. $395 + 1/4 util. Contact Ana
407-963-5038

F roommate wanted to share big
3/2.5 house with loft. Fully furn.
except bedroom. No smoking.
Hi-sp wireless int, sat tv. No lease.
$450/mo. Call Jade 407-617-7172.

Room for rent in 3/2. 1 1/2 mi. from
campus down University. Only one
roommate. Nicely furnished with alarm
system. Negotiable lease. $400.plus 1/2
util. Call Joel at 407-491-3560.

Roommates wanted to share 3bed/2bath
house in Rio Pinar Lakes. $450/mo. incl.
utli: electric, water, basic cable, W/D
privileges. $300 refundable sec. deposit.
Call Zak @ (407) 384-9247 or email .
zsiddle@cfl.rr.com.

3 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share
utils. Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din.
room, kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room,
lg. yard. lndiv lease. Near UCF off Dean.
$400/ mo. Call Jen 561-351-8906.
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1/1 In 2 Bd Apt. Female Preferred
Fully furnished, all utilities Included
except phone. Please contact
wlaroy@aol.com or.904-745-4717 for
more Info.
Room avail. for May, June, July.
Female needed for 3/3 apt In Pegasus
Landing. $500/mo. Incl. util. shuttle to
UCF, cable, Internet, furniture, & pool.
718-490-8346.
UCF Area- 211 apt. at Arbour. Avall.
Feb 12th through July 31st. Incl,
extended cable, W/D, buslnesd
canter, pool and fitness. $700/mo.
Call 407·737-7427
lt
or 407-340·8697.

1/1 apt. at University House. 5 mlns from
UCF. $450 lncls. all utlls, cable, &
ethernet. Very clean apartment.
Avail. lmmedlatelyl 561-477-6650.

GREAT BUVI 2001 Grey Hyundai
Accent Tinted, Auto, Air, Cruise, CD,
30K ml., new breaks, tires, and
battery • 20K ml. left on warranty
$6300 OBO • 407·384·5798.

Private 1bd/1 be In 4/4 apt.
$479/mo. Including all utll, cable,
free shuttle. Avall. mid-April,' 1st mo.
free. F only. Only mlns to UCF.
Call Arianne @ 407·313-7688.

•

I. .
••
•

Price for 1/1 ! !! !
F needed for 1/1 in 4/4 apt. in Pegasus
Landing. $455/mo. Avail. in 1Mid Mar.
Fully furn., private phone and bath, incl.
W/D, util., ethernet and cable. UCF
Shuttle. Contact Keri at 407-862-23:39.
1 Bd in 212 apt $545(mo. All Ulil included.
No move in fee, fully furn ) thernet,
cable, phone, pool, & clup house.
Avail ASAP. Feb freel
Contact Shannel 407-3€12-4830:
Feb. Sublease in Boardwal~Apts. for M.
Min. to UCFl!I $495/mo. 1 T MONTH
FREEi!! Fully furn., water, electric and
cable incl. Shuttle servi_ce.
Call 407-737-2732.

300
BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $450. 407-275-0612.

,.,

2Bd/2Ba Condo For Sale
Beautiful lake view located 2 min. from
UCF. Tiie floors & Berber carpet, Screen
porch. Hurry it won't last long!
$107,900 Call 407-310-6583

,,

Extremely Low

iJ

2bed/2bath townhouse 3 min. from UCF.
$75k. Mortgage payment as low as
$552/mo. Call 407-833-8199.

BED - Brand new doublesided queen
pillc;>w-top set, with warranty, can deliver.
$140. 407-275-0935
BEDROOM - 7 pc cherry wood sleigh
bed set, brand new, $950. 407-275-7626.

LOOKING TO RENT/BUY
A HOUSE FOR NEXT FALL?
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com.
Florida Dating Online for Singles at UCF
Create a FREE Profile FREE searches.
Mention you are a UCF student and
receive free 30 day membership.
Try us @ www.floridad!itingonline.com.

Pregnant?
Loving Couple Seeking Jo Complete
Family.
Florida couple lookihg to adopt newborn
to 6 mo. old baby to complete our family.
We are a middle-class, professional
couple with lots of love to give. After
trying to conceive for over 2 years, we
decided about a year ago that adoption
is the right choice for us! Our child has
already been born in our hearts & we
eagerly await his/her arrival! Please call
Heart of Adoptions (800) 590-1108 for
more info & to view our full profile.
Please ask for Amy & ref. # 102. Agency
lie.# 1202-61 .
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.

25
27
30
32
33
36
39
41
42

~EVENTS:
[~Campus

2000 Mitsubishi Galant. Excellent
condition with many features. 38,000
miles. $7500 obo. Call for more
Information 941-456-0134.

Drowning In Debt?

$450 Group Fundralser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundralslng
solutions EQUALS $1,000·$2,000 In
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundralser with
CampusFundralser. Contact
CampusFundralser, (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundralser.com.

Term Paper Help 2417
Paperexperts.com will help you with
writing, editing or college applications.
All subjects/all levels.
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or
paperexperts.com to place your order. .
PERSONAL TRAINING w/N.C.S.F.
Certified Trainer. Beginners to
Bodybuilders, I can help you reach
your goalsl Great Student and Faculty
. rates. For Results call: Eric Goodman
@ 407·346·4162.

GET$$$$
www.CredltFN.com
• Credit Cards
• Debt Consolidation
•Loans
NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A·A·A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800·733-5342.

REAL ESTATE SCHOOL
Affordable School of Real Estate
offers 6 day agent pre-license
class including book for only $199.
Make $$ as a Realtor® or a timeshare
sales rep. Next class starts 2/9. '
Classes taught near UCF
Call 407-929-2997 or visit our
website at SchoQlofrealty.com.

ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT; FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail.
Call Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650
or e-mail lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

Overjoys
Pumps and flats
Solitary sorts
Summer shade
Family cars
Bar bills
Cosmo rival
John ....... Garner
Peek-a-boo
fashion feature
Conspiracy
Detrolt nine
Police blotter
letters
Rough
Restaurant
request
Qulck look
Runny cheese
Snitch
Green heart of
Manhattan
Farewell in Rouen
"Exodus" writer
White House
office shape
Casino array
Act of faith?
Trig ratio
Pound pieces
Camera shop
purchase
Brink

43
44
46

Local nonprofit agency can help stop ·
collection calls, lower Interest rates.
reduce monthly payments by up to 50%,
consolidate debts Into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDGMENTAL counseling. In person or
by telephofle. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext,20
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses In nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be 21 +, outgoing, have a
great smile, & earl Fun job, come join our
team. 407-977-0569 or 407-701-7432.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

~~~acks beds

24

llJlll:' UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
lahT.: FAIRBANKS

1980 Kawasaki 750cc twin motorcycle.
Not pretty but Runs goodl
New battery, chain, sprockets.
· $700 call 407-380-7165.

'93 Ford Escort GT, spoiler, clean, runs
well and looks nice. Proven very reliable.
Asking $1,500 obo. HURRYI THIS
WON'T LASTI Please call 407·629·1906.

1/1 furnished in 4/4 Boardwalk A'Pt. next
to UCF. Male. 1st floor. P\i>ol.
Appliances. Avail. Now. Will Discount.
Cail Kathy at 858-756-09jj1.

Take classes in ALASKA!
www.uaf.edu/summer/cool
Toll free 866·404· 7021

PARKING PROBLEM SOLVED!

CAR FOR SALE

ACROSS
1 Webber play
5 Basilica area
9 Vanished 1.mlon
boss
14 Hand-cream
Ingredient
15 Comic Mort
16 Farmland units
17 Touch down
18 Torn ticket
19 Shocks
20 Nominal leaders
23 Diamonds, to a

LTHIS SUMMER

'98 Blue Hyundai Tiburon FX, ~uto, A/C,
Airbags, 12 CD Changer, 95 K.
Excellent condition.
407-249-2406.

1 bedroom In 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Female only. NS. $485/mo. all utll. Incl.
W/D, 3 HBO's, and private bath. Free
shuttle to UCF. Avail. 03/04. Call
Co~rtney at 407-414-7603.. 1

Huge one bed/bath of 4/4 at Jefferson
Lofts. All utilities and w/d indl. Avail.
lmmedlatelyl 580/m 1st mon1p ald. call
321-626-2238.

.

Free Workshops on getting into the businessI
Best priced professional HEADSHOTSI
Cutting edge Talent Cants for serious actors!
Call us today at 321 -287-1848
or visit us at:
www.enterthelightstudios.com

Large bedroom, huge walk in closet,
private bathroom, utilities, cable,
water and trash Included In rent.
UCF shuttle bus. Lots of amenities.
Cail 407-482-9990.

Sublease 1 BD of 4/3.5 townhome at
University House. Cable, ethernet
utilities, fl.(rniture, pools, W/D
all incl. $468/mo. F only. Beg.li-1-04.
Call Shannon 904-753-1459 ASAP.
l;e

Crossword

ASPIRING ACTORS

I

I

"

ATTENTION ALL ACTORS AND

47
49

7 "Leaving Las
Vegas" actress
8 Isle of exlle
St
9 Annoying
53
Inconvenience
55
1o Thanksgiving
56
mo. In Ottawa
t 1 Oesser1 choice
62
t 2 Put up a stockade
64
13 Ninnies
65
2t Supreme Diana
22 More tightly
66
packed
67
26 Carney and
66
Gartunkel
69
27 Flight unit
70
26 Word after town
.
or dance
71
29 Authentic filming
site
DOWN
30 Actress Jessica
1 Juvenile Jersey
31 Formerly
45
2 Jal_
3 Chinese secret • 34 Main course
48
35 Rafsed platform 50
society
37
10-speed,
e.g.
51
4 Lead astray
38 Lead player
5 Something of
~ 52
40 School near
value
53
Windsor Castle
6 Hiking trails

ZTA helps Generation Donation with
blood drive in front of the Student Union
February 2 and 9 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
March 1, 15 & 16 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
April 4-6 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Potting material
54 Scraping tools
Point a finger at . 57·Vold's partner
Stretch out
58 Forest unit
Get a grip on
59 Enthusiastic
Soup server
60 Phoned
Wiison o1 the
61 Swiss painter
Beach Boys
63 & more

Please see solutions in next issue - Mon. 2/16
SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com .

MAKE A CONNECTION!
Fun-loving male seeks active fun-loving
female who likes to bowl. Meet at
Boardwalk Bowl on Feb. 12th at 7 p.m.
for Pizza, Pins, & ? Ask for Joe.

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
189°0 15 PavS/ 4 Nights ~
8239°0 1Days/6 Nights ·.
8

Prices include:

Round-1rip luxury cruise wit~ food. Accommoda1ions
on 1he island al one of 1en resorts (your choice).

111111a1acn11 navel

1-800-861-5018

www.Bahamasun.com
We'll heal an11 Package Price!

EUROPE from $328 RTll!
Non-stop to Amsterdam, London,
Germany and more from Orlando and
Miami. Eurails, Tampa/LA, $168, and
many more. Campus Travel. Toll free
1-866-FLY-4FUN (359-4386) .

SURF COSTA RICA FREE!

CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service@ 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study @ 7 p.m.
www.blshoplc.com
" IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

Great games, free trials, bonuses,
& contests. Check it out at:
www.orlandoadult.com/gaming
Great Webmaster opportunities too.

Set up 3 Surf trips - Get 1 Free
www.CarloFerrariSurfResort.com
Cold Beer, Great Waves, Good Times
As seen on "Wild On" TV Show
Call Now! USA\ (408) 422-9933
Spring Break '04. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, & Bahamas.
BIGGEST PARTIES, BEST CLUBSI
Call 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at407·447-4555 ore-mall your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

Christian singers: Join our choir
mission trip to Japan 5/31·6114/04.
Praise & worship, and black gospel.
We' ll help you raise your support.
407-273-4454
www.MlsslonToJapan.org

Is college too stressful?
Lose Weight Now! OR
Gain energy and mental alertness!
Free samples! 407-365-1627.
· www.liveslimnow.com.

READY FOR FUN?
Adventurous, energetic F who enjoys
bowling looking for same in a M. Meet at
Boardwalk Bowl on Feb. 12th at 7 p.m.'
for Bowling, Beer & ? Ask for Sally.

' THE

VILLAGE

AT

SCIENCE DRIVE
2913 Einstein Way
Orlando, FL 32826

407-384-7080
www. thevi Ilageatsciencedrive. com

)"HE

VILLAGE

AT

ALAFAYA CLUB

.

~

3100 Alafaya Club Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817

407-482-9.9 90
www.thevillageatalafayaclub.com
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Here she is...
CongratUlations
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Miss UCF' 2004 . _.
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(Jonfused by tiny forks ·and
the dos and don'ts of formal
dining? Then co:pie to
EKCEL' s Etiquette Dinner
featuring guest speaker
Maralee McKee! Cocktail
attire is required for this
f1·ee even.t which wiil be at
6pn1 on March 2 , 2004 at
the Marriott World Center~
Bring yon:r stude11t ID to SU
208 and sign up by February
23rd .f or the lottery drawing
to polish up your etiq ette.

The office of Student Involvement is home to Student Governmen~
the Multicultural Stu.dent Center, Homecoming, Late Knight.a,
Campus Activities Bo~ EKCEL - Every Knight Can Excel in
Leadership, Volunteer UCF and over 300 clubs and organizations.
For more information on events and campus involvemen~ visit the
Student Union Room 208, 407.823.6471, or http://osi.sdes.ucf.edu/.
Fnnde.d by the Activity and Seriice Fee as allocated by SGA.
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Look inside
·to see who
won the
worst prize
.·ever •••
•
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SEAN HUNTING
indie Asst. Editor

A
•
•

few weeks ago the would-be
chick flick

straight-~o-video

Win a Date with Tad
Hamilton!
came
out.

Generally speaking, it was
ignored by just about everybody.
Everybody except the indie that is. It
was more than a movie, it was an inspiration. In fact it inspired us in a very
specific way.
Our beloved editor John Thomason
hasn't had much luck with the ladies in
the past year (give or take his entire
life), In one month he had a total of five
first dates, with barely a singie callback.
Poor Thomason was batting a thousand.
Which is when I came up with the
idea for a contest to go along with our
Tad Hamilton review. Any of our readers
could submit a 50-word explanation as
to why they would make a great date for
our lonely editor. It could make a fun
cover story; involve our beloved readers'
and get two people dates for Valentine's
Day.
Unfortunately, I inadvertently threw
a monkey wrench into my own plan. See,
John met a girl at our indie
Recruitment Drive party. He and new
writer Emily Jane Scott have become
quite the item recently; making the
whole reason for having the contest
moot. We are more than used to our stories not working out how we planned
them, so we quickly put Plan B into
action.
We had several very eligible girls
send us very convincing arguments as to

what makes
them the perfect choice.
One girl made the claim that
she was too shy for non-contest dating. She sounded
almost perfect. To our shock
and delight, though, we found
someone even better, someone John had something fundamentally in common with
- they're both men. .
Meet Jason Stafford, a theater major at UCF. He was originally overlooked completely
because he was a guy. We didn't want
any of the nice girls who submitted
entries to think this whole thing was a
joke. On second giance; when we actually read his &mail we found it to be by
far the best one. If a girlhad written this
a week ago, she would have been the
undisputed winner. To quote his e-mail
"I'd better represent for our side.· And
it'd be a perfect way to show (with a
touch of humor and irony) that the indie
is a tolerant and equal opportunity
paper." He was perfect!
PLEASE SEE
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Monster trucks
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· Miracle

Metroid

On Valentine's
Day vyhat could
be more
romantic than
Truckasaurus?

This Valentine's
Day trx to get
two minutes for
"high-sticking"

Gameboy
remakes the
original NES
game. Finally a
remake that
doesn't suck!

SEE HAPPENINGS, PG. 3

SEE MOVIES, PG. 4

SEE MISCELLANEOUS, PG. 9
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Double-dog date ya

.,

'Dateless but Not Dogless': A singles convention for canine lovers
KATE HOWELL
StaffWriter

He's always waiting no matter how late you get off work.
She's forever willing to warm
your bed. He is loyal and only a
little smelly. She . adores you
despite, even because, of your
smelly socks. He will watch
Steel Magnolias with you for
the hundredth time without
complaint, and she jumps excitedly and wags her tail at the
mere mention of any Lethal
Weapon movie. He enjoys long
walks on the beach and peeing
on trees.
In case y9u haven't
figured it out yet, I am
not talking about Mr.
Right, and if you put a
ring on this girl's finger
you're bound to get
more than a few
strange looks. No, I'm
.talking about man's
and
best
friend
woman's closest companion, the dog. Dogs are
wonderful. They listen
raptly to whatever you
want to prattle about (as
long as you scratch behind
their ears), don't care if you
eat over the sink and never
leave the toilet seat up. The
relationship between a canine
and its owner is delightfully
simple and steady. In short, if
you love your dog and are single, sick of chocolate, don't care
that Under the Tuscan Sun ·
was just released on video, and
are only a moment away from
taking a contract out on cupid,
do I have an experience for you.
"Dateless but Not Dogless" complete in a dating game. The
is an event hosted at the prize is a date and his or her
Farmer's Market in Heritage dog and an outdoors lunch at a
Square in downtown Orlando Downtown restaurant that
on the mother of all couple won't throw out you furry
days, Feb. 14. All sorts of single . friends. It all starts at 12 p.m.
people and their dateless dogs and ends at 2 p.m. and you can
are invited to meet, mingle and register all morning. Did I men-

tion it's free?
I, shocked beyond all reasonable belief to find that
Orlando has a Farmer's
Market, hoofed on over to make
sure the location was genuine
and the whole Dog Dating thing
wasn't just a cruel joke some

city public relations people
were. playing on me. I mean,
corn~ on, it sounds kjnd of silly.
Well, not only does Orlando
host a Farmer's Market every
S~turday morning, but it's quite
nice and Dog Dating is silly; in
fact it is even a bit ridiculous,
but who really cares? Silly can
be good. There should be
more silly in this world, and
all of the dog owners I talked
to agreed with me.
Dogs play a very important role ·in quite a few people's lives and entire relationships have ended
because one party, sometimes referred to as the idiotically wrong party, are "not
a dog person." "Dateless but
Not Dogless" eliminates the
chance of this unfortunate
set
of
circumstances.
Everyone there will be a dog
person. All the owners I talked
to were at least marginally
interested in the idea, and most
importantly the canine halves
of the deal were all for it.
Except for Jube, her master
won't be ready for at least ten
years.
Okay; so yo,u may not find
your human life partner. But
really; what else do you have to
do? It's Valentines Day; the single person's options are limited.
You could sulk all day because
you're alone, you could study or
you could bond with your pet
and meet people who share at
least one common interest With
you. It's less fattening than two
pints of double choeolate chip
and Casablanca, less expensive
then a Valentine's club-hopping
marathon and less depressing
then a solo visit to the movies.
"Dateless but not Dogless" is a
fun and creative alternative.
There's only one snag in this
plan; what happens if it is love
at first sniff but your dogs hate
each other?

Look to stars·for your sexuality
person's sexual behavior may
be linked to a number of factors
- sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, religion and
upbringing, only to name a few.
Putting an end to the controversy,
a new theory has
MARIANNE HAYES
revealed itself. Sextrology is
Staff Writer
the newest chapter in the book
Sex is a tricky thing. of human sexuality. It is defined
Understanding one's sexual as an exploration of the astrobehavior can be an even tricki- logical signs from the perspecer one. Why is it that some peo- tive of gender, sexual identity
ple like it rough? Is there is a and sexual behavior. Now many
reason why some of us would of you may be quick to criticize;
prefer tender lovemaking, as astrology does have somewhat
opposed to whips and chains? of a bad reputation. However,
It has been speculated that a . sextrology is nothing like the

Sex and astrology
with their powers
combined .

cheesy horoscope section of.the
newspaper. It goes far beyond
general predictions, and far
into the depths of each sign's
sexual conduct. So put your
skepticism aside and remember that this is not an exact science, but it may help you to
understand your partner's
behavior in the sack. Enjoy!

also prefers his partner to play
the submissive role, allowing
him to take over as the dominant one who controls the
action.

Aries woman

Anything but sexually subtle, the Aries woman is an
impulsive lover who craves
instant . gratification. Being
passive is not her style, as she
Aries man
Quick to get bored ill the is orie of the most sexually
bedroom, the Aries man charged signs on the chart. She
prefers a partner that is never. also doesn't shy away from the
too available to him. Basically; idea of exhibitionism.
he likes the "hard-to-get"
PLEASE SEE USE ON i 8
game. This spontaneous lover
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'rhe Law Firm of

Victoria C. Spetter, P.L.
CRIMINAL DEFENSE
• All Felony, Juvenile, Misdemeanor and Traffic Cases
• DUPs • Dr iving with Suspended License
• Drug Charges • Theft and Fraud
• Domestic Violence • Domestic Injunctions
• Criminal Investigations • Pre-arrests • Arrests
• Bond Reduction and VOP's
• Sealing of Criminal Recor ds and Expungements
MARITAL & FAMILY LAW
.Divor ce • .Child Suppor t • C ustody • Visitation
• JD from University of Pennsylvania - School of Law (' 95)
• BA rrom Colgate University, Cum Laude ('89)
•Admitted in FL, NY and NJ
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Nascar·Party
Sun. Feb. 15
Noon - close

NO COVER
Plenty of food, games,.and fun!
Come wakh the race on a 65" widescreen High def. T.V.
Thursday night: Open Mic &Karaoke 9p.m. • lo.rn. Sl.50 pints
Saturday night: Live music

Post 95 & Bobby G-2/21/04
12727 E. Colonial Drive • 407-277-7665
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"Why can't you put me on the coverr a
prominent indie writer exclaimed to me in disgust
as we drove to the International Festival of Onema
and Technology on Sunday. Itold him that his
column, albeit aconsistently quality piece of weekly
ranting, does not warrant agratuitous cover
, picture. But of course, he was merely alluding to the
fact that I've been onthe coverfortwo issues ina
· row and am in the running to be on next week's as
well.
But before you start using ten-dollar words
like narcissistic, solipsistic and self-indulgent to
describe a newspaper editor so in love with himself
that not a week can go by without his bespectaded
mug gracing the cover, let me explain.
These gratuitous cover shots come at the
expense of my dignity, people. The cost offame is a
drastic one,and Ihave been continually expl.oited
and mocked by the cruel and merciless indie
staffers.Since our absorption by the Future, I've
been the brunt of many a joke from longtime
Independent Joumal cohort Sean Hunting.
The jokes would have piled on eartiertoo,
except now we actually have, like, an office and
stuff. Apparently, being forced in the same room
with one another for hours on end encourages
tomfoolery and unwarranted aggression. One time,
when Iasked Hunting asimple question aboutthe
, paper, he responded vehemently with,''What do
you wan~you beady-eyed little [expletive)!" Ihave
been nothing but cordial to these fine men and
women (Actually, only the men are the problem,
but Ihff to be P.(.),and my kindness is returned
with lies, slander and potty humor that even the
Farrelly Brothers would find puerile.
Little does Hunting know, however, that Ihave
planned an elaborate WWE-style match to settle
our heated debate once and for all. Since It will
take place at one ofour weekly writer gettogethers, the tentative title for the bout Is "Beating
In the Meeting." And the best part Is - Sean
won't know about it! So nobody tell him. Because
he'skind of bigger than me.
Ihate to resort to physical conflict, but the
situation is not appearing to resolve itself verbally. I
still can't figure out what Idid wrong to offend the
guy ... can being betterthan someone really
Inspire so much hatred? Who knew.
But anyway,just think about that next time
you assume I'm living like a rock star, hogging cover
space and beating new cartoonists with whips. I
am really the ~ictim hereI
·
\

-JOHN THOMA"' IN

Smallpox
Vaccine
Study
The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Testing.An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpox.
To participate in this research study the following must apply:
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
Compensation is paid for time and travel
Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
44101 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net
\
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.. for the week of February 12 -18

Get your game on
Shoot some fools
•, and dance Saturday
'N

BRANDON HARDIN
indie Asst. Editor

This weekend, you have a choice. You
can shoot your friends, dance with
them, sing with them, hurl them to their
•• death off a platform or race with them.
What makes this even better is that it
• only costs you $10 to do this, and you
could win prizes.
The Orlando Video Gamers'

Association is holding another
GameDay from 10 a.m. to 9. p.m.
Saturday at the Holiday Inn Select, right
behind the UC-7 Plaza on University
Boulevard.
If it's peace and quiet you're looking
for, stay far, far away from this event.
But if it's an aural assault of gunshots
and screams, combined with the stench
of defeat (or is that just an unwashed
gamer?), look no further.
The OVGA has held several of these
GameDays, each attended by more people than the last. They are a g'amer's
paradise, a cornucopia of consoles,
monitors and projection screens.

...
Valentine's Day Massacre

~.

EVENT·S

Feb.14, 8 p.m., $5, $7
Eight Seconds
· 100 W Livingston St.
407-839-4800

Avi Taank: Photography.of Indian
Festivals (opening celebration)
Feb. 15, 12 p.m. to 5 p.m., free
Seminole Community College
Fine Arts Gallery
100 Weldon Blvd., Sanford
407-328-2039

This GameDay will feature tournaments for Halo, Madden 2004, Tony
Hawk's Underground, Mario Kart:
Double Dash, Super Smash Bros.:
Melee, Soul Calibur 2, Marvel vs.
Capcom 2, and DDR: Extreme. There
are prizes for each one, and the tournaments, with the exception of theMarvel
vs. Capcom 2, are .f ree to enter once you
pay admission. Marvel vs. Capcom 2
requires a $5 entry fee, which goes into
a pot for the winner of that tournament
to collect. So, if you think you're the
best, prove it. Just be prepared to face
some stiff competition.
However, tournaments aren't the
only thing GameDay has to offer there are many other games to be
played just for fun, including new PS2
releases and old-school NES classics.
Previous GameDays have included
the ridiculous sing-alongg'ameKaraoke
Revolution and the imposingmech simulator Steel Battalion.
More information, including part
tournaments ' and future plans, can be
found on the OVGA Web site at
http://www.orlandovga.com. The site
also lists the rules for the various tournaments. For example, this time the
Super Smash Bros.: Melee tournament
is a team battle. So bring a friend.
At the Web site, you can also pre-register for this weekend's festivities. It'~
recommended, since some tournaments
like Halo and Super Smash Bros.:
Melee are capped at 64 entrants. You
can't very well throw some smack down
on Peach with your 1337 Marth skills if
the tournament is already full, now can
you?

'~ustice and

Democracy"
panel discussion
Feb. 12, 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m., free
Student Union
Cape Florida Ballroom Room 316
407-823-0935

Gallery talk with Carla Poindexter
Feb. 12, 2:30 p.m. to 3 p.m., free
Visual Arts Building
Room140A
407-823-3161

Weighty Matters
Feb. 12, 8 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Recreation and Wellness Center
Suite 111
407-823-5841

CAMPUS

CAB presents: Pastry Knights
Feb. 16, 7 p.m.
Free for UCF students
Sign up in Student Union Rm. 208
Natura Coffee & Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-823-6471

V-Oaymassacre
Saturday, Saturday, Saturday! Come
one come all to a truck-smashing, carcrunching, beer-swilling good time at
Eight Seconds. Starting at 8 p.m., Eight
Seconds will hold their Valentine's Day
Massacre, complete with an 8,000 pound
truck tug-o-'Yar and car-crushing competition, all for a $1,000 purse.
Saturday night is also Ladies' Night.
Ladies get free longnecks and well
drinks until 11 p.m., and after that it's
just $2 for any drink they want. Guys get
$2 longnecks all night long.
So what are you waiting for? Head
down to Eight Seconds this Saturday,
and watch things get smashed. And if
you get tired of watching your friends
drink, you can always check out the
monster trucks.
, Eight Seconds is located at 100 W.
Livingston St. in Orlando. For more
information can 407-839-4800.

The Vatican and Anti-Semitism
Feb. 12, 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
The Jewish Community
Center Auditorium
851 N. Maitland Ave., Maitland
407-823-5039

Orlando Video Gamers
Association GameDay
Feb. 14, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., $10.
Holiday Inn Select
12125 High Tech Ave.
http://www.orlandovgu..com

Incredible Acrobats of China
Feb. 14, 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
$15,$30
Helen Stairs Theatre
··201 Magnolia Ave., Sanford
407-321-8111

"Echoes ofTrauma"lecture
Feb. 18, 12 p.m. to 1 p.m., free
Student Union
· Key West Room 218A
407-823-0026

CAB presents: Coffee Tasting

COURTESYTALUG.ORG

UCF Orchestra
Whatever you may think about the
French, yo~ have to adnµt, they've contributed significantly to the world of
romance. French kisses, French wine,
French bassooI).s ...what? Yeah, I bet
most of you reading this don't even
know what a bassoon is. Well, if you've
got any sense in you, you'll find out
before the weekend is over!
At 8 p.m. this Saturday, Valentine's
Day, the UCF Orchestra (including several bassoons) will be playing an entire
concert of music by French composers.
While you may expect lots of accordionladen love songs, I can assure you there
is an exciting program in store under
the direction of the ever-entertaining Dr.
Lazlo Marosi. Flute professor Dr. Nora
Lee Garcia will also be featured as a
· soloist. The concert will take place in
the VAB auditorium.
If you haven't gotten enough of that
wonderfully romantic woodwind sound,
then you will have to attend another
performance, this time by the UCF
Wmd Ensemble on Sunday evening,
conducted by the enormously expressive Dr. Richard Greenwood. This show
will take place in the VAB auditorium,
Feb. 15 at 7:30 p.m.

Stick It to Me Baby
Feb. 14, 7 p.m., free, $3
Austin Caffee & Film
929 W Fairbanks Ave.
Wmter Park
407-975-3364

SGA candidate forum
Feb. 12, noon
Student Union
Patio stage

Feb. 18, 7 p.m.
Free for UCF students
Sign up .in Student Union Rm. 208
Natura Coffee & Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-823-6471

Modest Mouse, Eugene Merman,
Helio Sequence
Feb. 13-15, 8 p.m. (7 p.m. Sunday)
$15
'
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

One Drop, Real One,
Psyche Origami (hip-hop)
Feb. 13, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

976-ROCK
Feb. 13, 10 p.m., $3, $5
Copper Rocket Pub, 106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Runnin' Blind (rock)
Feb. 13, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF
12261 UniversitY Blvd.
407-482-4141

Linda Nunez (acoustic)
Feb. 13, 6 p.m., no cover,.$5
The Station, 843 Lee Road
407-645-4558 I .

The Curve, Milka, One Less Reason (rock)
Feb. 13, 8 p.m., $6
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Ziggy Marley, Rita Marley, Spearhead
for 5th Annual Bob Marley Reggae Fest
Feb. 15, 3 p.m.-9 p.m.
$23 ($30 for both days)
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
6000 Universal Blvd.
407-363-8000

Robert Walter's 20th Congress (rock)
Feb. 16, 8 p.m., $12, 14
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Slackers (ska)
· Feb. 16, 8 p.m., $10
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Sage Francis, Grand Buffet (hip-hop)
Feb. 16, 8 p.m., $12
Back Booth, 37 W Pine St.
407-999-2570

AScissors Vs. Andrew Jones (electronic)
Feb. 17, 9 p.m., no cover
Stardust Video and Coffee
1842 E. Wmter Park Road
407-623-3393

Plusses and Ups,
The Band of the Name (indie)
Feb. 18, 8 p.m., $5
.
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Skinny McGee and
his Mayhem Makers (rock)
Feb. 13, 10 p.m., $3
Bodhisattva Social Club
23 S. Court Ave.
407-872-3136

Telephone, Fantasie,
The HexTremors.(rock)
Feb. 14, 9 p.m., TBA
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

B-52's, Kyle Henderson Project
Feb. 14, 6:45 p.m.
$53.95 ($39.95 after 5 p.m.)
Universal Studios
1000 Universal Studios Plaza
407-363-8000

Rosco Murphy (rock)
Feb. 14, 9 p.m., $3
Underground Bluz UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

3rd Limb, Soulbent, Shivver, Stillkept,
lndorphine (metal)

ABT
Art for Interior Design
(opening reception)
Feb. 13, 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
Gallery on Virginia
1003 Virginia Drive
407-898-8343

Tulips and Valentines
(opening reception)
Feb. 14, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., free
The Center
946 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-8272

•
Wheat Wurtz~urger photography show
Feb. 16, 8 p.m. free
,,..- The Pea.Cock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Feb. 14, 8 p.m., ~· $7/
The Station, 843 LeEfRoad
407-645-4558

Elephant Man, Pato Banton (reggae)
for 5th Annual Bob Marley Reggae Fest
Feb. 14, 3 p.m.-9 p.m.
$23 ($30 for both days)
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
6000 Universal Blvd.
407-363-8000

Casiopeia (electronic)
Feb. 14, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. ·Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Colonel Red, Us (rock)
·Feb. 14, 9 p.m., no cover
Guinevere's, :37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

Josh Todd (from Buckcherry)
Zoa, Finned Pilot (rock)
Feb. 14, 8 p.m., $8
Back Booth, 37 W Pine st.
407-999-2570

UPCOMING
The Mountain Goats,
The Rosebuds (indie) ·
Feb. 20, 9 p.m., $8, $10
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

South, Metric (rock) --Feb. 20, 9 p.m., $10, $12
- The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

O.A.R., Matt Nathanson {rock)
Feb. 22, 5:30 p.m., $19, $21.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

CAB Cinema: Gross Point Blank I

Say Anything

, Feb. 18, 8 p.m., free
Student Union
Garden Key Room 221
407-823-6471

SHOWS
Opeth, Moonswell, Devildriver (metal)
Feb. 12, 7p.m., $17, $19
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-:934-2583

Silverstein, Armor for Sleep, Emanuel
(rock)
Feb. 12, 6 p.m., $8
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Cheap Trick, Foghat
·Feb. 12, 6 p.m., $15, 20
Fort Mellon Park
1000 E. First Street (Sanford)
321-281-2049

COURTESY CHEAP TRICK

Cheap Trick will be performing alongside Foghot on Feb. 12 at Fort Mellon Park in Sanford.

for the week of February 12 -18

The indie loves lists
Our Valentine's
Day picks, for the
single and taken
SEAN HUNTING &Sf:tARON PARE
StaffWriters

Around this time of year, the
romantic movie becomes an
inescapable genre. Every 'IV station is so 1lled with Valentine's Day
. chick flicks that it becomes hard to
differentiate Lifetime and Oxygen
from TNr and Comedy Central.
The indie is a firm believer in the
"if you can't beat them, join them"
mentality (we do work for our
arch-nemesis, after all), so we
decided we could at least tell you

our favorites. Sean Hunting and
Sharon Fare met at a Starbucks to
argue the list down to 10 movies.

happily ever after in eternal
damnation.

4) Romeo andJuliet
In Baz Luhrman's interpretation of Shakespeare's legendary
play, Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire
Dimes play Romeo and Juliet - ·
two "star-crossed" lovers from
opposing families who fall in love
and kill themselves. Apparently
this is the only way they can live
happily ever after ... you know, in
Hell.
.

Top Smovies for the
lonely hearted

5) Unfaithful
Edward and Connie Summer
(Richard Gere and Diane Lane)
are happily married with an 8year-old son,1 until one day a
Frenchman helps Connie pick up
some books she drops. She then
feels oblig-ated to have sex with
him. A lot. Using a variation of a 3) Virgin Suiddes
famous American pick-up line, he · Everyone is in love with the
basically says, "Nice books ... Lisbon girls next door who appear
Voulez..vous coucher avec?" We like the normal happy family. When
don't speak French, but neither locked away by their overprotecdoes the guy after Gere brains him
. with a snowgiobe. Every body lives
PLEASE SEE HERE'S ON i 7

The Rocky /Vof hockey ••• SCORE!

Miracle is an amiable
but typical sports flick

nnn ·
SEAN HUNTING .
indie Asst Editor

Mirade(R)
Drama

www.mirademovie.com
Generally speaking, I hate
movies that deliberately pull
obvious heartstrings .to make
you fall for their false drama,
but I almost always fall for it
when it's a sports movie doing
the tugging. It doesn't make any

sense. I am not a sports fan by
any means. Sure, I watch the
Super Bowl, and maybe when
there is nothing else on, I will
watch whatever is on ESPN, but
I am far from a fan. So what is it
about these movies that gets me
every time?
In 1980, at the 13th Olympic
Wmter Games, the American
Hockey team did the impossible.
Composed of a ragtag group of
college kids and a coach with a
new style that had never been
tested, Team USA scraped out a
win against the feared Soviets.
Beating them for the first time
since 1960, announcer Al
Michaels shouted on air, "Do
you believe in miracles? YES!"

Originally I hated the entire
first half of this movie. They didn't take any time to develop any
of the players' characters. I
couldn't tell the goalkeeper from
the wingers. In fact the only reason I knew anybody's name was
from watching the original
g-ame a couple years ago. It wasn't until later that I realized that
this was done on purpose. The
whole reason this team was successful was because of its teamwork, not because of individual
players.
There were a lot of things
that could have been better
about Miracle. For instance, the
continuity was a little lacking.
At one point one of the players is

Also new to theaters this weekend
50 First Dates (PG-13)
Comedy

www.SOfirstdates.com

Triplets ofBelleville (PG-13)
Comedy

www.sonydassics.com/trip/ets

extremely close to being cut
from the team. In the next scene
he is·not only still there, but he
is the captain. I don't remember
an explanation or a reason; it
justhappened.Thenthereisthe
focus· on coach Herb Brooks'
home life. This was an aspect of
the movie that could have been
cut completely from the film.
There were so many other
important things to focus on·
without having to throw in the
clicMd workaholic husband.
The last part of the movie
was pure genius. The action
was brilliant, and the hockey
was real. There were no Mighty
Ducks-like trick plays or any fictionalizatiop. of the actual

events. Instead, the director
simply showed the g-ame the
way it really played out, with a
faster pace and better camerawork than you see on television.
It was fun, tough and, most
importantly, it was real.
The movie is not subtle in
showing that at the time this
was more than a hockey g-ame.
They throw it in your·face every
chance they get, even having
Brooks's wife flat out say, "This
is more than a hockey g-ame."
Although subtlety is lost on the
writers, they were right. It was
about patriotism and the
American dream. This movie
isn't about sports at all ... it's .
about history.

·

Adam Sandler falls in love with Drew Barrymore. Drew Barrymore falls in love with Adam Sandler. The next morning she doesn't
remember anything so Rob Schneider gets beat with a baseball bat. Or something like that. Barrymore actually suffers from shortterm memory loss, so Sandler has to keep making her fall in love with him. Actually based on similar events during Barrymore's early
drug days.
In this animated film, an orphan boy named Champion is raised by ~ grandmother, Madame Souza. He grows up to be a competitor in the Tolir de France, but is kidnapped along with a few other bikers before the race is over. Madame Souza gets her flatulent
dog and some crazy sisters to help her on her quest to recover Champion from the French Mafia,. That's right, the French Mafia, the
Tour de France and a dog with g-as in a movie with hardly any dialogue. A must see!

New on DVD Feb. 17

Juryruns away, leaving another Grisham flick
MIKE RIEGEL
Staff Writer

RunawayJury (PG-13)
Theatrical release: Oct.17,2003
Box office gross: $49.3 million

Remember The Ji!i,rm? How
· about The Client:? Or maybe The
Pelican Brief, The Rainmaker
and The GingerbreadMan?

What do all of these movies
have in common, in addition to
the word "the" at the beginning of
the title? They were all adapted
from John Grisham novels.
The lawyer-turned-novelist's
string of leature films and bestselling novels was unprecedented in the early '90s. But as the
decade came to a close, 1998's
fl.op The Gingerbread Man put
Grisham's sultry, Southern courtrooms out to pasture - at least
temporarily.
Grisham and his not-so-covert
attempts at social commentary
returned with 2003's Runaway
Jury. As with most of these legal
''thrillers," the most common
theme is predictability.
There are two sides: one
good, one evil. The filmmakers
use a sledgehammer to make
sure the audience knows which
is which and then one of the sides
is ultimately triumphant. I'll let
you guess which side wins. ·
The good guys are led by
Dustin Hoffman, who plays an
idealistic, liberal attorney who is
determined to make gLlil manufacturers pay for the irresponsible way they market and sell
their product.
The bad guys, led by Gene

Hackman, are 'ostensibly more · important, but it is semi-enter~
interesting to watch. Hackman taining and worth a rent.
plays a super-jury consultant
For a more poignant look at
hired by the gLlil · companies to the gLlil problemin the U.S., rent
insure a victory in the lawsuit It's the Rage. I would also recombrought by Hoffman's camp.
mend Michael Moore's Bowling
Hackman has a small army of for Columhine, but he's even
spies and surveillance tech- more annoying and arrogant
niques to help him pick the jury than I am. (Note to indie editor
that he feels will ensure his John Thomason: it is possible for
client's desired outcome. The someone to be more annoying
·
method used to pick the jury is than me.)
the most intriguing part of the
film, and even though it's proba- Dickie Roberts: Fonner
bly overblown Hollywood horse ChildStar (PG-13)
excrement, it's a scary concept.
Theatrical release:Sept.S,2003
Hackman and Hoffman, who Box office gross: $22.7 million
were once roommates in real life,
This is a David Spade movie,
are two of the best actors alive,
which means it has a couple
and they give quality performances. That's what they do. funny jokes and about 88 minutes worth of very, very bad
They're only in one scene togethmovie.
er, which waS botched horribly,
Remember Spade's last cinebut apart they shine. ·
matic opus, Joe Dirt? That movie
The film's real focal point is
was horrible, but when comjuror number nine, played by
pared to Dickie Roberts, Dirt
John Cusack Fbr reasons that
are uncovered during the course seems destined for a day-long
marathon on American Movie
of the film, Cusack is highly motiClassics.
vated to sway the jury one way or
If you don't believe me, then
the other.
just take this advice from Spade's
As much as I'd love to keep his
role a secret, it's a;tmost impossi- mother: "Don't rent this atrocity.
Please allow David to retain what
ble to imagine Cusack playmg
little dignity he has left."
one of the bad guys in this or any
other movie. If the casting director had given the role to a more Masked and Anonymous (PG-13)
ambiguous actor, the predictabil- Theatrical release: July 25, 2003
ity factor may have been reduced Box office gross: $533,000
drastically.
I haven't had a chance to see
If nothing else, this movie will this week's most interesting
be quite the conversation starter release,
Masked
and
for anti-gllll groups and their Anonymous.
counterparts in the NRA. I'm not
Throw out most of your presayiug this movie says anything conceived notions about film ·

because folk singer Bob Dylan
co-wrote the film. It's probably
not a coincidence that the movie
is being described like his music.
As a general rule, I don't enjoy
Dylan's music unless it's sung by
Jimi fiendrix, but I have a feeling
this movie might be the exception
to that rule.
Dylan also stars in the fibµ as
a folk rocker named Jack Fate,
certainly not too much of a
stretch for him. Fate is a political
prisoner in a modern country

ravaged by civil war.
Fate is sprung from prison by
a promoter (John Goodman) to
play in a benefit concert that's
meant to reunite the torn coun-

try.
In addition to Goodman and
Dylan, Jessica Lange (television
executive), Jeff Bridges (cynical
journalist), Val Kilmer (babbling
prophet}, Luke Wilson · (musician) and' Giovanni Ribisi (soldier) all appear in the film. Not a
bad lineup.

Now available on DVD
Wonderland
(R)
Theatrical release:
Oct.3,2003
Box office gross:
$1.0Smillion

Once Upon a
Time in the
Midlands (R)
Theatrical release:
Aug.29,2003
Box office gross:
$172,000

Rain Man:
medal Edition

0 .

Theatrical release:
Dec. 16, 1988
Box office gross:
$172.8 million

Proving once again that respected, veteran actors just love
getting down and dirty when the opportunity arises,
Wonderland explores the file of former porn star John Holmes,
who was mixed up in a quadruple mw·der in 1981. The sporadically used Val Kilmer ·plays Holmes, and director James
Cox assembles a cornucopia of A-list talent to enter the seedy
worlds of pornography and homicides, including Lisa Kudrow,
Dylan McDermott, Eric Bogosian, Carrie Fisher and Tim Blake
Nelson. Though it only played for an eyeblink at Reglll Wmter
Park last year, the intriguing premise and cast alone make .this
worth a look. The DVD includes the 105-minute 1988 documentary Wadd: 171.e Life and Times of JolmHolmes.
One of the most quirky and interesting films of 2003, Once
Upon a Time in the Midlands is both an obvious homage and
a completely distinctive piece of independent cinema. AB the '
title indicates, the homage is clearly to Sergio Leone's western
fairytales such as Once Upon a Time in tlie West. But it's also
a sharp, witty melodrama with ace performances from Rhys
Ifans, Robert Carlyle and Kathy Bw·ke. Because it never falls
into a particularly formula and never tics itself to a particular
genre, this oddball film will likely have trouble finding an audience.
Extra features ... yeah, yeah, definitely extra features.
Whether you love its optimistic messages about male bonding
and human understanding or you hate its sentimental idealism, Rain Man has secured a place in cinema history and set
a trend for actors: ·Just play a retard, and you'll get nominated
for an Oscar. This is nothing against Dustin Hoffman's fine performance, just the crap it spawned. This Best Picture winner
from 1988 gets the DVD treatment with three corrunentary
tracks from director Barry Levinson and both screenwriters,
as well as a vintage making-Of featurette from '88.

•

BRETT RYAN BONOWIQ

CINESCENE
A monstrous
pattern in
·Academy voting

•

•
~

When Boys Don't Cry came to
theaters in 1999, Kimberly Pierce
was heralded as a new talent,
Hilary Swank earned the
Academy Award for Best Actress
and the film brought new attention to the case of Brandon
Teena.
.
Much like the strange similarities between John F. Kennedy and
Abraham Lincoln, (for a list of
those similarities, contact your
local search engine and type in
Lincoln and Kennedy) the film
Monster follows the same road as
Boys Don't Cry. This year, Patty
Jenkins is being heralded as a.
new talent, Charlize Theron has
been nominated for the Academy
Award and the film is bringing
new attention . to the case of
Aileen Wuornos, the prostituteturned-serial-killer who became
only the 10th woman in U.S. his'tory to be executed for · her
crimes.
While Brandon Teena was a
victim of a crime and Wuornos
the perpetrator of her crimes,
both were victims of society.
At first glance, this could all
seem to be mere coincidence - a
couple of similarities to a couple
of independent films being flimsily linked together for the sake of a
weekly column. Not so. Here is a
list of five of the striking parallels:
1. Both films include a woman
protagonist dealing with issues of
sexuality. ·
2. Both actresses, Hilary
Swank and Charlize Theron,
went through incredible transformations, in which they were
unr~cognizable as their counterparts on celluloid. While Swank
lived for over a month as a man,
stuffing her pants with a sock.and
taping her breasts down with tension bandages, Theron gained 30
pounds and went through hours
of makeup to finesse the leatherskin visage of Wuornos.
3. Both actresses have been
showered with accolades for their
performance. Each has won the
Golden Globe, the Chicago Film
Critics Association Award, the
Dallas-Fort Worth Film Critics
Association Award, the Golden
Satellite Award and the Las
Vegas Film Critics Society Award
for Best Actress. In addition,
there are still awards yet to be
handed out. Hilary also wort the
Independent Spirit award and
Charlize has been nominated for
more forthcoming awards.
4. Both films include a supporting performance that is overshadowed by the lead actress. In
Boys it was Chloe Sevigny; in
Monster it was Christina Ricci.
5. Both films were helmed by a
woman directing her first film
based on a true story.
Extending the issue even further, you could say that each was
killed by southerners. Brandon
was murdered by two boys from
Nebraska, and Aileen was put to
death by t~e state of Florida.
Of course this isn't the first or
last pattern in regards to the
Academy Awards. Voters in 1959,
1995 and 2000 all voted for what
is essentially the same movie for
Best Picture. Whether it was BenHur, Braveheart or Gladiator,
the Oscars see what they like and
reward it as often as possible.
This isn't to say that Boys and
Monster are the same film;
they're not. But one has to
hypothesize that Academy voters
under intense regression hypnosis would reveal that patterns in
films trigger an itch in them - an
itch to scratch and an itch to recognize.
E-mail Brett Ryan Bonowia at
brett@theindie.com
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,...-- Loews Universal Cineplex ~
6000 Universal Blvd.,407-354-5998
50FimDates

. 12:30 p.m. 1:10 1:50 2:45 3:25 4:05 5:00
5:40 6:25 7:20 8:00 8:45 9:40 10:20
11:05* 12:00 a.m. 12:40
Triplets of Belleville

1:00 p.m. 2:50 4:45 6:40 8:40 10:40
12:35am.
Cold Mountain

2:20 p.m. 7:25
Barbershop2

12:25 p.m. 1:05 1:40 2:40 3:20 4:00 5:05
5:45 6:30 7:35 8:15 8:55 9:55 10:35 11:20
12:20 am. 12:55

is

Re-issued on DVD
One From the Heart
finally gets DVD release

nnn

Miracle

12:40 p.m. 1:25 3:30 4:20 6:20 7:10 9:20
10:10 12:15 a.m.
Catch That Kid

1250 p.m. 3:00 5: 10 7:15 9:25 11:35
Perfect Score

12:35 p.m. 2:35 4:50 6:55 9:05 11:15

One From the Heart (R)
Romance I musical
www.onefromtheheartmovie.com

You Got Served

1:35 p.m. 3:45 5:50 8:05 10:15
12:30a.m.

JOHN THOMASON

Monster

indie Editor

12:30 p.m. 2:55 5:20 7:50 10:25
12:50am.

Usually when a film tanks
at the box office, it's no surprise. But occasionally a film
helmed by one of the greatest
drrectors of all time, with a
stellar cast and myriad innovations will fail miserably
with the general public.
Following the standard formula, the film would garner a cult
following, and years after

The Big Bounce

12:25 p.m. 5:25 10:30 12:45 am.
The Butterfly Effect

1:30 p.m. 2:25 4:55 6:45 7:30 10:00
12:00 am. 12:35
M)'ticRiver

3:55 p.m. 9:10
Torque

2:15 p.m. 4:15 6:05 8:10 10:05
12:05 am.
Along Came Polly

1:00 p.m. 3:10 5:20 7:30 9:40 11:50
BigFish

1:45 p.m. 4:25 7:00 9:45 12:25 a.m.
Lord of the Rings: Return of the King

12:35 p.m. 4:30 8:30

.

ADAMSANDLER

I

Imagine having to win over
the girl of your dreams...

every friggin' day.

everyone realized how ahead
of its time it was, it would be
accepted as a "misunderstood
masterpiece."
Time has not been kind to
Francis Ford Coppola's
biggest flop, One from the
Heart, the director's experi'mental love letter to cinema
and music. It seems to fulfill
all of the above obligations
sans the last one. But while
it's far from a masterpiece,
it's one of the most unique
movies in film history. Thanks
to the recent, beautifully
restored DVD release issued
just weeks before Valentine's
· Day, this romance / comedy I
musical / call it-whatever-youPLEASE SEE

DREWBARRYMORE

RE-ISSUED ON i 7

Regal Oviedo Marketplace
1500 Oviedo Marketplace, 407-977-1107
50FimDates (PG-13)

12:00 p.m. 12:30 1:00 2:30 3:00 3:40 4:50
5:20 6:40 7:10 7:40 9:00 9:30 10:00
12:00.a m. 12:30
Barbershop 2 (PG-13)

12:40 p.m. 2:20 3:50 5:00 7:00 7:40 9:40
10:20 12:10 a.m.
CatchThatKid (PG)

Last weekend's top box office hits •••
1.Barbershop 2: Back In Busine5s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $24.2 million
2.Mirade

$19.4million

·'

3.YouGotServed

· · $7.52million
$6.85 million
$6.51 million

4.Along Caine Polly

12:00 p.m. 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:50
12:20 am.

5. The ButterflyEffed

Mlrade (PG)

12:20 p.m. 12:50 3:30 4:00 6:30 7:00 9:30
10:00
.
The Perfect Score (PG-13)

12:10 'p.m. 2:40 5:00 7:50 10:10
12:20 am.
You Got Served (PG-13)

12:40 p.m. 3:00 5:10 8:00 10:20
The Butterfly Effect (R)

12:10 p.m. 4:00 6:50 9:30 12:10 a.m.
·~

I SEE LONDON,
I SEE FRANCE!

Win a Date with Tad Hamikon! (PG-13)

FROM THE PRODUCERS OF

12:00 p.m. 7:20

ROAD TRIP AND OLD SCHOOL

Along Came Polly (PG-13)

12:40 p.m. 3:10 5:20 7:50 10:10
Cheaper bythe Dozen (PG)

12:10 p.m. 2:40 4:50 7:10 9:30
Cold Mountain (R)

12:30 p.m. 3:40 8:00 11:30
Monster (R)

1:00 p.m. 4:00 7:10 9:40 12:10 a m.
The lord ofthe Ring£ The Retl.lm of the King (PG-13)

EUROPEANS

12:50 p.m. 6:30 10:40
5omething's Gotta Give (PG-13)

WERE HARMED

12:30 p.m. 3:40 7:00 10:00
Big Fish (PG-13)

IN THE MAKING

12:20 p.m. 3:50 6:50 9:50
The Last Samurai (R)

OF THIS FlLM,

3:30 p.m. 9:40
The Triplets of Belleville (PG-13)

50FirstDates.com

1:00 p.m. 3:10 5:10 7:30 10:10
12:30a.m.
.\

mr·~ml . m1•WA~Nt' WDN~rn •m Mfi~f
FEBRUARY,13 ..
..

.·~OUNOrnAC~ ffAmrn ~ff~ tOVf ~ON~~ NfWl~ ~fmom ~~ w~~lH Jf~N (mrumN~

M)'tic River (R)

12:20 p.m. 3:30 6:40 9:50 '
LostinTranstation (R)

.

12:00 p.m. 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00
12:20 a.m.

4

,

.

Regal Waterford lakes
541 North Alafaya Trail,407-207-9110
50FirstDates (PG"l'l)

12:00 p_m. 12:30 1:00 2:30 4:00 4:30 5:00
7:00 7:30 8:00 9:40 10:00 10:40
12:10 am. 12:40

TH S WEEKEND

Barbe!shop 2 (PG-13)

12:30 p.m. 1:00 3:40 4:40 7-:00 7:30 9:40
10:10 12:20 am. 12:50
Catch That Kid (PG)

ALL MOVIES

12:00 p.m. 2:30 5:00 7:40'10:20
Mlrade (PG)

12:20 p.m. 12:50 3:40 4:20 6:50 7:20
10:00 10:30
The Perfect Score (PG-13)

Friday Feb 13 - Sunday Feb. 15

. 12:50 p.m. 7:20
You Got Served (PG-13)

1:00 p.m. 4:20 7:40 10:10 12:40 a.m.
The Butterfly Effect (R)

12:30 p.m. 4:00 6:50 9:40 12:30 a.m.

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF THE NEW
OUTRAGEOUS COMEDY FROM DREAMWORKS PICTURES!

Win a Date with Tad Hamikon! (PG-13)

lO::iOp.m.
Along Came Polly (PG-13)

12:50 p.m. 4:00 7:10 9:50 12:30 am.
Cheaper by the Dozen (PG)
. 12:10 p.m. 2:40 5:10 7:50
Cold Mountain (R)

Thursday, Feb. 19 at the Oviedo Regal Marketplace
Pkk up your complimentary pass at the Future office on
Wednesday, Feb. 18 between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
!Go to www.frommers.com/eurotrip for a chance to win your own EUROTRIP!I

12:10 p.m. 3:30 6:50 10:10
Monster (R)

Fttsst.~

12:40 p.m. 4:10 7:10 10:00 12:50 a.m.
The Lord ofthe Rings:TheRetl.lnioftheKlng (PG-13)

12:00 p.m. 4:10 8:30
Something's Gotta Give (PG-13)

12:40 p.m. 3:50 7:30 10:30
Big Fish (PG-13)

are 1wui13blc on :1 llN-<:ome, t\r$1-~'td b.uis w.hii.l .1upplics la$l. One ptWJ per pe~in.
Eal·h p.a!o'S ~ mtu two. Ne.> pvtclmie nc« n ary.

-~ 'tiki
:COil
____
~ Frommers·
·reu1e·111F!. ~ OPENS NATIONWIDE FEBRUARY 20!

12:20 p.m. 3:50 7:00 9:50 12:30 a.m.

·""

The Last Samurai (R)

3:30 p.m. 9:50
The Triplets of Belleville (PG-13)

· 12:20 p.m. 2:40 4:50 7:20 10:20
12:30a.m.
M)'tic River (R)

12:10 p.m. 3:30 7:10 10:20

Regal Winter Park
510 NOrlando Ave.,407-628-0163
50 Fim Dates (PG-13)

12:10 p.m. 12:45 4:35 5:05 7:05 7:35 9:35
10:05 12:05 a.m.
Barbershop 2 (PG-13)

11:55 a.m. 1:45 p.m. 2:30 4:25 5:10 7:00
7:45 9:40 10:40 12:20 a.m.
Catd!ThatKid (PG)

12:40 p.m. 3:05 5:30 7:55 10:20
12:35am.
Miracle (PG)

12:20 p.m. 1:00 3:30 4:30 6:451:40 10:00
10:45
The Perfect Score (PG-13)

12:25p.m.
You Got Served (PG-13)

12:05 p.m. 2:35 5:00 7:30 9:55
12:25 am.
The Butterfly Effect (R)

1:05 p.m. 4:00 7:10 9:50 12:30 a.m.
Along Came Polly (PG-13)

•

========i!Also Playing.1=!=====

12:00 p.m. 2:20 4:40 6:55 9:30
12:00am.
Cold Mountain (R)

12:50 p.m. 4:20 8:10 11:45
Monster (R)

1:20 p.m. 4:15 7:15 10:10 12:40 a.m.
The LordoftheRing£The Retl.lm ofthe King (PG-13)

11:55 a.m. 4:05 p.m. 8:20
Something's Gotta Give (PG-13)

12:55 p.m. 3:50 6:50 10:15

Matrix Revolutions
The Cat in The Hat

Big Fish (PG-13)
~.

1:10 p.m. 4:10 7:25 10:25
TheCooler (R)

3:45 p.m. 6:40 9:25 12:10 a.m.
The Triplets of Belleville (PG-13)

12:30 p.m. 3:00 5:20 8:00 10:30
M)'tic River (R)

Elf

'

Honey
Gothika
Stuck on You
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre

. 12:15 p.m. 3:25 6:40 9:45
Lost in Translation (R)

* Movies subject to change

12:35 p.m. 3:10 5:40 8:15 10:45

Enzian Theatre
1300 S. Orlando Ave., 407-629-1088
Girl with a Pearl Eaning

.

Friday (2113): 4:30 p.m. 7:00 9:30
Saturday (2/14) -2:00 p.m. 4:30 7:00 9:30
Sunday (2/15): 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
Monday (2/16) - 7:00 p.m. 9:30
Tuesday (2117) - 7:00 p.m. 9:30
wednesday (2118) - 7:00 p.m. 9:30
Thursday (2119): 7:00 p.m. 9:30

Listed times weekend unless noted,
~- All show times,subj~ to change.

Touchstar Cinemas
Colonial Promenade 6 ·
4672 E. Colonial Dr.

407-888-8224

•

Billboard top five albums ...

Bill

1. Twista, Kamikaze

2. OutKast, Speakerboxxx
3. Sheryl Crow, The Very Best Of Sheryl Crow
4. Evanescence, Fallen 4
5. Ruben Studdard, Soulful

rd.

for the week of February 12 -18
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Newsjlins
Swan ifl the Hallway

Give People What They Want in Lethal Doses

nnnnn

nnnn
Genre: Post-punk
Release date: Feb. 17
Record label: Jade Tree

PATRICK ALCINE
StaffWriter

· Challenger's debut Give
People What They Want in
Lethal Doses is a crash
course in discordant postpunk, bearing comparisons
to Sonic Youth. From start
to finish the energy never
dies on this CD. Armed with
the sensibilities of punk
rock; clever word play, and
stylized chord progressions,
Challenger puts together a
consistent and solid album.
From the opening line of
the first track "Input the
Output" - "that seven year
itch became a lifelong
twitch" one vocalist as if they are completely
groans with enough grit in oblivious to the music their
his voice to sand down fur- · instruments are playing as
niture. These guys rock like they randomly pick a pitch.
there's no tomorrow. With The only song that comes
fuzzy guitars a minimal close to being at all catchy
amount of production and is "Brand Loyalty," in which
reckless
execution, the hook ("congratulations
. Challenger goes to town, on your phony matrimoplaying rhythmic
and ny ... ") actually complemelodic guitar-driven rock. ments the instrumentation.
It's so refreshing to hear It's possible that it was accithat these guys wouldn't dental, but we'll assume
kno:w a "poppy" melody if it that they knew what they
bit them in the ass.
were doing, making use of
Both vocalists shout/sing both vocalists and some
harmonies.
with a selfishness that is well-placed
pleasantly surprising. It's Lyrically, a sort of cocky

Genre: lndie rock
Release date: Feb. 10
Record label: Hidden Agenda

JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

COURTESYCHALLENGERMUSIC.COM

honestyenduresthroughout
the album, as the band tackles
frustration
("Unemployment"), cynicism ("Sweet Vaccine") ·and
heartbreak ("Blackouts").
These guys won't be anyone's favorite band, and this
CD probably won't have any
of yo~r favorite songs on it.
However, if you're ever tired
of radio rock (as we all are)
and want to hear music that
is original and creative,
then this album is pretty
effective. Sure, it has its
problems; the entire sort CD
runs together. Not to say

that every song sounds the
same, but there really is no
stand-out track on the
album. Their consistent
lack of catchiness makes it
impossible to "skip to' the
good ones.1" No song is much
better or worse than the
next, which can get a little
dry. But it's no worse than
list~ning to radio .s tations
play an Ataris song three
times in one hour. Get this
CD (burn it, it may not be
good enough to spend
money on), expand your
horizons a bit and enjoy the
change of pace.

If the name Jeff Kelly seems at all
familiar, it's probably not because of his
(now seven) solo albums, but rather from
fronting the seminal Seattle band Green
Pajamas, whose best work was compiled
on 1997's masterpiece Indian Winter.
The songs on Far the Swan in the
Hallway typically sparkle with a luscious
pop sheen, while maintaining the
Pajamas' nostalgic, psychedelic roots.
More importantly, unlike his band,
Kelly's nostalgia encompasses a broader
pallete; he's lessened the Beatles-borrowed melodies, upped the brooding
gloominess ante, and shared his influence
space with futuristic synth.S and organs
owing more to '80's pop. As typical of
Kelly; the songs here are at first tigiltlyconstructed indie-pop tunes that instead
of ending at 2-3 minutes engage in freewheeling solos and psychedelic 70's rock
riffs.
This i~rd is dark yet accessible, at
times vaguely reminiscent of Paul
Westerberg's recent work. More Pink
Floyd than Ladybug Transistor but
appealing to fans of both, Kelly's songs
could viably be on a handful of diverse
radio playlists. Kelly plays indie rock for
the uninitiated masses; it's just too bad
only the converted will pay attention.

Scene re/Jort
:L

Ifs the latest fashion ••• a spreading disease
Fashion police
invade underground
music sc;:ene
RICKY SURILLO
. StaffWriter

I like to go to shows. That's
• no big surprise. But there's
something that's been bothering me lately, and it seems to
becoming increasjngly popular
· at every show I go to. I'm talking about how most of these
kids, most of them under 18,
feel like they have to dress a
certain way. I don't know
where or why it happened, but
when did fashion become so
important in the underground
music scene?
It seems to be divided
among different music genre
too, from emo and punk to
hard9ore and indie. Sure, copy-

ing musicians' styles has been
around for a long time. Guys
got their hair cut like The
Beatles back duringthe days of
Beatlemania, and kids wore
flannel shirts when grunge was
around. Now, tt seems like you
can't be "punk" unless you
wear "punk clothes," which in
this case could be anything
from copying Avril to wearing
leather jackets· and having a
Mohawk.
I'm sure some of you are
reading this anq saying, "Hey,
Avril isn't punk, she's just a
poser." However, you can't
deny the fact that kids still
copy her and think they are
punk because they dress like
her. The same thing can ])e
said about kids who listen to
indie rock. Indie is short for
independent, so how can people say that they dress indie
when others are wearing that
specific style too. That doesn't

sound independent to me. .
I don't see how you can be
punll: or emo just by what you
wear. Those are music genres,
not fashion
statements.
Moving away from clothes and
on to skin, most people who
have tattoos in· the scene usually have some sort of star tattoo. I don't know where this
came from, but it's nearly
impossible to miss. Is it a
requirement that you have to
like ~tars or you aren't cool
enough? Guess what, everyone
has one. It's not original anymore. Stop getting them tattooed. Of course, there is a
point to all this. It's not just
some gLiy ranting about people
at shows. My point is that you
don't have to wear a spiked
bracelet or plaid pants or tightfitting T-shirts to define who
you are or what you listen to. I
wear what's comfortable, and
that.usually consists of band or

COURTESY VIRGIN RECORDS

Perhaps'if the Sex Pistols weren't so concerned with fashion, they wouldn't get a ticket

thrift store shirts and jeans or
dickies. I'm not saying everyone should dress like me, but
at le~st like what you wear and
don't just wear it because
everyone at the show is going

to wear the same thing. Don't
let what you wear become who
you are, and don't ·let musical
stereotypes influence that.
Just dpn't dress like The Hives
and you'll be OK with me.

Single·music fans: you're not alone
The best heartbreak
songs to loop on
your Discman

I'm here to bring a little have it as bad as those guys.
consolation and solace to this
Or how about Stoey of the
less than special occasion by Year in a song ci;tlled ''And the
recommending a .few songs Hero Will Drown" --:- "Maybe
you should listen to that might it's time to spit out the core of
actually make you even m9re our rotting union, hopefully
depressed. But at least you before it chokes us to our
PATRICK ALCINE
would know there are people senses." Now I'm sure you've
· StaffWriter
out there whom love has had some crappy relationOK, so you·are single. All of screwed over even wor se. For ships; we all have. I mean, I
your friends are in happy, ful- instance, maybe you're heart have a friend whose girlfriend
filling relationships, and broken over love lost. Sure, it · claini.ed to be a lesbian just to
Valentine's Day (a.k.a. Single sucks, but you could feel like a break up with him and weeks
Awareness Day) is coming up. young
band
named later he caught her with his
Of course, they all have elabo- Silverstein. In a song called best friend (me). But even he
rate romantic plans, while you "Smashed into Pieces," they didn't compare their relationplan to watchAmericanldol. pretty much swear off love ship to a piece of rotting fruit.
Hey, you really wante~ to see completely: "Never again. I'll Those guys need a hug.
On the other hand, Taking
who made it into the top 32, so slit my throat with the knife I
you don't mind being home on pulled out of my spine. Maybe back Sunday, needs therapy.
Valentine's. AB you over cook when you find out that I'm In "You're So Last Summer"
· your Easy Mac, it becomes all dead, you'll realize what you they emote that "you could slit
too .apparent how alone you did to me." Sounds a bit dra- my throat and with my one
matic. You couldn't possibly last gasping breath I'd apoloare.

gize for bleeding on your
shirt." Now I don't know about
you but it sounds like they
might be harboring some intimacy and attachment issues.
But maybe they are the norm.
I mean, who doesn't apologize
to their murderers for getting
'blood on their ·brand new
gators? It's just common courtesy.
.
Then there is the other
extreme - that love and relationships can make you feel
unbridled and uncontrollable
anger. Finch conveys this
quite effectively in "Three
Simple Words" - "With my
hands around your neck, who
will stop me now?" Sounds
like an episode of Cops waiting to happen. Brand New
takes the more subtle
approach in "Okay I Believe

You but My Tommy Gun
Don't," saying, "I hope you
come down w;ith something
they can't diagnose and don't
have the cure ·for." Nothing
like love to wish on someone a
slow agonizing death by some
.incurable ·disease. It's just so
beautiful.
So that's what you would
have to look forward to after
the honeymoon was over: suicide, homicide and/or obsession. So stop worrying about
your single status. Watch Idol
wannabes make fools of themselves and enjoy your slightly
burnt Easy Mac, because it
could be worse. You could end
up qne of those people writing
songs about strangling the one
who broke their heart, or even
scarier - you could end up
the one they're writing about.
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JERROD ROCKHILL

NO-FIDELITY·
Griping about
theGrammys
. It's almost the weekend.
· And if you're as disappoint~d as
I was this past week, you'll more
than likely hate yourself when you
find out the best shows in town are
'sold out.
Yes, sold out.
Modest Mouse has been sold out
for a while, and that makes me cry.
What else has happened this
week?
Nothing important, and speaking of nothing important . . . the
Grammys. ·
Wliat an awful, worthless but
wonderful event; a brilliant demonstration of obscenely wealthy pop
stars congregating with obscenely
wealthy celebrities giving each
other gold trophies and complaining about world issues like poverty
and hunger.
Odd and coincidental, if I do say
so myself.
I swear, if I hear another B-list
celebrity or self-proclaim~d pop
star like Sarah McLachlan complaining about some worldly issue
like hunger, disease or famine, I'm
moving to Iceland. Seriously, if the
United Nations can't solve the
world's proble,ms, why do a bunch
of musicians think they qan tackle
these problems while they're buying hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of cars, diamonds and
clothing'?
I like how old alterna-.rock is the
new rock and how independent
music is now the new alternative.
Why isn't there a category for the
avant-garde? You know, the people
who actually find a more expressive use for music and fhe versatility of sound as a medium for
expression? .
The only thing that really, really
did piss me off about the Grammys,
and I mean really pissed me off,
was that the White Stripes not only
won one Grammy, but two.
Two! Come on. How lame is
that?
l wouldn't mind it if they had
any talent whatsoever and didn't
pay to look too caked up on blacktar heroin.
Yes folks, they pay to look like
over-worked, drug-addicted Euro
trash. Who pays to look like that. I
can do that with a few cartons of
cigarettes and some clothes from
Ross.
It wouldn't be so bad if · they
· admitted to being cotjJorate record
label sluts.
From a conservative, allAmerican standpoint, they're just
divorced hippies. Dirty, dirty
immoral hippies with no talent
whatsoever. Like Hen:ry Rollin~
said in an interview with.the in.die,
they're not a band that really looks
to do anything long-term. In my
mind, bands like that just have a
novelty sound that died quicker
than Milli Vanilli.
I'll rue the day when I see an
info-mercial for Solid Gold Emo.
That will be a sad day; I'll be like
50.
I want a cigarette even when I
think about 30.
Back on the subject, I'm sort of
glad that Beyonce Knowles won
five Grammys. She is a pretty talented /singer/songwriter, for an
R&B artist. Yeah, five.
The usual pop suspects, like
Timberlake, Spears, Pink, Aguilera
and others faired poorly in their
respective categories, unusual for
the recent outcome of the
Grammys, which has always been
slanted to . annoyingly redundant
pop and really, really bad country.
I figured as much that 'Ibby
Keith and his alcoholic pot-smoking wouldn't get a single award.
God forbid that anyone in country music does anythingwrong.
And for the record, anyone who
knows what a contact high is
smokes a lot of ganja. A lot.
Who loves this bar? I don't.
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E-mail Jerrod Rockhill at
jerrod@theindie.com
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Telling the way:·
.the
Lady
Oracles
of
folk-rock
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Amos' pen<}hant for folk-rock
want may finally receive its
combined witP- the rhythmic·
due.
The film revels in gloriqualities. "Train Wreck" has thump-th1nnp iind chanting calls
ous artificiality, from · its
resonant lyrics that evoke an of her Cherok~e heritage in her.
actual emotional response other music leaves it untainted, unlike
completely
studio-constructed, faux-Las Vegas
than REM sleep. 'World of Fire" the many commercialized mathdoesn't suck, and the photogra- ematical scale books people call
sets (shot on Coppola's
pher did an excellent job with music today. Amos sincerely
then-recently established
the cover.
sings of culture, humanity and
Zoetrope Studios) to the
KATE HOWELL & ELIZABETH PAUK
\
beauty. Her beautiful voice-fore. extravagant musical num--- /
Staff Writers
·
Ani Difranco
grounded by the moving simplicbers, · revealing masterful
Ani Difranco's latest project ity of the· music and the angelic
stylizations in lighting and
When music isn't just music Educated.._ Guess cannot be eas~ .background vocals evaporating
editing. The self-reflexive
. It's clanging and behind her adds to the poignan- . ' nature of cinema, brought
anymore, we have to ask how ily describti:E
and why we should listen to it. rhythmic wi lyrics that are cy of her controversial lyrics.
to the forefront by ·'the
When music isn't just music but intensely creativ --:'I'll be your
Yet, it's not only about her
French New Wave, is in full
also poetry; art, experience and never-ending vending-machine," tunes or her words. It's about
swing here. Coppola wahts
prophecy, as it is in the art of Ani for instance. It's chock'iul.l -Of both, about experience. Fbrget
viewers' to know they're
Difranco, Sarah McLachlan and classic Difranco confidence and studying her methods; forget her
watching a movie. With
Tori Amos, perhaps it is time we political feminist views. Most . piano playing, her staccato and
such undeniable technical
brilliance, this movie's
started to really listen to what striking is its· diversity, fro,m the • her crescendos. Just listen and
we are hearing. We shouldn't bluesy "Bliss like This" to the try to understand. Get over your
omission in film production
treat this elite genre of musi- . haunting "Bodily" and · th{!' need .to sway and head bang,
classes would be a deprivation.
cians as we treat performance moody, slightly bitter "You Ea,ch instead listen to her. message
pop artists, such as Britney Time." No two songs are alike, and hear the voices of millions of
But with few exceptions,
Spears, whose "music" is more and every song is exqliisitely women and children behind her
story i.!3 the main focus of all
about bouncing tits and a tight . well-written. Then there are the voice, yearning to be heard.
narrative cinema, and One
1Amos is not a "riot-grrrl"
butt thari it is about creative bits of poetry scattered throughfrom the Heart suffers
e:Xpression.
out the tracks. This is just cool. feminist who burns her bra
greatly from a weak story.
It,s virtually plotless nature
More artists should record poet- while shJ.ieking for the liberaSarah Mclachlan
ry. Or maybe not. Can you imag- tion of women. She is an ambas- - does.· enhance and further
With a following more wide- ine a Limp Bizkit poetry read- sador for the injured and the
reveal the backgrounds the
spread than most in her genre, ing? Unsurprisingly, Difranco innocent.
characters inhabit and the
Sarah McLachlan has made her- does poetry well. .Opening track
From her tinkling debut
lighting that shrouds them.
self both a commercial and "Platforms" is deliciously short Under the Pink to her latest
The viewer is never dismusi~ success. Singing poetry
and beat-nicky en9ugh to make Scarlet's Wa..lk, Amos has sung
tracted from the pretty picabout love, death, obsession and me want to snap my fingers,,buy of "Professional Widows" (Boys
tures to deal with such
ice-cream, McLachlan manages some bongos and actua.l).y wear for Pele, t996), "Playboy
insignificant things as charto tackle heavy subjects without that red beret. The poern/sohg Mummys" (From the Choirgirl
acter logic. Coppola also
slathering on the angst. Because combination "Grand Cari'yoJl" is Hotel, 1998) and "Mrs. Jesus"
puts dialogue at the service .
of all this, I really hate to make staggering in its poten.~ ruid ·-(Scarlet's Walk, 2002). Then
as music, revealing more
my next statement.
revolutionary ·
patriotjsm.i .-Amos came up with her Best Of
about character through
Afterglow is boring. It's slow; Revolutionary patriotism isn't: a ; ~um, Tales of a Librariqn, in
Tom Waits' swanky, nicodull and a better cure for insom- phrase that normally exists: in', . November 2003. That's wheµ we
tine~doused soundtrack.
nia than hypnotism and warm nature, but Ani Difranco some;.. knew she had come full circle in
One from the Heart is a
milk combined. Warnings need how makes it into some~ki.n,i' ·'·i ier music. Tori is Sylvia Rlath
standard Hollywood melo• to be issued, "Do not play while good.
\;;.;;
on a piano.
'
drama - boy and . girl
operating heavy machinery."
Educated Guess defies cateSarah McLachlan, Alli
break up, boy and girl purDie-hard McLachlan fans are gorization. That said; · we're Difranco, Tori Amos and all the
sue alternative lovers, boy
probably plotting to burn me in going to try anyway. It's a rock- other ladies of the Lilith Fair
and girl realize they were
effigy, but come on, people. The folk-funk-American-Native-poet- phenomenon answer the quesreally made for each other.
woman who brought us such ic-smoky- subtle-angst-proud- . tion we have posed in the beginFor this reason a].one, it
albums as Mirrorball . and political-unique album.
ning of this arduous articl .
cannot be deemed a .masFumbling Towards Ecstasy .
When music isn't music anyterpiece. A truly wonderful
should not inflict listeners with Tori Amos
more, what on earth do we make
film would, have all the
ballads such as "Fallen" or
innovations above plus a
She does not just sing. She of it? Perhaps the world and dur
cliched lyrics like "Every time I tells stories of her world, our human situation have shown
compelling narrative. Still,
look at you the world just melts world. Her music is our modern that when the wise choose io tell
if you and your boy/girl- •
away." It sounds like something day Delphic oracle, showing us us our story, perhap·~ the only
friend are both super film
Jessica Simpson would say. the world we know but fail to thing·we can do is listert and
geeks, this is the movie to
However, tl;J.ere is light at the end understand.
·
learn as they tell us the~\
watch on Valentine's Day

New records from
fem-rock icons
Mclachlan,
Difranco, Amos

of

Re-issued
on DVD

Fem-rock , tunnel.

Afterglow has some redeeming

·.~
·· '
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elJJilll Valenline's Da1J tiJJ JVo. 7
Women like boxes of chocolates.
Thank you. They are
indeed tasty. I love you.

Here are some
tasty chocolates.

/
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win her back. Maybe it does:µ't
·~

" tive religious mother, the girls
become a sort of "forbidden
fruit" tp.at all the boy;s long to
taste. Unfortunately the girls
next door are manic-depressive
psycho~ who l}ill themselves.
Anybody else noticing a trend in
the "single" list?

3) Ocean's 11
Love is sitting in jail, tryjng to
2)Rule5ofAttraction
figure out how to steal millions of
Posh college students who · dollars .from your wife's new
attend an exclusive school expe- boyfriend. True love is planning
rience trials and tribulations the whole heist in an attempt to
with a sexual triangie involving a
druggie, bisexual and ex-girl. friend. The goody two-shoes of
the WB do hard drugs and hardcore sex acts. Could these hapless fools from 7th Heaven and
Dawson's Creek ever get to
know each other enough to love
each other? Well, to quote one
character: "No one ever really
knows anyone else ... You're
never going to know me ... Figure
it out ... deal with it." Ahh, sweet
ore!

seem like a very obvious pick or
· a romantic list, but if you ask us,
Danny Ocean iS the ultimate tlig
money playa.
·
·1

2).Casablanca
There's no need to be clever
when talking about Casab]Mca.
It is, after all, one of the mbst
loved movies of all-j;ime. If -~frm
haven't seen it yet, you hav~ to~ It
is funny, dramatic and romaµ,tic
all at the same time. It is the }!lerfect movie for any couple. No jo*e.

1) When Harry Met Sally
Maybe in other lists this
movie wouldn't beat out
Casablanca, nor should it. Fbr
our purposes, however, there is
no reason it shouldn't make the
top of the list. It is a chick flick
that is just as easily accepted by
guys.
One of the funniest romantic
comedies ever, it gets bonus
points for having Meg Ryan and
not Tom Hanks. Even more
points for the hot fake orgasm
scene.

Helpflll Valentine's Da11 Up JVo. 8
Women do not like boxes of
chocolates filled with angry bees.
Here are more
tasty chocolates.

Top 5 movies for those
~nnoying couples
5) ThereJ Something aboutMary
Ted (Ben Stiller) is obsessed
with his old high school crush
that he hasn't seen in 12 years.
'He hires a PI (Matt Dillon) to follow her, who also ends up falling ·
in love with Mary (Cameron
Diaz). True love is nothing if not
obsessive, and in this movie,
everybody is obsessed with
Mary. Maybe stalking somebody
is the only way to find true love.
4) My Best Friend's Wedding
· It's the pinnacle of the
friends-turned-lovers device in
film. Best friends make a pact
that they will get hitched if neither of them are married within
10 years time. Male best friend
meets young short-skirt and
asks her to Ill3fI'Y him. Female
best friend is aslted to come help
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GO
Domestic£1 mported
•Budweiser
• Coors lite.• B.ud Lite

am

1) Requiem for aDream
Jennifer Connelly leaves
Jared Leto for heroin, erotic toys
and obscene sexual positions. If
this movie isn't the worst case of
love gone wrong, we don't know
what is.
·

My beautiful flesh!
You're right, it
is bee-uti ful!

, --~Miller lite-•"lce House &
OF MUS~CAL GEAR
Br ACCESSORIES!

BEST SERI/ICE
AN~WHERE!

'
THE GIJARANTEED
LOWES T PRICES
IN THE u.:.·s .A. !
'

Domestic Kegs.•• $4$9!
f! Becks ___ 5 -1 09

fr

99

+

\~ ·

---

Foster___ 5 89 _99 -+- .,,
Rolling Rock ___ 5 6 6 99 -+Killia'ns Red_~- 5 66 99 -+Michelob Lite ___ 5 60 99 -+- J
"
Yuengling ___ 5 66 99 -+Heineken ___ 5 69 99 -+New €astle __: 5 1 29 99 -+-

t

GOOD QUALITY WINE
CIGARffiES •CHIPS• CANDIES

Blue Nun Wine ___ s4 99

-+-

DOMESTIC BEER SPECIAL
12 PK. Coors Lite
ONLY

$899

12 PK. BUDWEISER
ONLY

$899

BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University & Dean Rd ., Next to Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443

-flours: Nton. - Sun. 11 am - 2am
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Top five worst Valentine's Day gifts ...
5.Giglion DVD
. 4. Aroofie-colada
3. Ablack eye
2. Your wife's (or husband's) work number
1.Valtrex (it's all about suppression)

•

for the week of February 12 .-18

•••

Lonely on V-Day? No gift for your partner?

••
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The indie is here
to help, as always
DANADELAPI

· NICOLE SCHAUB
Staff Writer

NOT JUST SEX

Ah, Valentine's Day. A time
for flowers, chocolates and
izomance ... for some. However,
most of us prefer the night to
·be titled Single Awareness Day
(SAD), where we get together
with
close friends and binge
Valentine's Day is highly overat the local bar,
drink
rated. I mean seriously; an entire
meeting more lonely
day devoted to love and mushy;
saps and exchanging
romantic gestures? Definitely a
even1 more bad relaholiday concocted by females. But
tionship stories.
then there is that little freak who
Whether you'll be
flies around in a diaper shooting
sharing
an intimate
arrows at people. Chalk it up to
night with your signifithat female's bored and annoyed
cant .other or puking in
boyfriend.
the
bathroom at the
'Yes, Valentine's Day is a sham,
local
pub, be more crea Hallmark hoax. Whenever my
ative this year when you
friends ask me what nice things
liven up that romance or celmy boyfriend is planning on doing
ebrate your independence.
for me on V-Day; I have to laugh.
For all you sillgle-and-loving
Two things: Why does there have
it
(or pretending like you're
.
to be a national day of love-makloving
it) people out there, here
ing for you to do something nice
are
some
tips from a girl who
for me, and how many teddy.
knows how to make a night
bears with chocolate can one perdedicated to sappiness a night·
son really have?
of random fun and craziness,
And I am sorry guys, but the
independent style.
generic V-Day gifts are getting
girls, rather than mopold. Chocolate is one of them. , ingOK
around in your mismatched
First, women are convinced it will
pj's, renting an 80's romantic
make them fat. You will be
comedy and binging on cheap
grossed out as you watch us scarf
wine or ice cream, drag yourdown the entire box of Whitman's
self out of bed, throw on your
Samplers and then look up inno- ·
· best boob shirt and gather
cently asking for more. But, on
your favorite girls together .for
the other hand, -chocolate is so
a night I like to call
yummy. And they do say it is an
"Valentine's pay Pub Crawl."
aphrodisiac. Scratch that, the
Get
a group of your best girl
chocolate can stay ... get us the
friends together, split a cab
chocolate ... now.
downtown and stake out at
But what the ladies really want
least
three to four different
is for their men to be original on
bars you plan on gracing your
this day. They want you to do
presence with. Meet those
something so romantic and differother single guys at the bar
ent so that when they brag to
just looking for a good time
their friends they will hear the
and get some free drinks.
· oohs and aahs of jealousy.
Believe me, single guys on VI think this is crap and for this,
Day are desperate for some
I am prepared to stand up for you,
action,
so just take advantage
the men out there. What is so speof their generosity with the
cial about this day that you
beverages and peace out. By
should have to take her out to an
expensive restaurant, go on a
mooiilit carriage ride or have candlelit sex? It is the 14th day of
February! Nothing special about
it, just a random day. Your girl is
just on a perfect-love trip.
Aside from the cheesy gifts
and pr~ssure to make the day
special, Valentine's Day sex is
FROM i 2
., overrated. Girls see it as a pasTaurus man
sionate, loving display of affec. The Taurus man i~ definitely
tion. Guys see it as a chore. 'The
not predatory. More op. the subtypical V-Day between-the-sheets
fantasy usually consists of canmissive side, he .pntfers his
partner to make the · st move.
dles, champagne; eye-popping linHe may come off as he strong
gerie, a bed of roses and fabulous,
and silent type, but this ·guy is
non-duplicable sex where the
actually in need of more physiorgasms riyal the highest mouncal reassurance in the bedroom
taintops. Face the facts, though. If
(cuddling, affection). In addiyou try the whole candlelight
tion, Taurus men are more
thing, most of us will end up burninclined to have an oral fiXation,
ing the house down. Champagne.
making them very generous
gives you a headache and a bed of
lovers.
roses takes too much cleanup.
And the orgasm thing, if you can't
Taurus woman
have one without the romantic
Although she is super femihype, you're not going to have
nine, the Taurus woman still
one.
has an insatiable sexual
And really; I sometimes wonappetite. Leaning towards athder what is the point of sexy linletic lov~rs, she prefers her
gerie, anyway? It's just going to
partner be the master of the
come off in less than five minutes
bedroom. She also has very little
and probably lay crumpled on the
tolera,nce for a lover that is even
floor next to your shoes. Real
the slightest bit below par in the
sexy.
.
sack. In short, if you're a slackAnd how exactly are we super in bed, this woman wants
posed to put it on? Most guys
nothing to do with you, regarddream of a sexy little striptease
less of your looks; sense of
where they are slowly introduced
humor, money or anything else.
to a sheer teddy and next to nothing panties. I'm here to tell ya, it
Geminiman
doesn't always happen that way.
Less animalistic than other
But the lingerie will make you
signs, the Gemini man is more
feel damn sexy. And so will your
prone to use his mind when it
man, who will be feeling like he hit
comes to sex. He thrives on
the mother lode of all sexual fanexperimenting and keeping
tasies.
things fresh in the bedroom. He
But still, this year, I say we
doesn't like to fall into a boring
should skip the hype. Blackball all
sexual routine, maybe even sugfancy restaurants and romaritic
gesting new things to try that a
gestures.
traditional partner may think
· Go to the Ale House, eat wings,
are too crazy to pull off.
get druilk and make out. Save the ·
mushy stuff for some other ranGemini woman
dom day.
"l'he Gemini woman is both
practical and pensive. In bed,
E-mail Dana Delapi at
and in life, she prefers to be in
dana@theindie.com

Avoid a generic
Valentine's Day ·

the time you hit your second.or your special someone, spice it
third bar, you will have only up and think of a more original
paid for covers and you'll be idea then your typical dintanked.
ner-and-a-movie dates.
Now for the guys, coming
Let's start with
from a girl's perspective I am the guys. Just to
not too sure about what to do let you in on a
on a day you usually don't care little secret,
much about anyways, but here as much as
are some ideas. Like you single your
guys usually do on a regular woman
claims
she
does not like
sappy romantic
escapades, she is
lying. I repeat: SHE
IS LYIN,G. Any
sweet, out-of-character act of kindness
will make her heart
melt. Gifts .and jewelry
are nice, ·but something
that takes some effort
rather then cash is so
much better and Will
score you some major
points.
Here are ~ few examples
on how to wow your woman on
this special
day.
basis, celebrate your singleness some more! If you're single and betWeen the ages of 1830, chances are you love
being single, so go strut
yourself downtown,
tell your sad story
about how alone
you are and get
some. I mean
that's what it's all
about right? Sorry
guys, just joking.
OK seriously; if you
really are lonely on VDay; pull a Pub Crawl as
well or drink at a local restaurant. Who knows, you could
meet that special some.one
wJ?.o's iii yo'u r same situ,ation. Rather
Just be genuine and real; all then having
the creepy guys come out in flowers sent to her apartfull force on V-Day and us girls ment, why not plan something
have are guards up. We know with her roomniates so they
the difference between a phony u~ock the door when your
and a Romeo.
girl's asleep and put her
All right you smitten kittens favorite flowers all over the
you, let's talk about the big L- room and her bed. When she
0-V-E. For those of you who are wpkes up you will make her
celeprating the big day with · dlil.Y, and your night will be even

extra special because of it. even things that remind you of
Surprise your girl and tell her her. Make her a CD of both of
you're going to a restau- your favorite songs or a
rant, but instead cook coupon book of special things
her favorite meal and you will do for her. Always give
eat it at a park, on a creative gift with a gift she
the beach or even wants. For exaipple, buy her a
your balcony piece of art or a pair of inex-with candles pensive earrings she's been
and wine. If eyeing to let her know you can
be thoughtful, but also not
your
cookafraid to spend some money on
ing's
her.
As for the girls, well, we1re
not
usually good at this kind of
stuff, but here are a few ideas.
Guys are more into the gifts
that are u;;;eful, rather than
the sentiments. Although
you may hate the video
games that are constantly
blowing up his Play$tation,
if he really wants a new one,
get it. The smile on his face
while he's screaming at the
little man running with a football on the TV will be worth it.
edible, pay for both of you to If he's into a certain alcoholic
have massages together and beverage, get him a bottle. It
then take her to dinner and always hits their heart. And
have the waiter deliver a spe- just because we have that
cial card or letter from you sweet side to us, make him
during dessert. If you both something like a picture frame
are more into fun rather or ceramic piece to add to the
then romance, take her to useful gift; deep down they
her favorite amusement really like it.
park and spend the day ' Whether your single or
. goofing off, buying over- taken this Valentine's Day I
priced food and photos. hope it's your most creative
_The key to making the one, filled with either tons of
night special is doing romance or tremendous irresomething she loves, · sponsible,behaVior.
something that will put
a smile on her face and
show her how mqch
you really know and
care about her.
As for the gift
ideas, .why not
make
something? Jewelry
and clothes are
great, but a sweet,
thoughtful gift means
more. Don't just create some paper cutout
card and expect that to
fly; instead, make a picture collage or box of
everything you kept from
dates and speoial events or

' lT1
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Use your birthday to get some astrology

~

control of whafs going on. A
bossy lover, she primarily puts
her own n.eeds before her part.ner's.

Cancer man
The Cancer man is never
overly aggressive in the bed-·
room, which is why he is particularly intrigued by a sexually
assertive lover. When it .comes
to se:X, he is usually very devoted to his partner. Leaving
him/her unsatisfied is something that insecure Cancer sim·
ply cannot handle.

sign is also associated with hav- , pent, making him more interesting a good work ethic, which is ed in tempting his . lover into
why most Virgo men prefer the risque sexual acts. In short, he
security of a sexual routine that is one of the most sexual creamirrors a good job; steady; com- tures of all the signs.
fortable and consistent. .

Virgo woman

Scorpio woman

Exuding sexuality; the
The Virgo woman is incredi- . Scorpio woman is very sure of
bly aware ,of both her body and ·herself: A confident lover, she is
her desires, even if she isn't ·experimental and likes to get
always vocal about them. Iler way in the bedroom.
Generally not intrigued by Nothing offends her more than ·a
"quickies," she takes her sexual disinterested partner.
escapades seriously, feeling the
need to devote her entire being Sagittarius man
Charismati<;J in bed, the Sag
to the act. In addition, Virgo is
Cancer woman
,
seen as the virgin of the astrolo- man's inhibitions go right out
Less aggressive in bed than · gy chart;: innocent a.Ild pure.
the window. A bit on the kinky
other signs, the Cancer woman
side, he is also empathetic and
is not very assertive. Extremely Libra man
generous, trading his own satisIncredibly intuitive, the Libra faction for his partner's.
affectionate, she may be more
passive. Although she still con- man is the exact opposite of
siders herself to be sexually Aries. Instead of relying on his Sagittarius woman
Not shy about where she
free, making her open to trying brawn, his instincts tell him to
new things.
use his mind, making any sexu:. stands, the Sag woman is very
al encounter with the Libra vocal with her sexual desires ·
Leo man
intense. An even-tempered and needs. Indulging in herself,
A fickle lover, the Leo man is · man, he relishes the idea of she is a confidant lover who
very particular about who he even-handed sex, no one part- doesn't need a partner to keep
brings into his bed. Even still, he ner enjoying it more than the her satisfied.
is extremely passionate and , other.
Capricorn man
isn't one for a quiet escapade.
Undeniably into voyeurism,
He is the same in bed as he iS i:fl Libra woman
life: dramatic and loud.
Sex is a fully loaded emotion- the Cap man loves to watch. In
al experience for the Libra addition, he is somewhat of a
Leo woman
woman. Equality being the "lazy" lover, preferring that his
An outrageous flirt, the Leo · name of the game, she is not partner do all the work. Thi$
woman has no problem likely to participate in a sexual frees him up to sit back and
her
feelings, act that degrades her partner in enjoy the ride, considering the
expressing
whether they are general or a way that she herself wouldn't Cap's sign is highly associated
sexuru. An enthusiastic lover, enjoy. S}l.e's also a determined with leisure.·
she enjoys competing with her lover, never leaving any unfinpartner for dominance. This ished business in the bedroom. Capricorn woman
The Cap woman cannot be
preten,d "struggie" is something
Scorpio man
rushed. She likes to take her
the Leo girl covets in bed.
Somewhat of a self-absorbed time, finding more pleasure in
Virgo man
lover, the Scorpio man is com- the anticipation of the act,
Intrigued by voyeurism, the pulsive. Domineering in bed, his rather than the actual act itself..
Virgo man loves to watch. This sign is associated with the ser- She is not a hasty . lover and
~

prefers to take on traditional
roles in the bedroom.

Aquarius man
Affection is strongly associated with the Aquarius man,
although he is known to be a little rough in the bedroom.
Taking on the dominant role, he
prefers his partner to be more
on the submissive side.

Aquarius woman
A spontaneous lover, the
Aquarius woman likes to be
taken off guard. She also
prefers a partner who not only
knows what he/she is doing, but .
makes no bones about it. In .
short, she doesn't like to fool
around for too long, she is a sexual being who wants just that:
sex.

Pisces man
Artistic and passionate, the
Pisces man is actually less sexual than men of other signs.
More interested in making a
spiritual connection with his
partner, he satisfies his sexual
urges in tradition.al ways; nothing too out there.

Pisces woman
Open to experimentation, the
Pisces woman is both receptive,
and completely focused on
pleasing her partner. A bit of a
dreamer, ultra-feminine Pisces
tends to idealiZe sex. In addition, anything that happens in
the bedroom is all about her
lover, which in turn, satisfies
her.
For

more,

pick

up

Sextrology: The Astrology of
Sex and the Sexes by Starsky

and Cox.
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·" St. Valentine's reading list
Three provocative
love stories for your
V-Day pleasure
ELIZABETH PAUK
Staff Writer

Just to prove that there are
better love stories than Romeo
and Juliet or The Bridges of
Madison Ccrunty (yawn), here's
a list of great literature to satisfy your need for romance on VDay; while enriching your mind.

architect and Chloe, a graphic
designer. There is minimal
action going on in this book, but
it is peppered with intelligent
humor, including drawings of
the Boeing 767 where they met,
which are meant to illustrate
various ideas discussed by the
author. Sure, the novel sounds '
pretentious and overly puffy to
the point of arrogance, but the
author's intelligence is still
undeniable and will make great
light reading for the cynic on
Valentine's Day.

3.0nlove

2.South ofthe Border,
West ofthe Sun

Alain de Botton
Grove Press- January 1995

Haruki Murakami
Knopf- January 1999

For all you.crazy loonies .out
there who cannot stop obsessively analyzing your relationships both past and present, de
Bottori is a guy after your own
heart. This novel spends most of
its substance . analyzing the
failed relationship between the
unnamed narrator, a London

love and growing up. The plot is
simple: Hajime meets and falls,
in love with a girl in elementary
school, but he loses touch with
her when his family moves to
another town. He drifts through
high school; college and his 20s,
b~fore marrying and settling
into a career as a successful bar
owner. Then his childhood
sweetheart returns, weighed
down with secrets. Part comingof-age tale and part love story;
this novel is still as rich and
mysterious as all his other
books. This story will leave you
in tears. Forget watching Pretty
·Woman for the millionth time,
and add this story to your
Valentine's Day list of books to
read instead.

Passion intertwines the des-

tinies of two remarkable people:
Henri, a simple French soldier ·
who follows Napo1eon from glory
to Russian ruin and· V!llanelle,
the red-haired, web-footed
daughter of a Venetian boatman,
whose husband has gambled
away her heart. ·Their story
begins in the mystical carnival
·compounds of Venice and leads
the reader on a tour de force of
dreamy proporti,ons. For all you
familiar with the author, this is
classic Wmterson fare, which
will certainly add spice to your
Valentine's Day agenda. For the
uninitiated, here is a great way
to. start your odyssey into the ·
works of Wmterson. It can only
be described as a . powerful
manipulation of the fiction genre
that distorts the reader's senses
of reality and logic. Read like a
sexy fairy tale, this book is' a
must-read for the romantic at
heart who, at the. sanie time,
rejects the pretentious workings
of shallow modern-day romance
for the essence of love instead.

SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU

$795

SOUP OR
APPETIZER
·&ENTREE

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE':
Soft Shell Crab

CHOICE OF ONE:
Wonton Soup
or

Chick~ Spring Roll

. or
Small Mixed Salad
\

Sauteed soft shell crab smed o,ver angel
hatr pasta; and topped wtJh That R!!d curry
cream sauce, s'weet basil, and bell pepper

or
Pork Ginger
Sliced pork lotn sttr:frled with fresh ginger, onton, snow pea, and bell pepper
with That style Ught soy s,auce.

· .,:.,~~ Check o~t
our Valentine
1. · S_
. Is.'
pec1a
""

I.
86.~

:\. Alafaia Trail
\\atertord 1.akesT01111 centrr

407-)82-8201
..

or
B.B.Q. Chicken
Charcoal grilled That style marinated
chtcken breast served with sweet and sour
sauce on the stde.

..
(

I BEST THAI
Critic's Choice
RESTAURANT
-Scott Foodie
J oseph Orlando Scnlmcl
Award 2003

s35perperson:
1

CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ .
StaffWriter

..

According to a new'ly released
report, 39 percent of gamers are·
women. Where are they? Sure,
we .find a few geek chicks here
and there, but it seems like the
vast majority must be trapped in
a secret, sexy dungeon someplace. Occasionally; a nerd.from
Ol,ll' midst manages to score. One
. making tabloids this week is
John Romero, half the creativity
behind Do0m and Quake. Now
almost 40 years old and raising
kids, John has decided to get
married once again. John recent-

ly announced his engagement to
his teenage Romanian e-girlfriend, Rhaluka. While waiting
· for her marriage visa to get he:r
everywhere she wants to be, the
new Mrs. Rhalµka Alexandra
Romero made the statement, ":D
I love you so much, J:ohn!
. ( ' -1')<3."See? True love really is
on the Internet! ·
· Microsoft is releasing a special Xbox package deal only for
our friends in Japan. It indudes a
blue Xbox, a copy of DOA:
Ultimate, and a five-foot "cushion" (blow-up doll) of Kasuinichan in a skimpy; pink bikini.
Whether this "cushion" will be

used for companionship or simply to support the weight of the
console itself has yet to be seen.

SERVING SPECIAL

remade for the GBA. The music
is remixed, the graphics are gorgeous and the game play is
intense, makingMetroid's trade. mark atmosphere as absorbing
Metroid :-- Zero Mission
(Game Boy Advance}
as ever. Since Zero Mission and
Imagine yourself in 1986 play- Super Metroid occur in the same
ing Meiroid on your NES. Your p~ace, fans can expect nostalgia
character is some kind of space and continuity everywhere. Still,
l!lall.that explores alien_planr-ts if you're new to Metroid, there's .
and shoots stuff. One fateful day, never been a better time to start
you finally defeat Mother Brain to collecting power~ups. Beware
receive a brand-new ending. _T.tµs that Zero Mission is only about
androgynous spac&man take
three to eight hours long, but it's
off his suit to reveal a blonde biki- worth replaying often. How else
ni chick The original gmning can you practice up to see probabe was born. Now you can gressively more of Samus's
relive . the classic, completely 1 body?
1,

3

COURSE .MEAL

MEAL INCLUDES:

APPETIZER, CHOICE OF ENTREE, AND DESSERT
·

BOTTLE OF WINE

$90

CHOSEN AS A TOP RESTAURANT
, BY,fLORIDA TREND - '96, '9"i/

MEMBERS GHOICE.AWARD
"f:RIENDLIEST SERVIGE" ENTERTAINM6N'f -

'9X'•

TOP 100 RESTAURANT·
BY ZAGAT SURVEY -''96, 1 971 '98, '99~; 'Q2 :
CHOSEN AS A

Reservation required w/credit card
Located in Suncrest Village
Shopping Center off
U,niversity & Dean Rd.
between Publix & Eckerds

indieeats

103 OFF

'

Racco U:l.sloranle hall.uno, ,

10065 Un:lvcrsih1 Rivel.

1

407-678-8833 ..

.
NEWLY OPENED
Blue Elephant Thai Restaurant
Serving Authentic Thai Cuisine

w/UCF ID

· O'PEN 7 ·DAYS MON ·THURS 1lam· lOpm
FRI 11 am • 11 pm
sAT 1111111 • 1opm
SUN 4pm - 9pm

Dine lln • Take Out • Delivery • Catering

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo

407-706-021 7tax 407-706-0256

lunch menu available

3900 Alafaya Trail
(100yds south of Chevron

r-----------T--~--------T-----------·

2 LARGE :2 MEDIUM:

CHEESE PIZZAS

I

CHEESE PiZZAS

I

1

~~E~/~EN~E

TOPPING & 1 o

$15.99 : $1 3.99 : W!N:~l~~~~~~~S)

1
Toppings $1.50
I • Add $1 .25 for each
I additional each pizza I topping - eaclt pizza

'!

I
I

$1 5 95
•

gas station at corner of

:
1

:

· 10°/o
DISCOUNT

.I
I

~-----------·-----------+-----------~
I 1 MEDIUM CHEESE I
2 MEDIUM
I SATURDAy

$2.99

PIZZA w/ONE
TOPPING & 1 o
I
1 WINGS (or KNOTS)
1
& 2 LITER SODA

GIANT MEATBAhL COMBO
(Includes 32oz Drink)

I

I

1

1

I
I

407-679-2448

I

$1 3 95·
•

I

1
1
I
I

CHEESE PIZZAS
w/ONE TOPPING
& GARLIC KNOTS
& 2 LITER SODA

I

1
I

I

11:0oam-S:OOpmONLY
Pick Up Only

$1 9 99 •
•

.

$ • 99 SLICE

+--:'i~~-:-:rFi~'"'"'i!

: FAMILY SPECIAL $3.00 OFF $30.00

or MORE

·------------------------------------

One mlle west of UCF corner of Dean &
University behind Discount Auto Parts

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED •

SALADS

At Crispers, gourmet soups are a specialty.
Since you're taking so many credits and going to
so many classes, we want you to try it for FREE.
· Just show us your
. valid UCF student ID card..
We've got 12 varieties of so.ups, gumbos,
chowders, and Oriental soups made fresh,
every day. Purchase ·any garden-fresh
gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich
priced over $4, and get a 12-ounce cup
of our incredible soup, FREE.
_ _..,.

...

Eating is okay, but eating gourmet is great.
That's why Crispers has been a sensation' for over
'" 16 years. Today, we're expanding througho1.1t Florida ,
as the quick, delicious alternative to fast food.
All our gourmet salads, sensational soups, and ' ·
stacked sandwiches are made fresh, every single day.
If you're a sweet freak, our desserts will make your
eyes open wide. Creamy cheeseqkes,' mile-high
layer cakes, cookies, br.ownies ... it goes on forever.
Then there are the real milkshakes and gooey
sundaes made with rich, delicious Publix Premium
Ice Cream.

Be.st=

.

I

No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. Just great gourmet ·
food, made fresh. And free soup, too.

·Of all,
it:'s .FREE!

436 & UNIVERSITY
39·1 SOUTH SEMORAN

WINTER PARK
ph ( 407) 6 73-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

WATERFORQ LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYATRAIL

\c:f!~ .

ORLANDO
ph (407) 482-4727

ALAFAYA

Then, there's FREE SOUP
uraiting for you at Crispers!

We're sorry, but this free offer do~s not include
gumbos; chtwders, or Oriental specia'{Y soups.

·: Food! The hot new campus craze!

AND

Got a .U CF ID card?

Free soup with main dish purch~se and valid
student ID Card offer: good Feb. 12 - Feb. 26.

111 MONTH
Of RBRUARY

NO CHECKS PLEASE• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

ColSfe-rs
FRESH

J
N

To see all our menu selections, click
on www.crispers.com.

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

>-

IIll

00

...

a!

0

w

>

z

:::>
436

\c:~
SEMORAN BLVD.

I

Working or studying late - give us a call. 407-380-7200
Pick up a delicious meal on your way hon1e
from work or University.

~-----------A-----------~----------
r-------~----------------------------

10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD

TlllOUGH

north to Oviedo

SPECIAL

1
1

,·

University Blvd)
Tel/F-ax 407-380-7200

'\ G.~~'~f~!~
~

••
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·:His milkshake brings all the boys
FROM i 1

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ I the indie

We headed off on the date with a
packed car. I was driving, with our
favorite
photographer
Elizabeth
Fernandez in the passenger seat. ln the
back John and Jason talked about their
favorite actors and movies. AB weird as
the whole thing was, they seemed more
and more to be kind of a cute uncouple.
Qne of tl:}.e main reasons people even
entered the contest was for the free meal
•that we offered in our ad. The indie still
has a pretty pathetic budget though, so
we had to make our first stop McDonalds.
We wanted to take them to a roller rink or
ice-skating or something cute like that,
but due to time constraints were forced
to have the classic poor man's McNugget
date.
·
Not that it didn't go swimmingly. After
. eating'their french fries they had a lot of
fun playing in the McArcade. They played
a Dance Dance Revolution knock-off and
some air hockey. Then they had a long,
intimate conversation in the playpen.
After dinner we took them to the 5 &
Diner for dessert. John and Jason shared
the
special
"Cherry
Chocolate
·Sweetheart Valentine's Shake." Two
straws. Everything was going well until
John's girlfriend showed up looking mad.
Apparently somebody told her that her
boyfriend was out on a date with somebody else.
I thought it would be funny at the time.
Her anger' dwindled after she saw the
lucky winner. Eventually she even calmed
doWll enough· to share the sweetheart
shake. The plan didn't go as expeoted.
John didn't find somebody to love him. He
didn't even get laid. Maybe Valentine's
Day is more than all that garbage though,
because we can all say we made a new
friend. ·

,.

..1

Empty your closet, fill your wallet. Sell us
your cool stuff and get cash on the spot.
At Plato's·Closet• we buy and sell gently
used brand name teen clothing and
accessories. Calculus should be this easy!

PLATe's

' BOOKS

~~~~~~~~ ·

C LO SET

LAVA LAMPS

AND MUCH MORE!

7677 South Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando, FL 32809
40Hl55·9950 • platoscioset.com

I
.GHES BRANDON PETERSON
KAARE ANDREWS
. BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS
BRIAN PULIDO ·
PHIL JIMENEZ
JOHN CASSADAY
DARICK ROBERTSON
GREG LAND
WALTER SIMONSON .
AMANDA CONNER
MICHAEL LA.RK
CHUCK DIXON
KELSEY SHANNON
DAVID MACK
TERRY DODSON .
BRIAN STELFREEZE
JAMES O'BARR
FRED (PIRO) GALLAGHER •(CREATOR OF "THE CROW")
KARL STORY
CULLY HAMNER
JIMMY PALMIOTTI
SKOTTIE·YOUNG
*GUEST LIST S UBJECT TO C HANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PURCHASE OF AN ADMISSION
DOES N OT GUARANTEE AN AUTOGRA~H FROM ANY ATTE N D ING GUEST.

' MEET CAST MEMBERS* FROM:
' ANIME SERIES: 11HELLSING"
11 HOUSE OF 1000 CORPSES"
"LAND OF THE GIANTS"
"LOST IN SPACE"
11 LEXX"
"LORD OF THE RINGS"
11 BEETLEJUICE"
"THE BEASTMASTER"
"STAR WARS"
11BATTLESTAR GALACTICA"

THE BOUNTY HUNTER trom~THE X-FILESn
LUKE and THE JUDGE from
~auFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER~
sPoNsoREosY:

Savannah College ofArt and Design

For more information visit us attwww.megaconvention.colli • 4023 Tampa Road, Suite 2400 ·(Oldsmar, Florida 34677 • Phontf: 813 891-1702 ·Fax: 8 ~3 891-0542 ('

l'-~~~~~~~~~~~~,;;,_~~~...;;...~~~~~~~-4~~~~~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~-..--~~~~
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lop five cartoon-_based religions ...
· 5.Johnny Bravo's Shaolin Temple
4. Catholicism
·
3. Dexter's Christian Science
2. The Church of the Holy Pic-a-nic Basket Sacrament
1.The Rastafarian Church of Scooby Doo

for the w~ek of February 12 -18

\ .t

WEB LESS TRAVELED
I'm bitter, so I need some sweet,

sweet candy
iPIN THE/SQUARE rAN'IS
(),N.SP.O.NGEBQ.BI
"..:;.-'

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

••

..

NEAR-LIFE
,EXPERIENCE

I

•

9,: How Gary gets
his groove back
. . He's had cameos in such comedy ,classics as the Simpsons and Married with
Children. He was arrested for assaulting
a fan. He sued his parents for misappropriating ~ons. He placed eighth in the
California gubernatorial race. Have you
guessed which magical celebrity I'm talking about?
None other than Arnold Jackson himself, Mr. Gary Colenian. Put Gary
Coleman in your product, and · it's
instantly cooler. He's an instantly recog- .
nizable ·4-feet-8-inches of spunk. His
famous catch phrase is memorable and
often imitated. Oh, and lest we forget,
he's also a virgin.
This leads me to a demanding question: Who wouldn't want to be with Gary
Coleman? The guy is a living legend. He's
done things we've only dreamed about. A.
true American success story, Gary overcame his disadvantages and·secured his
place in the-sun. But that place is a lonely o:qe for Gary.
With Valentine's Day quickly
apprdaching, I propose that a woman,
any woman, spend a night with Gary
· Coleman. I really don't think it's asking
too much. After all, the guy did have his
own aniinated series.
.
Think of all the advantages to bedding Gary Coleman. You've got instant
bragging \rights, for starters. Not many
people can say tb_ey've been with the host
of a psychic hotline. It only makes sense
if you think about it. He's provided us
with four decades of incredible entertainment. ~at hav~ we give:q 1$1.? Think of
'it as a small thank-you for years of reli·
.
able service.
After Diff'rent Strokes went off the
air, Gacy found it hard to get work. He'd
get type-casted or turned 'down. He was
so down-trodden that he had to become a
security guard. And the saddest thing is
that there was no one there to heal his
. wounds and share hi$ grief. To make that
difference. Sure, he can be a bit volatile
sometimes, as we witnessed when Gary
attacked one of his fans. But wouldn't
you be angry? To be out of a job, to watch
your fellow castmates destroy themselves? To be born with a disorder that
stunts your growth? It would take a special soul to console Gary, but it .is possible. Underneath that boyish exterior lies
an anxio~ man\ ready to be loved and
unleashed.
Gary has also had problems with
depression. He's tried to kill himself on
numerous occasions. Valentine's Day is
notorious for its suicides. What if Gary
kills himself? We'll all have to live with
the knowledge that we sat on our hands
when we could've done somethihg. He
·doesn't deserve to die. He deserves to be
loved.
Being a celebrity is tough work - the
constant pressures .and ever-watchful
eyes. People are just waiting for you to
fall, and if they're nice to you, it's usually
just to u.se you.
•
In America, we can · rise from the
dregs of our humble beginnings ' and
become something spectacular. But if we
can't share it, what is it wort}l? We may
never cure horrendous epid~mics like
AIDS or Dick Clark Productions, but if
we could start small, and I mean literally
start small, with Gary. Imagine what we
can accomplish in the long run. The hap- ··
pier he is, the happier we'll all be.
Perhaps if Gary was loved properly, he
could propel his career into an astonishing renaissance.. With Gary back in full
swing, it would bring about a domino
effect. Next, Dustin Diamond, then Jaleel
White and tomorrow the world! This isn't
just a short black man· we're talking
about. This is our welfare at stake.
No one should have to be alone on
Valentille's Day, but especially ,not one of
our nation's treasures. If you love this
country, if you love our ent~rtainment,
then you will realize that it is your right
and duty to spend a night with Gary
Coleman. This is a time of compassion, a
time· of choosing selflessness over selfishness. It may be too late for Fred
"Rerun" Berry, but it sure ain't too late
for Gary.
E-mail Michael Lawrence at
michae/@theindie.com
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. The earth hurls around the sun at
thousands of miles an hour.
Streaking through space, a blur of
white, blue and green whirls around
a giowing red, orange and yellow
sphere. Time is passing. This can
only mean one thing.
Valentine's Day is closer nowthan
it was a second ago.
Opinions of V-Day .divide sharply.
There are those that love this holiday.
They are showered with ~s, kisses
and, if they're really lucky, free food.
Tnen there are those. that loathe
this holiday. It wears th.eni down,
making them feel inadequate, left out
or simply naus~ated at its very premise.
.
There is onlyone good thil).g about
V-Day - it preceeds the day after VDay. The day after V-Day holds a special place in my heart, along with the
day after Easter and the day after
Halloween. It means half-off candy at
local stores. Never has my bitterness
and loathing ta.Sted so sweet.
.
, That's about the only good thing.
I know I . seein bitter. I wasn't
always this way. I had a girlfriend
once, you know. But one· night I went
to her place ·and found her in bed
with a sherpa and a yak. I could have
forgiven her, except they were also
listeningto'Limp Bizket on the radio.
That's just intolerable. You have to
draw the-line somewhere.
·
So, yes. I am bitter. But ladies, I'm
bitter and available. If you
want me to be

"

less bitter .next Valentin.es Day, my e·mail address is .down there at the
bottom. Drop me a line. We can go out
and have a good time. Maybe I'll even
give you free food.
Fred Thirst' fans need not apply.
Oh! I was so distracted being bitter I forgot' to tell you this week's
theme. Are you ready? It's ·distractions. Yes, distractions from the
never-ending sea of melancholy and
angst that is my life .. .I mean from
school. Distractions from school.

http://www.gunbQund.net
This free
program
has been
spreading .
on · the Web
faster th~ the SoBig
virus. If you still haven't
heard abeut it, here you go.
Gunbound is an artillerytype game (think Worms or
Scorched Earth from way back
in the day) that
is
virtually
guaranteed to
suck · away
.large portions
of your life.
' Opponents
come from across the ' globe.
Honestly, if you can understand half
of what people are saying in any
· given game, you're lucky. But it inat, ters not, because you 'r.e not there to
talk to them. You're there to blow
them up!
As you win games; you earn gold·
that can be. used to upgrade your
character. Unfortunately; this just
encolirages you to play more of the
game, sucking more of your life away.

ANGUS~BEEF

Romance and video games may not
like they have a lot in common,
but from my personal experience the
two ofteh go hand in hand. In fact,
Nintendo. taught me everything I ever
needed to know about romance.
I was first introduced to love when I
finally beat Super Mario . World. I
struggled for weeks trying to figure out
how to beat the final boss. Bowser
floated ju~t out of reach on that horribfo clown copter with the blades at the
bottom. My younger brother and I died
countless times trying to jump into the
clown ship to stomp on the evil villain's
head.
When we were in elementary
school, the Super Nintendo was our
first systeip., and Super Mario World
was our first game. We begged and
pleaded for years before ·our rp.other
gave in. The first time we flipped on
IMAGES COURTESY NICKELEODEON
the system and saw the bright red
Nintendo logo on the screen, we knew
everything had been worth it.
http://www.electriderret.com/fightS
And here we were, struggiing at the
'.!'he Internet is filled With people
very end of the epic quest t'O beat the
(like me) who have nothing better to
terrible King Koopa. We didn't have
do with their time thari determine
the Internet back then, and we were
who would win imaginary fights.
just a little too young to realize that
Such great debates are now
video game stores had something
called . "guides" that told us exactly
recorded here, in the Comic Book
Universe Battles Hall of Fame. See
what we had to do. So, we diq the only
who would triumph . between Al
sensible thing. We asked every person
we met in scho.ol, in the park, in the
Bundy and Homer Simpson. Find,out
if Free Willy 3 can best Captain .
playground, everywhere, in an effort to
Ahab. Read about South Park duking
find out exactly.what we had to do to
it o.ut with Peanuts.
. defeat the villain and win the princess.
My one comt>laint is that in the
Finally, in math class, a young·genfight between Hercules and The Tick,
· tleman told me the timth - those
He~cules won. How unrealistic can
mechanikoopas Bowser kept spewing
out were meant to be picked up and
you get? Everyone knows The Tick is ·
nigh-invunerable.
. ~"' ·- \< ~ ·- . tossed"'into the open top*of'the ~hover
· clown:
http://www.chu~chofspongebob.org
With this niformation in hand, my
I'll let them promo themselves.
brother and I renewed our efforts. One
"Perhaps you have never considearly Saturday morning, I was awakered going underwater to find a belief
ened by my brother screaming, "I beat
system worth investing in. You prob- '
it! I beat it!"
ably never, in your wildest dreams,
I ran to the living room and watched
thought that the secrets to living a
the princess plant a tender kiss on
,happy, contented and fulfilling life
Mario as heart-shaped fireworks
co1:lld come from a tiny animated .
exploded in the background. It was so
sponge.
romantic; I think I sighed.
Well, we're The Church of
I'm sure I'm not the only one who
thought, up until that point, that they
SpongeBob Squarepants, and we
were.just-friends.
bring to you, today; Good News!"
Yikes.
Afterward, I ·beganAo lo-olc Jor
romance in other video games, and I
http://www.fenslerfilm.com/
found that Nintendo was chock full of
?set=video
gushy softhearted· video · game pro· · Remember how back in the day
grammers. Remember Rosa and Cecil
G.I. Joe would end with a public servfrom Final Fantasy II? Whenever I
ice a.Ilnouncement? Well here they
hear that sweet music, the song they_
are. Slightly (and hilariously) modiplayed when they professed their love
fied.
and devotion to e·ach other, I melt.
•
We can't forget my favorite~
Nintendo couple, Zelda and Link. Le
· E-mail Brandon Hardin at
sigh ...
brandon@theindie.com
In their video game universe, they
can give any schmaltzy Final Fantasy
X-2 romance ·a run for its money. Tidus
and Yuna. Come on. Tidus is a wimp!
Link- is many thi.Jigs but rarely a .
wimp. Even in the controversial celshaded Link of Wind Waker fame, he
was a kick-ass little boy. And we can't
forget (spoiler alert!) discovering that
the spunky little pirate girl hanging
around Link was actually a very
ing the children. .Her servitude is
rivaled only by the washing machine.
proactive Zelda.
1
Actually, I'm just kidding.
Zelda · is a much better princess
then Peach in my book because she•
She is the washing machine.
. Shifting gears a bit, it seems I rufisn't just a whimpering victim. She~
fled some feathers in the SGA Senate
gets in trouble, but only pecause shei
sticks her nose where it doesn't belong
and garnered some support from
readers. Rumor has it the Senate is
in an effort to do good. Princess Peach
writing a response. Well, I got my own
is exactly the kind of simpering female i
I try to avoid.
·
:
response, bordering on fan mail!
Then there's that secret hope of,
Hey Angus,
many video game nerdboys' secret•
romantic fantasy: video game competiYour article in this week's indie
tions. In fact, the Orlando Video.
was dead-on. The SGA is nothing but
Gamers' Association is ·holding a!
a practice run for the politicians of the ·
future. I mean, look at it - they
Super Smash Brothers Melee competi-;
always argue, they rarely get anytion on Valentine's Day, that saccharine-sweet corporate holiday designed·
thing of consequence done, and at
to make the angsty a,nd awkward feel
election time it's the same mud sling- ·
even more so. Don't knock it. My curing and name-calling that goes.on in
rent boyfriend and I met two years ago
the real elections. Am I .right?
playing the original version, and we'ver
- NESIL RESEDROG
never looked back.
,
If
playing
video
games
is
your
idea:
Yes Nesil, you're right. As long as
of a great way to spend Valentine's:
you agree with me, you can't go
Day, check out www.orlandovga.com.!
wrong.
I'll probably see you there.
,

From same-sex marriages to fan

"j,
ANGUS McWITHERSPOON
To many, marriage is the pinnacle
of love - the ultimate show of devotion and caring.
As my lovely wife Agnes was cleaning the kitchen last night, I flipped on
the television and managed to catch
part of Fbx's My Bi{} Fat Obnoxious
Fianee. Then I had an epiphany.
Flashing back to President Bush's
"State of the Union Address," I
thought about how Bush said, "Our
nation must defend the sanctity or
marriage."
It was then I realized Bush has bigger things to w9rry about than samesex marriages.

A geek's lessons
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. in gaming love

Almost every day on TY, women or
men are offered up as prizes on TV
shows, all for the ·sake of holy matrimony and high ratings. l don't really
need to list them, do I? The Bachelor, .
Avera.ge Joe, VVho Wants to Marry a
Millionaire?. The list goes on. And
on.
If he is so intent on keeping marriage a sacred thing, why doesn't he
put a stop to its nationally televised
trivialization?
Same-sex .marriages are no different from "normal" marriages. Both
8.re built on love, trust and the desire
to writhe around naked. ·
TV-show marriages are based on
jealousy, wrogance, ignorance and
competition. How is that a healthy
. base for a marriage? Millions of people can see them debase the sanctity
of marriage on prime time.
The threat does not lie within
same-sex marriages. It lies within
channels 3 to 13.
Who is President Bush to deny the
right of someone to have a legally
indentured servap.t? My wife Agnes
has provided me with years of service,
faithfully cookihg, cleaning and rais-
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E-mail Angus McWrtherspoon at
angus@theindie.com

E-mail Elizabeth Fernandez at
ellzabeth@theindie.com
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There's no sttch thin' as perfect friends ...

.,

hut there IS the PEBFECJ RPRBTHERT.
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CHECK OUT THE DETAILS!
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Individual Leases ·
Cable with 8 ~BOs, MTV & ESPN
·~

Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes
I

Fitness Center with Free-weights
Covered Basketball Pavilion

.

•

j

Internet Access
:> (

k.mer:dfiei Re]lfs a r1<d lmG:eRtives subj~d w ~hange.
Call Fe !JilPITe.. imorrmC!lf,i~Jl'!

321 -#5~-2fl~tl ,

.

10749 E. Colonial.Drive, Orlando; FL 32817.

.

College·''Knights''
9:00.p.tn. - Midnight

Tuesday

Thursday
Weekly BEE~ ·P ONG
Tournament

ShoW your Student l.D. ·
Get $1.00 domestic draft ·
(with

purc!s~~~,:~::g:everage)

(407) 3 84-0003

$10 Entry $100 to Winning Team
(based on 5 teams)

Must be 21 or older

•

· Billards

•

Big Screen TV

Located in the Entrance of '

•

Darts

~~

•

Game Arcade

•
I '

Entertainment Complex

WW"f.alomabowlingcent;ers.com

